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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Second Report and Order in the proceedings relating to Docket No. 18262 published by th'e 
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) in 1974 promised relief of the long-standing frequency 
congestion problems of the law enforcement communications community. Concurrently. fundamen
tal revisions to the procedures and policies by which law enforcement agencies obtain access 
to the 900 NHz portion of the spectrum were made. 

These proceedings allocated 30 HHz for all elements of the land mobile conununica~ions commun
ity, including law enforcement. Of the 600 channels possible in this portion of the sv~ctrum. 
100 were allocated for conventional systems. 200 for "trunked"l/ systems, and the remaining 
300 held in reserve. New ground rules were established for the assignment of these frequencies. 
Block assignments reserving ~pecified frequencies for designated classes of users. such as law 
enforcement agencies were not authorized in this band. No provisions were made for local fre
quency coordination. The procedures at 900 MHz call for the FCC staff to use a first come, 
first served assignment technique based upon Commission-established standards of channel load
ing. The Commission also mandated that all systems requiring more than five channels be 
IItrunked ll

• 

These and related concepts were developed by the Commission in recognition of the rapi,dly 
expanding spectrum requirements of the land mobile communications community. Its stated 
intention was to apply modern technolo9Y to the problem of the growing demand for a finite 
amount of spectrum. But the impact of these policies, together with the engineering'~uestions 
pertaining to the technical suitability of this newly available spectrum have, heretofore, not 
been considered in light of the specialized communications needs of law enforcement agencies. 

In February 19:17 the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration (LEAA) \"ecognized that many 
technical, economic and managerial questions about this newly available spectrum and related 
frequency assignment philosophies must be answered before the potential benefits tnherent in 
Docket No. 18262 could be fully available to the law enforcement community. Undei' LEAA Grant 
No. 77 SS 99 6009 the Associated Public-Safety Communications Off'icers, Inc. (APCO) was re
quested to analyze these problems, make appropriate recommendations for future actions. and 
describe a program to demonstrate the potential capabilities of these new concepts. 

In this study (called Project 16), APCO pas determined that these frequencies do. in fact, 
present the opportunity for significantly improved spectrum availability,pncLcommunications 
systerr, performance for law enforcement agencies. Conventional type 900 "r·iHz equipment is now 
available. It is relatively cost effective and functior:ially suitable for installation, main
tenance and operation by many law enforcement agencies. The 900 HHz spectrum offers a major 
opp.0rtunity to alleviate much of the spectrum congestion that has long afflicted the public 
safet~ communications community. 

On the other hand, the present regulatory environment for 900 MHz as established in Docket 
No. 18262 poses certain difficulties that may impede the effectivE! utilization of this vital 
portion of the spectrum. The absence of block allocations, coupled with the elimination of the 
requirement for local area coordination, can seriously jeopardize the imp'J?!merrtation ofi,)1te
grated and cooperative systems. The first come, first served frequency assignment pol~ 
threatens potential access to thes? frequencies by the tax-supported mem\Jers of the Ia ...... .lobile 
COllllllunity. The rate a.t which the business and other ftconomically flexib(\e elements of the 
lan'd mobile community are moving"to these 'f::tequencieS!)raises- serious questions regarding the 
eventua 1 avail abi 1 ity of frequencies for 1 aw enforcem~t agencies. that are faced with the time-
consuming fi nancia 1 processes" that must be compUed wi tin by tax-supportedenti ties. 0' . " 

v 

The question of trunked system i'mplementation by public safety agenciesha.s provetfto be highly 
complex. The potential for improved spectrum utilization that might result from trunked system 
technology in the law enforcement sector has not been demonstrated in light of the_specialized 
law enforcement operationql needs; nor is the responsibility of the taxpayer to. supp,ort the,~e 
potentially more costly systems, even V perhaps they qre more spectrum-efficient, treencestab-
lished. ' 

]j See Chaptet' I for definjtions. 
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While improved spectrum efficiency may' result from such systems, the degree of improvement 
attainable seems largely dependent upon the number of units involved in the system. Trunking 
systems with fewer than 300 mobiles offers little improvement in spectrum utilization. Trunk
ing larger systems, under present standards of loading, offers only marginal improvements in 
possible channel availability. 

Little spectrum-related benefit derives f~om trunking heavily loaded channels. Improved spec
trum utilization is not likely to result from trunking the existing number of channels of a 
major metropolitan system that is currently loaded with 100 or 150 mobile unit~ per channel. 
Overall increased spectrum utilization, while maintaining a present or an improved level of 
service in such systems, is more likely to occur in large municipa1ities if multi-agency sys
t~ms can be developed. Systems in which the communications needs of several (or all) agencies 
of a given unit of government could be united, such that lightly loaded channels can be com
bined with the heavily loaded law enforcement channels (incorporating the time phase difference 
of periods of peak loading), could provide opportunities for improved spectrum utilization by 
using trunked techniques. Similarly, the combination of severa'( agencies of different but 
contiguous units of government also offers the possibility of providing the system size and 
channel availability needed to make possible improved spectrum utilization through trunking. 
Both of these options present significant management, political and economic problems. 

A most important result of this study has been the identification of significantly improved 
operational possibilities that are inherent in the trunked system concept. Such systems, em
ploying digital address and control channel techniques, make possible system configurations 
that offer greatly increased flexibility, multiple address system organization, automatic 
priority designators, multiple system control points, channel redundancy, flexible system ex
pansion capabilities, and other advantages yet to be identified. These techniques can greatly 
enhance the functional cap~bi1ities of law enforcement communications systems. The trunked 
system concept currently rF.llndated by the FCC offers the possibility of satisfying law enforce
ment communications needs for the next several decades. 

Project 16 recognized that the technologies required to implement these trunked systems exists 
today. The principal imp'3dlm~mt to their immediate application is the need to identify those 
necessary functions that this technology can provide and to configure a system that demon
strates the improved operational capabilities that are possible. Project 16 concludes that 
the federal government should provide the initiative needed to develop a demonstration system 
that will make potential users aware of its capabilities and resolve those engineering ques
tions inherent in the implementation of new technologies. 

The study recommends that the federal government initiate a program to develop a model trunked 
system demonstrating those operational feat~res having particular application to law enforce
ment communications needs. It also recommends that ·the federal government absorb the costs 
associated with system development, test, and technology tl~ansfer, and that the selected model 
community bear those costs associated with hardware manufaGture and installation. 

Project 16 has answered many of the questions relating to the opening of the 900 MHz spectrum 
to law enforcement communicat"ions need.;. It has pointed o~t certain regulatory areas that need 
modification jf these frequencies are to be most effectively used. It has shown that the 
eqUipment needed for conventional, traditional type 900 MHz systems is available today. But 
perhaps of most importance, it hilS pointed out the potential of trunked, 900 14Hz systems to 
exploit existing technologies in a way that will provide new systems configurations that will 
accommodate the operational needs of law enforcement agenciEis during the coming decades. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The opening of the 900 MHz spectrum for use by the lanu mobile radio community 
by the Federal Commuhications Commission in its proceedings in Docket No. 18262 ~ 
was a landmark event in the history of mobile radio in the United States. By (, 
this action the FCC almost dou~led the amount of spectrum available to the land 
mobile radio services, offering a long-awaited hope of relief from constraints 
on system design caused by the limited number of available frequencies. 

In this proceeding th~ Commission laid a foundation for the future of mobile 
radio. It authorized the development of "cellular systems" which may some day 
make possible the establishment of a mobile radio system able to serve, the gen
eral public much as the public telephone network does today. It set a,ide 
40 MHz for the development of these cellular systems. 

The Commission provided for the growth of private land mobile radio systems by 
establishing two 15 MHz :bands (806 MHz to 821 1,1Hz for base only, and 851 ~U;z 
to 86~ MHz for mobile only)l/ for use by the land mobile radio services. This 
30 MHz provides sufficient spectrum for the eventual assignment of 600 two-way 
voice channels in the land mobile radio service. \ " 

\' 
, \ . 

I II t his a c,t ion the FCC did m u c h m 0 ret han aut h 0 r i z emu c h nee d e d s p e c t r u m\r or " 
land mobile use. It radically altered many of its long-standing concepts~f how 
this spectrum would be managed and how these frequenties would be assigned\, Thl 
Commissio:: did away with block allocations at 900 MHz. That concept, long 1,n 
use in the lower bands, reserved s~ecific frequencies or groups of frequencies 
for use by specific services, to the exclusion of other users. In lieu of this 
block allocation concept, the Commission established a "first com~, first " 
served" frequency assignment procedure whereby all authorized users, regardless 
of service, would be as:;igned frequencies by the Commission staff in the order 
of the sequence of their licen~e applications, based upon channel loading stan
dards establis~ed by the Commission. . 

The Commission also mandated that the larger systems (those with loading re
quirements justifying the assignment of more than five channels) must employ' 
trunked 2/ system technologies. These trunked systems would be based upon 
automated computer controlled switching technologies that could instantaneously 
select an unused channel from among any of those assigned to the system, rather 
than rely upon discrete assignments of channels to individual mQbile units or 
groups of units. 

The Commi5sion explained in the Second Report and Order re~ulting from Docket 
No. 18262 that it was pursuing these policies in the interest of increased ~ 
"spectrum efficiency" and improved spectr~m management. It made clear in publi( 
statements mad~ in connection with Docket No. 18262 that it foresaw a great 
growth in the demand for mobile radio systems, and that in view of the finite" 
limits of the available spectrum, the Commission was det~rm1ned to exploit the 
resources of technology and ma'nagement pol icy to best use the available spec-
trum. • 

The Commission recognized that the trunked technologies it had mandated are 
likely to be expensive and, in some cases, might only be justified by some form 

11 This newly available spectrum has been referred to by (several appellations during the 
development of Docket No. 18262. Technically, it is a portion of the UHF band and. cur:' 

rently it is frequently referred to as the "800 MHz'l band or the "860 Ml1z" band. During much 
of the period in which Docket No. 18262 was active, the entire portion of the spectrum under 
consideration in that Docket was widely referred to as th~ "900 MHz" band. In deference to 
this historical precedent, this Report will continue to use that tenn to designate that portion 
of the spectrum available for land mobile radio service use between 806 MHz and 870 MHz. 

Y For definitions of this and similar terms used extensively in this Docket, see Chapte; I. 
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of'cooper&tf~e o~ common user managemebt organization. To this end it author
ized 'the establishment of Soecial Mobihl Radio Systems, or SMRSs. These SMRSs 
would not be licensed as common carriers regulat~d by State Public Utilities 
Commfs~ions. They would be authorized to provide base station services to only 
those ~sers who are individually licensable in their own right. 

The complexity of the Docket No. 18262 proceedings posed significant questions 
concerning the Com~i~sio"'s policies affecting spectrum management. While these 
jnnovat~ve policies ~ad long been discussed in the near decade of argument 
preceding the publication of the Second Report and Order resulting from Docket 
Mo. l8262~ the impact of these new policies upon the special needs of the public 
safety sector, including the specialized needs of law enforcement communica
tions, was hot clear. What are the effects of the elimination of block fre
&uency allocations? Of first come, f\rst served frequency assignments? Does 
the Commission ,~ave the resources to support the frequency assignment program? 
Will frequencies be available when tax-su'pported agencies have finally obtained 
fundsfbr system i~plementation? 

As with any innovative technology, engineering questions need answers before new 
syste~s can be installed. What are the propagation characteristics of these 
frequencies? Is equipment available and what will it cost? Can it be maintain
ed using available skill levels and test equipment? Is it safe to operate? 
Reliable? 

The mandatirrg of trunked systems technology raises additional problems for those 
considering deSigning large systems. What ar~ the potentials for improved spec
trum utilization? How many trunked channels will be adequate to replace a given 
number of conventional channels? What is the availability of the equipment? 
How will such systems work, and what will they cost? What will it cost to. de
velop and demonstrate the technology and who should pay for it? What role will 
the SMRSs play and how can they be applied to public safety needs? 

A related family of questions of special interest to law enforce~ent and other 
public safety agencies springs from the operational potenti6lities of trunked 
systems. Given the develop.rne'nt of this concept of mobi'le Jiiommunications system 
design, what are the possibilities of new approaches to equipment design and 
system configuration to improve the operational capabilities of the using agen
cies? Considering the developmental "break point" inherent in the introduction 
of trunked systems, are there other technological or conceptual innovations that 
might be introduced concurrently? 

The Law Enforcement Ass~stance Administration (LEAA) recognized that these and 
related questions must be resolved ~efore the newly allocated 900 MHz frequen
cies can be fully applied to the introduction of modern law enforcement communi
cations systems that are responsive to the growing demands being imposed upon 
them. LEAA also recognized that the adaption of the technological potential to 
the command control needs of the law enforcement community would likely call for 
a comprehensive, formal development program that included schedules, budgetary 
estimates, and identified management, fiscal and technological responsibilities. 

In February 1977 t~e LEAA provided Grant No. 77 SS 99 6009 to the Associated 
Public Safety' Communications Officers, Inc. (APeO) to develop answers to these 
and related questions. APeo was also called upon to outline the objectives f 

schedules and costs associated with a program to demonstrate the operational 
and technological capabilities inherent in the trunked system concept. 

I 

APCO, as the old~st and largest association of public safety communications 
supervisors, op~rators and technicians, possesses sp~cial capabi1itie~ in this 
area. With its voluntary membership that inc1ud~s system user responstbi1ities 
ope~at10nal experience, and technica~ expertise, it is in a unique position to 
pr'ovide policy level insights and technical judgments, unbiased by economic 
self-interest. moderated by the awareness that its members will be those most 
affected by the conclusions reached. 
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To accomplish this task. APeO established a task group compris~d of the Board 
of Officers assisted by the Association's Executive Director and the Project 
DirectQr. to provide ovp;r.all project supervision andpolicy-lev.el representa
tion of the Association's membership. A second task group, made up of members 
selected for their engineering skills and operational experience~~as organtzed 
to provide technical guidance. Seminars were conducted during the regularly 
scheduled Regional Conferences of the Associati'on during which the memb,ecrhip 
participated in discussions with Project personnel to provide insight into the 
issues presented. A mail survey of the vendor commufiity Nas made to determine ~ 
the status of equipment development and likely projected costs. ProSec~ person~ 
nel participated in conferences with representatives of the engineering and man~ 
agement staffs of several major vendors to determine the' status, costs, poten- 0 

tial problems, and opportunities that they believed mig~t be associated with . 
trunked system implementation. APeO's 'retained lega'l firm of f~cKilinon~ Wilkin
son and Kittner provided as'ummary of the regulatory background considerations 
and an overview Qf the final Report to assure conformance with re.gulatory con-., 
cepts. A Project Director was assigned to the ~ational Offtce of APeO, working 
under the general supervision of APCO'sExecutive Director. 

The Report is present~d in five thapters that describe the current regulatory 
environment, analyze t~~applicability of 900 MHz ~o law enforcement co~munica
tions, present the conc1usions and recommendations that result, and recommends 
a program for demonstration of a working system. The first Chapter presents the 
historical, regulatory and litigatory background of Docket No, 18262. The sec
ond presents thx)se factors, peculiar to the 900 MHz spectrum and the regulatory 
environment created by Docket No. 18262. affecting the applicability of this 
spectrum to the satisfaction of law enforcement needs. Chapter III describes 
the operation of a law enforcement communications system and how trunke~ ~ommun
ication systems work. This discussion provides a basis for understanding how 
these new technical and regulatory concepts relate to law enforcement systems 0 

needs. Chapter IV lists conclusions devel~ped by APCO regarding thes~ issues, 
and the recDmmendati~ns associated wfth these conclusions. For the reader'S 
convenience, the recommendations are summarized at the end of the Chapter~ The 
fifth Chapter establishes the objectives to be attained by a demonstration sys
tem, and describes a five-phase demonstration an~ technology transfer program, 
including cost estimates and schedules. 

The scope and complexity of the material presented in this document makes cOm
plete assimilation at one time difficult. Each Chapter has therefore been pre
pared such that it may be read alone. While this approach results in some 
redundancy, it is hoped that it will improve its usefulness as a source of 
reference material. 

Since the initiation of this Project, the Commission 'has seen fit to recognize 
a number of the regul atory and sp.ectrum management issues that now affect the 
land mobile community. In its Docket No. 21229, published in Jun~ 1977, it 
asked a number of questions regarding spectrum management proceedings, frequency 
coordination, and similar issues. APCO's response to this Docket, included as 
Appendix I to this Report, ~resents a comprehensive overview of its position on 
these subjects. 1\ 

The following document provides APCO's response toi,the issues and opportunities 
presented by the proceedings of FCC Docket No. l82'~2: as viewed ·from the perspec
tive of the pub1ic safety communHy in general and the. law enforcement commun-" 
ity in particular. It is directed toward the manageme~t leve~ communicattdns 
system executive. Whil~ it is written in non-technical language, it assumes 
fami 1 i arfty with fundament'! 1, mobil e communi cati onscon~epts. A Bi bl i ography 1.s 
included to provide source material for,those interested iq pyrsuing the tech
nical analysis upon which the report is based. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE 900 MHz REGULATORY BACKGROUND AND ENVIRONMENT 

1. INTRODUCTION 

101 GENERAL 

In a proceeding titled "An Inquiry Relative to the Future Use of the 
Frequency Band 806-960 MHz", the Federal Communications Commisisiontook 
steps ~o open a major segment of the radio spectfu~ for public'safet; 0 

communlcatlon systems and other members of the land mobile. radio from
munity·l/ Within the new spectrum al1ocatj'on, the.Commission determined 
to require innovative engineering techniqu~s and methods of frequerlcy 
assignments among radio systems as well as to continue some features of 
established technology and spectrum management systems. The stat.ed pur .. 
pose of these FCC actions was to devise and implement radio syst~ms and 
technologies that would use the newly availabl~ spectrumcwith hith,~to 
unachieved efficiency while offering a wide range ~f choices to eligible. 
spectrum users. 

To this end, the FCC did not limit the availability of 900 MHz frequen
cies to the conventional individual and cooperative type of systems now 
prevalent in other mobile bands - although such use is permitted at 
900 MHz. Rather, the Commission encouraged the use of ~trunked" or 
computer-switched technology in private dispatch systems, in which many, 
users can share a number of frequencies by use of computer controlled 
channel SWitching. Since these trunked systems might be more complek 
(and t,~_refore more ex\?ensive) than single radio users might need or 
deSire, groups of eligtble users and new, profit-making "Specializid 
Mobile Radio Systems" (SMRS) were encouraged to design and operate 
mUlti-user syst~~s. For public mobile telephone service ~/. the FCC 
mandated the proviSion of public mobile telephone service in the \1900 
MHz" band by ~ophisticate~ "cellular" systems that featured simUltaneous 
use of frequencies by small cells distributed throughout an urban area. 

The Commission',s past practice has been to allocate blocks of the radio C\ 

spectrum to radio services and then rely upon private radio service 
coordinating committees for the actual frequency selection. In the case 

lJ The land mobile radio cOlm1unity includes all users ·of mobile radio or portable radio un1ts' 
which cOITITIunicate with base stations at fixed locations or with other mobile units. In 

addition to public safety radio users, major members of th~, lan4 mobile cOl\l1lunity include bus
iness and industri aT users, taxicabs, rail r9ads and transP9rtationcompanies. petroleum and 
energy companies, all of whom use radio for their internal' needs. Telephone companies and 
radio common carriers also offer mobile radio service and one-way radio paging ~ervice to the 
public.' . 

2/ The distinction between public mobile telephone service and private dispatch service is a n 

- constant refrain in the 90Q MHz area. Public mobile telephone service offers two-way com
munications between a mobile unit and any landline telephone_ or other nIObile unit; generally. 
public mobile telephone service is used for personal or business conversations of 3-4 minutes 
or more. Publ ic service is offered by cOITl11Qn ca.rriers who are regulated under Title II of the 
Communications Act and Part 21 of the FCC RUles. Priva.te dispatch service, on"·the other hand. 
is a valuable tool in the internal management of a business or government organization. and it 
is used only for cOllll1unication among officers and employees of the organization. 

Typically in dispatch service,a controller at a dispatch center communicates 'with afle~t 
of vehicles or employees in very brief (roughly 5-8 seconds) transmissions related to the ,. 
business at hand. Private radio systems may 'be operated by any eligible organizatJon.a~ 
specified in Parts 89 (Public Safety), 91 (Industrial),and 93 (Business and Land Transporta
tion) of the FCC Rules, provided a license is obtained from the FCC- under t,~e applicilble pro-
bisions of the Rules. . 
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of 900 MHz applications, the Commission determined to ha~e its staff 
make all the frequency assignments frofu one common pool of frequencies, 
including those channels to be shared by licensees, where such sharing 
might be necessary to achieve the level of channel usage, in terms of 
the number of mobile units, it has set as feasible and desirab1e.l/ 

The Commission's decisions for the 900 MHz band were the result of a 
concerted effort by the regulatory officials, with substantial support 
.from the land mobile industry, to go beyond the patterns of the past in 
~he hope of achieving a more effective and efficient use of the 900 MHz 
band. In particular, the authorization of the profit-making private 
entrepreneurs (SMRS) to provide multi-user service and the selection of 
all frequencies in Washington were decisions by the FCC designed to 
shape the technical and organizational future of land mobile radio 
use.£/ 

Because of the broad scope of the 900 MHz proceeding, however, the FCC 
did not explore or determine the precise applicability of its decisions 
to any particular radio service such as the public safety radio field. 
In this study th~ Associated Public-Safety Communications Officers, Inc. 
(APCO) proposes to evaluate the effect of the policies established by 
the FCC for the 900 MHz band, including the applicability of the new 
system and technology contemplated by the FCC for use in that band, 
on tax-supported public safety radio users. It will evaluate the util
ity of "trunked" technologies for multi-channel systems and the poten
tial of non-profit and profit-making suppliers that might be set up to 
provide these trunked systems. In addition, it will evaluate the prac
tical effect of the decisio~ to abandon block or pool frequency assign~ 
ments to particular radio services and to remove frequency assignment 
and coordination from the private radio committees which have been an 
integral part of public safety radio planning and use.~/ As part of 
this latter point, attention will be given to the staff method of 
selecting frequencies by "vertical stacking U of systems on each channel 
in turn and the resulting "first come, first served" licensing apparent
ly without detailed consideration of the systems to be placed on each 
channe1·Y 

11 The basic plan for the 806-960 band was announced in the Second Report and Order, Docket 
No. 18262, 46 FCC 2d 752 (1974) and affirmed in a Memorandum Opinion and Order on Reconsid

eration, 51 FCC 2d 945 (1975). The United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia 
Circuit upheld the FCC in National Ass'n of Regulatory Util. Corron'rs v. FCC, 525 F 2d 630 (D.C. 
Cir. 1976). The Supreme Court refused to review the Court of Appeals decision, leaving it the 
final word from judicial authorities on the FCC decisions in Docket No. 18262. Cert. denied, 
425 U.S. 922(1976). 

~ Subsequently, however, the Commission has apparently reversed its decision to delete the 
rule of the 'local frequency coordinator in its entirety. Practices and Procedures for 

Spectrum Management in.the Land t40bile Services are governed by Parts 89, 91. and 93 of the 
COIlIlIission's Rules and are the subject of Docket No. 21229, Notice of Inquiry., released May 17. 
1917. For APCO"s COlll11ents on this Docket. see Appendix I. 

Y APCO performs the frequency coordination work for many pub1 ic sCifet.J " and local government 
. radio systems applying for channels in the 150 MHz. 450 MHz. and 470 MHz bands. In Docket 

No. 21229, however, the FCC has begun a broad inquiry into frequency assignments in all land 
mobile radio bands and ~nto. the role of frequency coordination efforts. Notice of Inquiry, For. 
77-287, released May 17. 1977. 

~ See, Chica~o Spectrum Force 'Will Be Disbanded', Donal D. Kavanagh. The APCO ~ULLETIN, 
AUgust, 19 6. 
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Chart 1.1 shows the principal frequency allocations authorized in the 
800 MHz to 1,000 MHz portions of the spectrum. 

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS 

Through this publication. several term~ appear wht~hd~Sc~ibe parts 
of the FCC plan for radio systems in the 900 MHz band. The fotlo,;wing 
definitions are provided for the convenience of. the reader. 

Communi~y repeater: a radio base (repea,ter}'station and' antenna sys
tem 11 built and operated by 'an equip~ent vendor or other party who is 
not licensed by the FCC'. The base stati,on and antenna cfacilit'ies ar'e 0 

leased to organization~ eligible for licenses under the FC·C rules, and 
these eligibles obtain a license fO"r the base station 'and lntenna,as 
well as mobile units and a control point from w,hich the el1gH>le's radio 
system will be operated. Since the community repeater aquipment may be 
licensed to more than one eligible organization, the arrangement is also 
called "multiple licensing" of facilities for private radio systems. 

Radio common carrier (RCC~: a~ entrepreneur who obtains a ~icens,e for 
'base stat; on, antenna, mo ,il es and control poi nts ,from the FCC and then 
offers mobile telephone service and one-way paging service to the, pub~ 
lic. In concept, the RCC fs required to offer service to anyone who 
orders it, and this public offering distingujshes an ReC· operation from 
the private land mobile systems operated for the interYlal ,~;business com
munications of the licensee. As'~ general matter, RCCs and telephone 
companies who offer public mobile telephone service and paging service 
are regulated by state utility commissions as to their rates and terms 
of service and by the FCC (under Part 21 pf the Rules) for technical 
aspects of serv1~e. 

according to the Reconsider-

Under thi s category Wt:1 will li cense base$tati on 
facilities and make tHeir use available (under certain 
restrictions and limitations) to persons eligible in 
the Public Safety, Industrial and Land Transportation 
Radio Services. The SMR system licensee may, in turns 
make these facilities available to either an eligible 
individual or to a number of eligible indiViduals in 
on\~ or-more of the serVice groupings 'set out at 
Sections 89.801 and 89.802 of the Rules. 

SMRSs are expected to provide tr~unl<edsY'5tems for 6 to, 20 channel s; 
mobile units and control point, used with SMRS are to be licensed separ~ 
ately to eligible organizations. The differences between SMRS and com~ 
munity repeaters are the requirement for trunked OPerations with S,MRS . 
and the direct licensing ~f the SMRS to operate the base station and 
antenna facilities as opposed to licensing the community repe~ter cus
tomer for the, shared base station and antenna facilities. The primary 
difference between SMRS and"RCCs is the requirement that SMRS serve 
only eligibles in Parts 89, 91, and 93 and not the general pUbclie, a 
characteristic of SMRS operation ~hat removes it from state and fede~al 
common carrier regulation. 

, 
Conventional ~ystem: a conventional System ~n the Commission's defin
ition is: 

11 The base/repeater station is called a mobile relay station in the FCC Rules. 
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A method of operationfh which one or more radio frequency 
channels ar.e assigned to mobile and base stations but are 
not employed as·a trunked group. An "urban-conventional 
system" is one whose transmitter site is located within 
1.5 mil es of the aeographiccenter of any of the fi rst 50 
urbanized areas (ranked by population) of the United 
States. A "suburban-conventional system" is one whose 
transmitter site is located more than 15 mi1e$ from the 
geographic center of the first 50 urbanized areas. 

Section 89.602 of the FCC Rules. 

A conventirrnal system must be operated by an eligible organization or a 
group of eligible. under Parts 89, 91, and 93 of the FCC Rules (the 
private land mobile radio services). but some equipment may be supplied 
an"d operated by an equipment vendor as a community repeater facility. 
If more than one channel is involved, a conventional system operates by 
discrete assignment of channe1~ for specific periods of time by manual 
means. A conventional system at 900 MHz is limited to five or fewer 
channels under current FCC Rules; larger systems must use "trunked" or 
computerized channel switching equipment. 

Trunked system: The Reconsideration opinioh gives this definition: 

In simplest terms, a "trunked" radio system is a 
radio communication facility employing between 
five and twenty channel pairs. Channel access by 
any user at any time is ~ontro11ed by a computer 
which assigns that user the first available channel 
or places the '~call" in a waiting line until a cir
cuit becomes available. 

Trunked technology can be used with any system of two or more channels. 
The FCC has required all systems at 900 MHz with more than 5 channels 
to use trunked technology, based on the view that the switching t~ch
nology is faster and more efficient than other systems. 

Cellular system: a high capacity system in which a geographical area is 
divided into a number of smaller areas called cells. Radio channels are 
assigned to each cell, and non-adjacent cells share channels in order tc 
limit the total number of channels needed by the system. When a mobile 
unit using the system travels from one cell to another, its frequency 
is automatically switched by the base stations to accord with the fre
quencies assigned to each cell. Under FCC Rules, cellular technology 
must be proposed for any public radiotelephone system planned for 
900 MHz frequencies. Developmental applications and simplified call or 
pre-cellular applications will be accepted in the early stages of the 
900 MHz program.· 

Planned system: A planned system refers to a telecommUnication network 
configared to integrate the policies, procedures, equipment. and person
ell required to fulfill the communication requirements of tax-su~ported 
public safety entities. Such systems normally involve extensive time 
for requirements definition, design and funding approvals, procurement, 
implementation, test and cut-over. They are usually designed to satis
fy the total communications requirements of one or more tax-supported 
agencies. They frequently involve coordination of responsibilities of 
several ageneies or levels of government and require the co~mitment of 
financial and spectrum resources for protracted periods of time. 
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2. THE DEVELOPMENT OF DOCKET NO. 18262 CONCEPTS 

2. 1 THE INQUIRY PERIOD - 1968-1974 

The frequency band 806-960 MHz was originally assigned for use by UHF
TV, certain industrial equipment. and government experiments.ll By the 
mid-1960's, however, investigations began into the use of the-UHF~TV 
frequency band and the government frequencies for the relief of crowded 
land mobile radio services. The land mobile community had outgrown 
original allocations in the 25-50 MHz and 150-160 ~Hz bands, even ~hoU9h 
the initial (hannels were split several times to a~hieve 1631 channels ' 
in the same spectrum space.2.1 Channel-s in the 450-470 MHz band were 
allocated in 1949. split in~1966. and still crowded by 1968.3]' The, 
need fOI" additional spectrum for long~term relief w,a's v,oiced~in Ctrrf':.. {J 
gressiona1 hearings. to the Executive Branch and to the~FCC.,iI 

The search for new radio space to accommodate land fillobile need,s quickly 
centered on the broad allocation given to UHF-TV~ then a small and un
successful service struggling with the preeminence of VHF-TV stations.51 
After considerab'le promoting from land mobile users and itsin~,ernal -
Advisory Committee, the FCC announced two inqUirtes" one proposing 
shared use of the lower portion of the UHF-TV band next to the 450 MHz 
land mobile channels and one proposing to reallocate the range of 806-
890 MHz in the upper UHF-TV band for long-term land mobile spectrum 
relief. 

In the first inquiry, Docket No. 18261, the CDmmission proposed to allow 
land mobile users access to one or two of the lower UHF channels (chan
nels 14-20 or 470-512 MHz) in the ten largest urban centers.§/ The 

. 
lJ The UHF-TV assignment of 470-890 ~1Hz was made in 1951. The band 91!; MHz + 25 MHz (890-940 

HHz) was allocated for use of certain industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) equipment in 
1947. The government also used portions of the 890-942 MHz band beginning in 1958. At this 
time, land mobile users shared bands. See generally. Frequericy Allocat'ions25-890 M~CS, 39" FCC 
567 (1964); Notice of Inquiry and Notice of proposea Rulemaking, OocketNo. 18262,' FCC 2d 
312 (1968). ,. 

Y Docket 18261, Second Report and Order, 19 RR 2d 1585, 1591-92 (1971); U.S .• Dept. of 
Commerce, Electromagnetic Spectrum Util ization - The Silent Crisis at 12-13 (1966). The 

expedient of making two channels from one was possible because of techn]cal improvements to~ .,:::-\ 
radio· equipment that made it less likely to transmit and/or receive signals removed fl1bm the 
assignment channel. 

~ See, Channel-Splitting in the 450-470 Mels Band, 11 FCC 2d 648 (1968). In this time period .' 
Tand mobl1e users grew from 12,000 11 censees, (1949) to 290,000 licer!sees operating thre~ 

million transmitters. Docket No. 18262, Reconsideration, 51 FCC 2d at 963. 

" 

!Y The Silent Crisis, suera; FCC. Re*ort of the Advisory COlJJJ1.ittee for the La,nd Mobile Radio 
Sepvice,? (1967); I-Iearlngs on the 1'ocat;on of Radio Fre¥uency and iits Effect on Small BUS: " 

iness, before Sub-committee 5 of the Select Committee on Sma 1 B\L.~.i"ess~ Mth Congress, 2d ~ c:? 
'Sess~on (1968); RepOf't~(}T the President's Commission on Law Enf~~ementuand Administration of " 
JUst1ce (1968. ' '.,/' 

'\' .. 

EJ, In 1951, the FCC allocated 420 MHz to UHF-TV, set up as'Channels'1j\ .. S3to augment theYHF 
Channels 2-13. By 1964. however, only some 200 of the 1550 avaUa.~]e UHf ,channGl-shad-"been 

applied for. Frequency Allocations 25-890 Mc/s~supra~ 39 FCC"at 595~ 

§J Docket No. 18261, Notice·of Proposed Rulemaking, 14 FCC 2d 297. 299 (l968). Thelowe~ 
channels, 470-512 MHz. were chosen for limited, immediate relief because of their"proximjtyo 

to land mobile channels in the 450 MHz band 'and the ready availability of land mobile equip-
ment for that band. With th~ remaining

U

69 UHF channels, moreover. the .1055 of one or two " 
channels to land mobile use was not considered fatal to UHF-TV movement. 
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COMmission stressed, however, that the 470 MHz channels would provide 
only limited spictruru relief. To insure efficient use of the shared 
channels, the Commission insisted upon frequency allocations to pools 
of kindred services rather than discrete allocations to each radio ser
vice.if In addition, the Commission pledged, a larger role for the FCC 
staff in selecting channels from the pools and enforcing certain optimal 
levels O;f mobile units for each channel (channel loading standards}.2f 
Notwithstanding these efficiency measures, the FCC and land mobile part
ies recognized the need for extensive long-term relief through broader 
allocations and more efficient radio technology. These objectives were 
set as the goal of the Second Inquiry, Docket No. 18262, reallocation of 
the 900 MHz band. 

In the First Report and Second Notice of Inquiry in Docket No. 18262, 
the Commission rejected a determined defense of the upper channels by 
broadcasting interests.y A tentative allocation gave 75 MHz of spec-
trum to the wireline common carriers, primarily AT&T, for the develop
ment of "cellular" mobile telephone systems that could serve entire 
metropolitan areas.if An additional 40 MHz of spectrum was tentatively 
allocated to the private land mobile systems of Parts 89~ 91, and 93 for 
long-t~rm spectrum relief and the implementation of innovative sys
tem~.5f In making its initial allocations, however, the Commission 
stresS"ed the intended use of the new spectrum for new and more efficient 
technological systems, despite the ~ost and effort required in develop
ing the new equipment: 

!I Docket No. 18261, Second Report and Order. 22 RR 2d 1691, 1693-95 (1971). The system of 
, Uiscrete assignments of a number of channels to each radio service (police, fire, local 

government, etc.) was known as the "block grant" method. Its virtues were the assurance of 
channels for immediate use and for long-term planning by eligible organizations. Since some 
services grew more quickly than others, however, the block grant system produced a checkered 
pattern of relative feast and far.Nne until all channels were filled. The service pool concept 
was meant to insure more fl exi b 1 e uS'e of frequency ass; gnments' by the shari n9 of spectrum among 
related services. In May, 1977 the remgining unassigned channels in the service pools were 
aggregated into a General Access Pool open to all private radio services. Report and Order, 
Docket. No. 20909, FCC 77-226, released March 31, 1977. . 

Y Id. at 1698-1705. Notwithstanding this greater staff role, the radio service frequency 
coordination efforts which faci)itated channel assignments in the 150 and 450 MHz bands 

were specifically endorsed for continued service with 470 MHz channels. ~. at 1704-05. 

"'1/ 19 RR 2d 1663, 1664-08, (1970). The broadcasters, represent.eg chiefly by the Association 
of Maximum Service Te.lecasters (AMST), argued that land mobile service was not growing. 

as rapidly as expected, that its growth could be accommocl~tedby more efficient spectrum use 
and that the upper channels would even.tually be used for broadcasting .auxil ial'y stations. The 
AMST studies were rebutted by The Silent Crisis and other studies cited, supra, and the Com ... 
mission rejec~ed··the AMST position . 

. y Id. at 1665-67,1673. As early as 1950, AT&T had begun arguing for a large allocation in 
. the UHF band for a broad-band, multi-channel. high-capacity system. UHF Allocations, 
SUb~'; Frequency All ocation 25-890 Mcfs, supra. The cellul ar concept for high-capacity publ ic 
mo 1 e service was discussed in The Silent Crisis and the FCCls Advisory Committee Report. 

§j 19 RR 3d at 1665-66. 
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The Commission is hopeful that AT&T~ as well as 
others. will undertake ~ comprehensive study of 
market potentials, optimum system configurations 
and equipment design 10llking toward the develop
ment and implementation of an effective, high 
capacity common carrier service in the band 806-
881 MHz.lI Parties intending to undertake such 
studies are requested to so indicate to the Com
mission within 180 days of the release of this 
action, including therein their estimates as to 
when such studies will be completed. 

Interested parties are encouraged also to submit 
proposals within 180 days, with respect to the 
manner in which the frequency bands 881-902 and 
928-947 MHz can be most effectively uSE1.d in meet
ing the needs of the private land mobile users. 
We are looking particularly for innovative tech
niques applicable to bands thus far uncluttered 
py land mobile systems. 

19 RR at 1676-77 (emphasis supplied). 

The period 1970-1974, between the Second Notice of Inquiry and the 
Second Report and Order, 46 FCC 2d 752 (1974), was on~ of study, debata, 
and development for the Commi~sion and interested parties. AT&T pur- 0 

sued its plans for a cellular system that would allow city-wide mobile 
service by re-use of a number of frequencies.y . 

A key aspect of the AT&T p1an was a comprehensive system for all m6bile 
services including dispatch serv~ces, and the carrier argued strOngly 
for an a11ocation of 75 MHz for cellular systems pf'fering public tele
,hone, air/ground and dispatch service on a common carrier basfs.3/ 
Non-carrier parties stressed the beneficial role of the present com
petitive system for both public and private service and argued as 
strongly that the wireline carriers lhould not~e permitted to extend 
their monopolies over all fuobile telephone service and dispatch service 
by means of the unprecedented 75 MHz allocation and the monopoly re-
sources of the Bell System.!/ ~ 

1I The band 806-881 MHz was tentatively allocated to the public mopiYe servi.ce because the 
Commission considered its location away from the 915 MHz ISM~ ba~d essential to an inter

ferenc,a-free public servk';. ~econd Notice, 19 RR 2d at 1674-75. 

2/ AT&T Comments and Technical Report. Dec. 20, 1971; AT&T Comments, July 20,1972. The 
- cellular approach as discussed by AT&T envisions, dividing a city into many $mall cells, 
each with a portion of, the radio .. channels ass.i9!l~d to the system. Each geogrilphic cell would 
be assigned the number of fref.:'~y?,":iesit was most likely to use efficiently. These frequencies 
would not be assigned to adjacent cells. Cans would be switched from ,cell to cell (and 
frequency.to frequ~ncy) by central computer swi~ching facili~ies,co"nel~ed bywirelines to the 
base statlons servlng each cell. The base statlons would operate at\q/ow power levels t~P.!-e
'lent interference and allow re-use of frequencies. by other cells. AT&T's original cellular"") . 
plan envisioned the offering of public telephone, air/ground" and dispatch service. using at 
least 74 MHz of spectrum. Motorola, Inc? and RCA submitted studies and proposals for cellular 
systems on a more modest scale than AT&T's. .' 

'2> /~'~f~ 
~ AT&T Comments, July, 197L~ 

~ Cqnments .of General Elt'!,ctric Company, RCA, and Motorola, Inc., Dec. 20, 1971; COlll1lents of 
GE and the Land Mobile Section of the E-1ectronic Industries Association (EIA), July, 19J2. 

Conwnents of the Justice Department and the Office 9f Telecommunications Policy (OTP). filed 
August 17. 1973, were instrumental in persuading the FCC against the 7§ MHz grant to the com-
mon cilrri ers. ." 
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Within the private land mobile community, the debate centered on the 
method of encouraging most efficient use of frequencies while providing 
the users' needs. Motorola and the Electronics Industries Association 
(EIA) argued for a continuation of single user syste'ms and a specific 
allocation of frequencies for them on the grounds that single user sy~
tems would bring immedi.ate relief to the bulk of land mobile users.l/ 
Motorola also defended the "community repeater" type of mu.lti-channel 
operation in which base stations are used by several licensees in con
nection with their own dispatching facilities or control points.~/ 

General Electric and RCA saw a role for larger single-user systems but 
argued that the more numerous medium and small-sized single-user sys
tems would be served most efficiently through shared, multi-channel 
systems. The RCA system followed a cellular model and offered a high 
capacity system for a given block of frequencies.3/ General Electric's 
proposal involved trunked or computer-switched channels that could 
accommodate up to 3000 mobiles per MHz with only 10 seconds of waiting 
time for access.i/ 

Speaking as a major user of private systems, APCO argued that the trend 
of private systems in the public safety radio field testified to a need 
for significantly more radio spectrum and greater flexibility in its 
use. In its oral presentation to the FCC, the APCO representative sum
marized the stati~tical studies predicting heavy growth for public safe
ty radio use and focused on the varied tasks and systems contemplated 
for public safety radio services: responses to the "911" emergency 
number; computer-assisted call dispatching; automatic vehicle location; 
use of personal radios for foot patrolmen; mobile teleprinters, and 
facsimile equipment; use of automatic alarm and signalling devices; 
roadside emergency call boxes and highway monitoring systems.5/ Other 
land mobile users echoed APCO's presentation of the need for a suffic
ient allocation t.o the private services and the premature nature of a 
75 MHz grant to the common carriers.£/ 

2.2 SECOND REPORT AND ORDER 

The S~cond Report and Order which set forth the' permanent allocations in 

11 Motorola Comments, Dec. 20,1971; EIA, July, 1972. The EIA is a group of equipment manu
facturers. 

g; Motorola Comments, Dec. 20, 1971, at V-4 - V-6. The community repeater base station, 
snared by a number of private systems, is defined in Section 1.2. See also, Multiple 

Licensing Safety and SpeciaJ Radio Services, 24 FCC 2d 510 (1970) .. 

~ RCA, Dispersed Array System, Dec. 20, ]971. 

11 General Electric, Dec~ 20,1971. The General Electric system would operate like a tele-
phone exchange where ch~nnels are assigned when a user calls in and reassigned at the ter

mination of the call. With computer switching, GE maintain~d, a shared, multi-channel system 
can achieve great effeciencies over analogous multi-channel systems that are switched' by oper
ators manually or with automatic terminals. 

§! Argument on Behalf of APeO and International Association of Chiefs of Police (ICAP), by 
James ~. Cooke, May 15, 1973, Tr. 774-84. 

§{ Land mobile parties appearing at the Oral Al'gument were the National Association of Busin
ess and Educational Radio, Inc. (NABER) and Special Industrial Radio Service Ass9ciation, 

Inc. (SIRSA). Equipment manufacturers, wi~eline common carriers, radio common carriers, and 
. broadcasters also argued before the Commission. 
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the 900 MHz band reflected all of these views plus the considerable 
internal study of the FCC staff. 

The Allocation Decisions: The Second Report and the Opinion on Recon
sideration 

In the Second Report and Order. 46 FCC 2d 752 (1974). the Commission~ 
adopted AT&T's proposal for cellular systems for public mobile telephone 
service, ruling that only cellular systems operated by wireline tele
phone companies would be licensed for pUJlic service at 900 MHz. The 
cellular systems were given 40 MHz with which to provide two-way mobile 
telephone service, one-way paging service to individuals, and some dis
patch service to individuals, but not the "fleet dispatch" commonly em-
ployed in private systems.l/ The Commission determined that the ex-
pense, spectrum requirement, and wide coverage of a ma1;ure cellular sys
tem dictated that only one system in each urban area would be feasible. 
To meet the ~oncerns of radio common carriers and others who feared the 
competition of comprehensive, subsidized cellular systems, the Com
mission limited telephone companies to one cellular system, which must 
be provided by a separate subsidiary of the wireline carrier.!/ 

For private systems, the Commission authorized 30 MHz of spectrum, two 
technologies, and four means of obtaining service.3/ The technologies 
were "trunked" (or computer-switched) systems and 1l"conventiona]H sys
tems as used in the lower bands.4/ The trunked'systems were clearly 
encouraged, however, as the Commission allocated 25 MHz to trunked 
app 1 i cati ons and only 514Hz to conventi ona 1 appl i cat; ons .§j Standards 
were set forth for both trunked and conventional systems, governing 
antenna height, power, emis,sion, and other operating parameters.!!j 
For purposes of separating co-channel systems and the establishment of 
standards for channel loading, conventional systems were further classi
fied into urban and suburban systems depending on the location of the 
base station.I/ In addition, "channel leading standards" or sp'cified 

1/ 46 FCC at 760-61. "Fleet dispatching", in which a base station contacts all mobile units 
simultaneously, was not allowed in cellular systems, since fleet di~,R(~tc;h5ng invollJ.~p 

radio use inimica1 to the one-on-one communications with which re-use or YY'ecfuencies 'brcells 
is most feasible. Dispatch service of all kinds, however, had been a staple of the smaller, 
competitive radio common carriers and private radio systems, not the mOfiopoly-basedwireline 
companies, and the entry of the monopoly carriers into the dispatch market was strongly 
opposed by non-wireline parties. c 

f/ 46 FCC 2d at 760. 

Y The four methods are discussed at Section 4.1.2. 

!±! Conventional systems may have more than one channel and, may be shared by several users,by 
means of an automatic terminal or a manual dispatcher. The differences between,conven':' 

tional and trunked systems are c\iscussed in Section 1.2. 

5/ Because the Commission viewed trunked systems as more efficient, conventional systems 
- seem to have been considered interim systems pending the availaQility of economic 
trunked systems. 46 FCC 2d at 754-55, 771-72.' , 

.. 
§j The fil'lal technical rules are embodied ;n Subpart S of Part 89. A sUl1l11ary of the tech-

nical requirements are discussed below at § 2.2.2. '. 
'i 

ZJ 46 FCC 2d at.774;;.7S. BecaUSe of the anticipated trunkedtechnology and i~proved radio 
equipment, aM because of the 45 MHz base-mobile separation. the COimlissiondeterm1ned 

t,hat adjacent channel protection would not be giNen to trunked systems or the "interim" con
ventionalsystem. Id. at 773. 
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2.2.2 

-
numbers of mobile units per channel were adopted as the primary 
mechanism for assuring efficient use of each channel. In the 900 MHz 
band, channels were to be selected by the FCC staff from a single pool 
of frequencies, and each channel in a geographic area was to be loaded 
with applicants up to its maximum number of.mobi1es before the next 
channel in the pool would be assigned. 

Licensing Criteria 

2.2.2.1 General 

The FCC has adopted regulations guiding the allocations of channels to 
potential users. A summary of these rules, as they apply to the public 
safety users of the 900 MHz spectrum follows. 

2.2.2.2 Limitations on ~ower and Antennae Height 

The Commission has established tables of antennae heights v. effective 
radiated power (ERP) for base station operation. For trunked systems 
and urban conventional systems the ERP shall be no greater than 1000 w. 
and the antenna heights no greater than 1,000 feet above average ter
rain (AAT). For suburban conventional systems, the maximums shall be 
500 w. and 500 feet AAT. Depending upon the required radius of cover
age, these figures must be scaled down in accordance with the Com
mission's tables. 

The maximum power output of the transmitter for mobile stations is 
100 W. 

For the definition of "urban area" se~ the list of the fifty major 
metropolitan areas in Section 89.75l(h) of the Rules. 

2.2.2.3 Channel Loading Criteria 

In conventional type systems, channel loading criteria for public safety 
systems are as follows: 

Single license user 
2 to 5 licensees/users 
over 5 licensees/users 

Police and Fire 

50/1 00 
40/80 
30/60 

Other Servi ces 

150/300 
125)250 
100/200 

Numbers indicate the number of mobile units per channel/number of port
able units per channel. For the purposes of channel loading, the Com
mission considers one mobile unit the equivalent to two portable units. 

The number of mobile units required per system in a trunked system is: 

Police and Fire 
Other Services 

5-channe1 
system 

300 
400 

10-channe1 
system 

750 
800 

20 -cha.nne.1 
system 

1500 
1600 

.. ' 
For the purposes of loading criteria, no distinction is made in trunked 
systems between mobile and portable stations . 

The following criteria pertains to the establishment of 900 MHz syst~ms 
. near the botders of Canada and ~exico: 
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a) No base stations will be authorized within 100 miles of the 
Canadian/U.S. border; and between 100 and 125 miles of the 
Canadian border such stations will require special arrange-o 
ments between the FCC and Canada. Between 125 and 145 miles 
500 W. ERP and 500 feet antenna height will be the maximum 
a1!owed. Beyond 145 miles the usual .ru1es apply. Mobil. 
unlts may not operate within 90 miles of the Canadian border 
and within 145 miles are limited to 200 W. ERP. All stations 
with~n,250 miles of ~he bo~der will be authorized only on the 
condltlon that no harmful lnterference to Canadian TV results. 

b) Presently, base stations are authorized within 85 miles of 
the Mexican border in Cijlifornia, but not within lob miles 
in Texas, New Mexico and Arizona. The attenae heights and 
power restriction are in effect in California between 85 and 
and 125 miles and between 100 and 125 miles in the other States. 

Freguency Assignment and Coordination 

To accommodate the enlarged FCC staff role in assigning and loading 
channels, the procedores for processing applicationi were modified from 
practices that have been followed with applications for the lower radio 
bands. Because of the tremendous volumes of applications under Parts 
89, 91, and 93 of the Rules, the FCC staff relies on certain technic~1 
criteria and voluntary frequency coordination efforts to eliminate non
compliant or non-compatible applications. Applications for licenses in 
the 150 MHz, 450 MHz, and 470 MHz bands are checked against specific 
rules for power, emission, antenna height. numbers of mobile units and 
the like, and non-conforming submissions are usually returned. The re
mainder are granted on a fairly routine bilSis since competitive protests 
are not allowed and most technical or frequency problems are solved by 
the service's freqUiency coordinator or aJdvisory committee.l/ (; 

The Commission proposed to adopt the same system at 900 M~z because of 
its familiarity, but with the important differenc~ that the itaff would 
make the frequency ~ssignments, including shared~ssignments, from one 
pool of frequencies) rather than relying upon the tentative assignments 
from a service pool of frequencies recommended by the volunteer fre
quency coordinator.£/ 

The matters of freq~ency ass1gnment~, mandatory shared channels from~one 
large pool, and the "first in/first out~ processing system, were, in 
fact, larger changes in the licensing procedure than the Second Report 
app~,ared to have recognized.' At the lower: bands. frequency selection 
and ~haring of channels~are worked out l~rg~ly by coordinating com
mittees of users in the various radio services, working with pools of 
available frequencies. While these committees have an ~dvisory ~olel 
in practice their frequency selections afe made after considerable work 
with the applicant and are normally iccepted by the FCC staff'who the\, 

11 In the lower bands, most serviceS have an association ·of licensees who perfonn frequency 
selection advi.sory services for ne\,1 app1i-cants~ The COIIIlIission has. recognized the value 

of private frequency coordinating organizations such"as APCO and has relied on them for help in 
resolving interference problems. Docket No. 18261, Second~Qeport and Order, 22 RR 2d 1691, 
1704-05, [) 

2! 46 FCC 2d at 769.~iO.Recent1y the FCC! has undertaken a review of fre'quency coordinatiol" 
- procedures'Jfor tbe ... ,900 14Hz band to consider, among .other things~ whether the user-provided 
frequency coordinator 'Should not be accorded a greater role than was originally contemplated. 
See also, Notice of Inguiry, Docket No. 21229, FCC 77-287, May 17,J977 •. See Appendix leo 
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2.2.4 

make the formal assignments.1/ With the staff assuming responsihi1ity 
for all frequency se1actiuns-at 900 MHz and assigning the frequencies 
from one large pool rather than from service pools or blocks, appli
cants may find themselves without the detailed planning and support ser
vices rendered by the frequtncy coordinator. The "first in/first out" 
processing system and the possibility of ma~datory sharing of channels 
by compatible systems may result in a mixed pattern of radio systems 
and services on the same and adjacent channels.2/ Unlike the system 
long in use in the lower bands. users will have-little assurance as to 
which frequency will be operated in their geographic or spe~trum vicin
ity and therefore what possibilities for future growth are available. 

Finally, this procedural system is to be applied to the four means of 
providing service authorized by the Second Report. 

Methods 9f Service 

As in the lower bands, individual organizations eligible for licenses 
under Parts 89. 91, and 93 of the Rules can apply for ~;;i! Ot~ IIIvr'e dis-
crete channels for a single-user private system.3/ Eligible organiza-
tions can also apply for channels as a group proposing shared use of the 
facility and its management by one of the sharers or a non-profit radio 
service en~itY.i/ 

As a third alternative, eligibles can procure service from an entre
preneur called a Specialized Mobile Radio System (SMRS), who is licensed 
to offer base station service on a profit-making basis.5/ SMRS entre-
preneurs are to stand in the shoes of their eligible cuitome~5 regarding 
compliance with technical rules and use of the facilities. However, no 
regulations will be made regarding rates charged to SMRS customers, and 
SMRS will not be considered radio common carriers. According to the 
Commission, the authorization of a profit-making SMRS would attract cap
ital needed for trunked systems and the radio expertise needed but un-

11 These coordinating committees, including APCO, are normally established within geographic 
regions so that local users work together to achieve the best use of the frequencies allo

cated to their services in the. area. 

Y The only modification from the "first in/first out" assignment plan seems to be in the case 
of community repeater systems, as discussed below. 

~ The reader should recall that the trunked or conventional technologies apply to the number 
of channels in the radio system, regardless of the means of providing the system. .Under 

the current Rules, Section 89.805 i any radio system needing more than 5 channels must use 
trunked technology. 

y 46 FCC ~d at 762-63. 

§j An SMRS is an equipment supplier or other entity which designs and builds base station 
fae1lities to be used by one or more private radio stations. The differences between SMRS, 

cOll1T1unity repeaters and radio common carriers .are .;,:~scussed in Section 1.2. 
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available to many smaller eligibles.l/ 
qui red the SMRS applicants to show tKat 
units used with SMRS would be owned and 
or organizations.£/ . 

However, the Commission re. 
the control points and mobile 
operated by eligible individuals 

The fourth alternative is service from a traditional co~munity repeater 
operator who supplies base station facilities that are licensed to a 
number of eligible organizations.~/ . 

2.3 THE RECONSIDERATION DECISION 

Virtually every aspect of the Second Report was contested in petitio~s 
for its reconsideratiD~. The decision to licen~e only wireline ca~riers 
to operate cellular systems was attacked by non~wireline carriers 4/ 
while AT&T objected to the reduced allocation for cellular systems-and 
the requirement of a s~parate corporation to offer the mobile service, 
designed to protect competing carriers from a subsidized cellular sys-
tem.~/ The decision to license SMRS to offer service for profit but 
not to regulate them as common carriers was also controversial, with a 
number of parties arguing that the Commission had no authority ~o ab
stain from common carrier-type regulation of any entity offering com-· 
munications service to others. 

Other parties urged the error of federal preemption of state regulatory 
actions in the 900 MHz area,6/ the ambigu~ity of the "ancillary" di.s .. 
patch servtces allowed by ceTlu1ar systems, the restrictions on the num-
ber of trunked systems operated by equipment companies,7! the fail~re 
to provide for non-voice communications and 1 imited fixed o'~erations and 
the mechanisms to facilitate the movement of users fro~ lower bands to 
900 f1Hz in phases.8/ The problem of reallocating UHF-TV channels for 
land mobile in the-U.S. while TV systems operated on the same channels 
in Canada and Mexico was also brought out. 

l! 46 FCC 2d at 764 .. 67, 781. 

Y 46 FCC 2d at 769, 789. An SMRS offering service to the public at large rather than to 
only a few eligible organizations would be in competition with the radio common carriers 

whose rates are regulated by the state regulatory commission. Limitations on the number and 
type of customers served by SMRS are therefore key to their unres;llilateq status. 

]I Community repeaters are discussed extensively below. See Section 4el,2.5. 

!Jj Petitions for. Reconsideration of Airsignal Internationa,l ~ Inc., NARS, AT&t. Motoroia 
advocated restricting cel1ular systems to an initial 12;5.MHz grant until the developmentlll 

phase proved t.he viabil ity of the concept and sufficient demand for the service developed. 

§} Petition for Reconsideration of AT&T, 

§I The Commission determined that orderly and efficient 4evelopment of the 900 MHz spectrum. 
required a nationwide plan. Accordingly, its federal, powers were asserted to prevent any 

contrary state actiol1 such as regulation of SMRS asradio,conmon carriers. 46 FCC 2d at 766-67. 
The National Association of Regulatory Utility Conmissioners (NARUC). an organization of state 
regulatory officers, challenged this point in particular .. 

ZI Petitions for Reconsideration of t40torola and land Mobile Conmunications Council", a.n organ-
ization representing mobile radio users.'~ ~ 

§l Petition of Land, Mob1le Communications CounciJ. 
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The decision on reconsideration answered most of these competing con
tentions and set the initial working rules for 900 MHz applications. 
The cellular system approach was mod'Hied so that appl ications would be 
accepted from any group that could meet rigorous technical and financial 
criteria for building a developmental system. Th~ separate corporation 
requirement was affirmed for wireline carriers building cellular systems 
but developmental systems were exempted from its strictures. 

For private systems, the Reconsideration decision also affirmed the 
option of taking service from a profit-oriented SMRS. In the Com
mission's view, it possessed sufficient authority to adjure common car
rier rate regulation of SMRS where technical regulation would suffice 
and competitive forces would control prices.]j The decision pointed 
out that the direct licensing of mobile units and control stations to 
SMRS customers rather than to the SMRS base station, the technical rules 
as to channel loading and use of the system, and the users' options of 
applying for individual and non-profit shared systems would keep the 
SMRS in check.£/ 

On technical points relating to private systems, the Commission made an 
accommodation in its co-channel spacing and coverage rUles for the Los 
Angeles area and pledged a degree of flexibility in applying its techni
caJ rules where other unique situations required consideration.3/ Non
voice communications were allowed in single-user systems and in-trunked 
s1tstems if used for establishing and maintaining communications within 
the trunked system, and other minor technical revisions were made.4/ 
On other policy issues, the Commission stuck by its decision to encour-
age trunked systems over conventional systems ~/ and to require 
efficient use of all assigned channels through the mandatory loading of 
channels with mobile units shortly after licensing.6/ The decision to 
have the FCC staff assign all channels from one pool of frequencies, on 

-'.--'--
1/ 51 FCC 2d at 959. Appendix B to the decision gave a further legal defense of the SMRS 

option. 

~ 51 FCC 2d at 961. In this passage the Commission affirmed the intent to license SMRS with
out regard to the need for the service or economic protection to other entities. The bene

fits to be derived from the open-entry SMRS policy were set out at 962-72. 

~ Id. at 979-80. The geography of the Los Angeles area was said to frustrate the urban-
suburban spacing scheme for conventional systems, and the rules were modified to allow 

"wide area coverage: by stations exceeding the normal technical limits, one kilowatt of power 
and an antenna placement over 1000 feet above average terrain. 

4/.·Id. at 980-82. Non-voice or digital communications are used in certain vehicle location 
- systems, and tone-only paging systems. It is expected that public safety systems will 
incorporate additional digital communication features. 

§} Convene(onal systems are 1 imited to five channels; larger systems must use trunking tech
nology .. Id. at 983-85. 

§j Id. at 983. The decision requires a private system to be loaded with 70% of the mobile 
units specified on the application within 8 months from licensing. If channels are not 70% 

.:10C)ded within the time limit, other applicants can be assigned to the same channel until its 
loading maximum is reached. Additional channel~ may be assigned to a system when 90% of the 
mobile units specified as the channel maximum have been placed on the channel. 
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a "first in/first out" basis, was also affirmeq although limited modi-
fications'were made.}) The Commission acknowledged the problem of 
incompatible land mobile and UHF TV systems op~rating along the Canadian 
border, and its Rules provided that U.S. land mopile systems should 
operate on a secondary basis to an~ Canadian or Mexican TVstations.2/ 
At the same time assurances were given of further effort at coordination 
at some time in the future.y 

2.4 THE COURT APPEALS 

In court appeals of the Second Report and Reconsideration, parties 
challenged the allocation of 40 MHz rather than 64 MHz to celluVar sys
terns, the authoriz"ation of SMRS on a non-common carrier basis and feder-
al preemption of state actions in the 900 MHz area.4/ The United 
States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbii circuit affirmed 
the FCC on all points. although reluctantly in the case of several 
aspects of the 900 MHz plan. For example, the cellular system approach } 
and its 40 MHz allocation were challenged as granting the Belf System an 
effective monopoly over the urban radio-telephone market including dis-
patch services.5/ The Court found the Commission's 40 MHz allocition 
decision to be "p,recisely the sort that Congress intended t<.l leave to 
the broad discretion of the Commission, by imposing a broad public ~,on
venience, interest or necessity standard."I! 

The SMRS decision also dre\'/ a lengthy analysis fr·om the Court, address", 
ing the nature of common Garriers and the application of commd'n carrier 
principles and regulation. The Court held that the single mos~ distin
guishing characteristic of a common carrier is an undertaking or "hold
ing out" to serve all members of the public without discrimination.LA 

11 For exampl e, the Commission 1 imited amendments to app1 i cati ons which proposed a. substantial 
change in ownership of systems, so that appl icants could not sen a place in the processing 

1 ine. 

~ 1£. at 949; Section 89.751{g) of the Rules. 

y The border problem was also discussed in Docket No. 18261,22 RR 2d 1691, 1710; and itre-
mains unsolved. The FCC is currently engaged in preparation for the 1979 World Administ~a~ 

tive Radio Conference (WARC) at which the international and \~estern Hemisphere allocations in 
the 900 MHz band will be discussed. See, Fifth Notice of Inquiry, Docket No. 20271, FCC 77-
349, May 23, 1977. - . 

II 
.. . p 

11 NARUC v. FCC, 525 F. 2d 630.(D.C. Cir. 1976). The Court initially s.9-~<I;'the effective-:: 
ness of the Commission's decis.ions to license SMRS pending review Q¥,"tne Court. The stay, 

was 1ifted·when the Commission was affirmed, and the Supreme Court refused to stay the FCC 
action further. ' 

§j Id. at 636-39; see also, Brief for PetitionersNRS .and III inois Association of Radiotele
phone Systems. ----

§J ,525 F. 2d at"636. At the same time the Court acknowledged the pro-monoppl'y aspects of 
cellular systems and held open the prospect of futGre antitrust ch~l1el1ges to the systems 

if th~ir anti-competitive potential came to fruition. ~. at 647. ' 
H)' 81 I, 

?J .!s!.. ~t 6~1-42. The ac:.t 0Tc tlY\oldi llg o~t" or off,:ring ~ervice to the publi,c.indiscriminate~y 
distlngulshed common carners fromprlvate carners', 1n the Court's ana1ysls, although j:.""'>, 

both may serve specialized .portions,"of the public and large clienteles. The cOllJllonc~rrier'.s . \.0 
holding out to the public. gave rise to the cOll11lon law doctrine of a duty to serve all comers up 
to the capacity of the system, in contrast to private carri}!rs who may choose their customers. 
525 F. 2d at 642. 0 
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Since the SMRS. as projected, would solicit and serve only a few custom
ers on a long-term contract basis, tne Court approved their classifica
tion as non-common carriers.]) However. the Court added. "our holding 
is subject to future challenge should SMRS in practice behave as common 
carriers."'.?:..1 The Supreme Court refused to review the Court of Appeals 
decision. leaving it the law of the land regarding the deliberations of 
Docket No. l8262.~1 

3. REMAINING ISSUES 

3.1 LINGERING lITIGATION 

Following the Court of Appeals decision. the focus of litigation shifted 
to the FCC. Illinois Bell Teiephone Co. (IBT). an AT&T affiliate. pro
posed to build a developmental cellular system tn the Chicago area. The 
IBT plan involved 21 MHz of spectrum and $23.5 million for a system to 
cov~r an area over 48 miles.41 The IBT proposal was attacked by a 
group of Chicago radio common carriers as beyond the guidelines set out 
by the Commission for developmental systems and prohibitively expensive 
and expansive for an initial model system.51 The Commission agreed 
with the criticism of the IBT plan and suggested its revision.61 Ulti-
mately, a compromise was reached between the FCC and AT&T, and-the re
vised IBT proposal was approved as a two-phase plan for equipment and 
servi~e tests and then commercial operation.Z/ 

11 Id. at 643, the Court said: 

y Id. at 647. 

The nature of the dispatch services which SMRS will primarily offer appear 
necessarily to involve the establishment of medium-to-long-term contractual 
relations, whereby the SMRS supply the needs of users for dispatch facil
ities for a period of time. In such a situation, it is not unreasonable 
to expect that the clientele might remain relatively stable, with termin
ations and new clients the exception rather than the rule. It might even 
be that the turnover will be sU~'ficiently minor that, except for the com
mercial mode of operation, SMRS will be much like non-profit community 
repeaters. 

~ NARUC v. FCC. 425 U.S. 992 (1976). 

11 Application of Illinois Bell Telephone Co. for Authority to Construct a Developmental Cellu
lar System at Ten Sites at Various Locations in the State of Illinois. filed July 21. 1975. 

File No. 20115-CD-P-76. 

51 The criticisms were directed to the size of the cells (8-mile radius). the·height of an
- tennas and the minimal frequency re-use proposed. Petitions to Deny or t~jections were 
filed by Rogers Radio Communications Service, Inc., NARS. Radio Relay Corp.-Illinois. Motorola 
and the Illinois Association of Radiotelephone Systems, Inc. 

§} Letter of July 15, 1976. from Vincent J. r~ullins. Secretary. FCC to Illinois Bell Telephone. 
, The FCC required. the use of only 12.5 MHz in two blocks of 6 •. 25 MHz each and suggested a 

two phase approach of tests and then full-scale operation. The Bell System and other parties 
petitioned for reconsideration of this latter decision. 

71 Order, FCC 77-166. (March 10,1977). Appeal pending. NARS v. FCC. 77-1357. (D.C. Cir. fil
- ed April 11. 1977). The Commission accepted a plan for independent tests of equipment if 
the Chicago system were scaled down to 10 cells and 135 mobile units during the Phase I tests 
of equipment and service .. Illinois Bell was further required to obtain authority for com
mercial operation of its system following the test phase and to file detailed financial reports. 
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for private systems, more serious litigation centered on the role of 
community repeaters in the 900 MHz plan. NARS and General Electri~ 
petitioned for clarification of the Reconsideration opinionon~thii 
point, arguing that the similarity of unlicensed community repeaters/A. 
to the licensed SMRS caused great confusion in the industry and in ~he 
Court appeal challenging SMRS.l/ General Electric maintained that!lfew 
entrepreneurs would develop and offer the efficient, trunkad SMRS iys
terns, under FCC licensing, if unlicensed community repeaters could offer 
shared services to single-user and conventional systems free of all re-
strictions.£/ In a brief Memorandum Opin~pn and Order, 55 FCC 2d 771 
(1975), the Commission replied that the community repeater option would 
be available at 900 MHz since it seemed to meet the"needs of many 
users.I! However, the Commission noted the method of IIfirst in/first 
out" frequency aSSignments by the staff. plus the mandatory sharing of 
channels until maximum numbers of mobile units are reached, as probable 
1imitations on the utility of community repeaters: 

(W)e acknowledge that the practice may have limited 
application at 900 MHz. There we plan to assign 
frequencies on a 'fil"st in-first outl basis and 
there will also be "verticle" loading (mandatory 
sharing). These features will for practical reasons 
restrict 'multiple licensing' of 'community repeaters. I 

52 FCC 2d T!3. 

The question of accommodating community repeater operations with the 
staff frequency selection ru}es illustrated the conflicts between the 
new rules and those radio systems having unique requirements as to who 
they serve and how service is rendered, such as public safety systems.4/ 
That is, frequency assignments by the FCC staff on the "first in/first
out" basis could result in shared frequencies between repeater and non
repeater customers. preventing economic loading of the repeater base' 
station. For multi-channel community repeater operations~ the problem 
of mechanistic frequency assignments by the FCC would remove assurance 
of enough customers to pay for the 'facilities. With these practical 
difficulties, the Commission seemed 'to suggest that the spectr~ of un
licensed community repeaters undercutting expensive but efficient SMRS 

lJ NARS .• Petition to Refrain from Granting Licenses Pursu,ant to Applications Filed for Author-
. izatl'nns in the 900 MHz Band Involving Entrepreneurial COllll1unity Repeater Operations. 

June 19,1975; General Electric Co., Petition for Clarification Or. Alterna,tively, for a Declar
atory Ruling, May 23, 1975, and related pleadings. 

2/ General Electric Petition at 6-8" 11-14; Supplement to Petition at 1. A key assumpt~on of 
- the parties was the expense anticipated for compy:t~r-switching base stations. A full com
puterized system was assumed to be economical for'eligible users only if it'was large ~nough 
to accollll1odate several thousand mobile units on at least five channels. The few single-user 
systems 1 arge enough for trunked operati ons were co'!si dered sophis~icated enough to operate ~. 
their own systems, and the entrepreneu?s pegged thelr hopes on shared systems for many smaller 
el igib1es • 

. ~ The Commission acknowledged some problems with cOllll1unity repeaters which were at issue in 
Docket No. 18921. 55 FCC2d at 773. 

~ As discussed in detail below, public safety radio systems have unique requirements for long. 0 

term planning and growth and for designation and use o~channels by function (special 
squads or patrol areas, for example) rather than by number~ of mobile unjj:s. Neither the 10ng
tenn planning need nor functional deSignation of channels is consistent wi'th a rigid applica
I,tionof IIfirst In/ first out" frequency assignments or by maximum loading of channelS byarbi
,trary numbers &f motile units. 
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3.2 

would recede.i/ 

THE "CLARIFICATION" 

In November, 1976 the Safety and S~ecial Radio Bureau released a lengthy 
"Clarification of New Policies and Practices Governing the Assignment 
and Licensing of Conventional Systems of Communication at 900 MHz,"2/ 
which discussed the practical steps in assigning frequencies to commun
ity repeaters, customers, and other radio applicants. The Clarification 
explained the processing system for conventional systems, the urban
suburban distinction, eligibility, restrictio~s on use, channel loading 
requirements and frequency assignments. Of particular interest was the 
announc.ement that a degtee of flexibility would be used in assigning 
frequencies, including accommodation of community repeater operations by 
asslgning five channels for the use of repeater customers in a gtven 
area.3/ This accommodation of formerly rigid standards to the unique 
needs-of individual systems may be of significance to public safety sys
tems planned for the 900 MHz band. The Clarification emphasizes that 
lIin every case each proposal will be examined to determine the require
ments of the applicantll and that IIconsideration will be given to the 
mode of operation planned and the purpose for which it is to be used, 
and .•. other factors, includ(ing) the technical features of system 
design. (I)t is provided that applicants in one service group will not 
be required to share with applicants in other service groups." The 
Clarification also affirmed that the IICommission may take into consider
ation any other factor which might enable the persons licensed to use a 
given channel in more efficient and effective ways.lli/ 

In a Petition for Relief of December 27, 1976, however, the National 
Association of Radiotelephone Systems (NARS) asked the Commission to 
nullify the Clarification as a substantive modification of the Com
mission's Orders and beyond the authority of the Safety and Special Bur
eau Chief. NARS argued that the IIback door ll assignment of five channels 
to community repeaters would firmly establish that practice at 900 MHz 
with all the problems of its unlice~sed operation, and discourage any 
licensed SMRS from the more expensive trunked system.5/ Motorola 
opposed the NARS Petition, arguing the util ity of community repeater op
erations for single-user systems and the propriety of a statement from 
the staff explaining actual processing matters.6/ The NARS petition is 
still pending before the Commission, but processing of 900 MHz applica
tions is proceeding in the meantime. 

11 CO/IIIIunity repeater defenders point out its efficiencies and shared nature as consistent .-- with the 900 MHz plan. Without direct control over the base station, however, it is not 
clear that the Commission can force channel loading to maximum levels by community repeaters 
or remove a possible incentive to monopolize desirable antenna locations and available frequen
cies. 

Y FCC Public Notice 73035, Nov. 24, 1976, (hereinafter cited as "Clarification"). 

~.l Clarification at 8. 

~ ~. at 9, quoting Sec. 89.803(c). 

§! NARS Petition at 15. It was assumed that the 900 MHz community repeaters would operate 
conventional systems, possibly with some switching, but that the Commission would have no 

means of forcing larger community repeaters to use trunked technology when the five-channel 
maximum for conventional systems was reached. 

§! Mgtorola Opposition, Feb. 4, 1977. A major user group, the National Association of Busin
ess and Educational Radio, Inc. (NABER) also opposed the NARS Petition. Opposition,. 

Feb. 4, 1977. 
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4. PRESENT STATUS 

As a result of the Clarification and other policy initiatives, si9nifi~ 
cant leeway.has apparently been introduced into the "first in/first out h 

channel asslgnment process. For example, SMRS are given two years in . 
which to build and load their systems t and no non-SMRS applicants will 
be assigned to the SMRS block of channels during the two-year period.J/ 
In addition, competing SMRSs will be licensed in the same area, and 'rlo 
SMRS will be required to serve any unaffiliated applicant ev~n though 
the applicant may be compatible with the existing SMRS customer. A sim
ilar flexible attitude has evolved regarding trunked systems; while the 
FCC will require trunked technology for any single system of more than 
five channels. there is apparently no bar to an application for a second 
or third conventional system by tne same licensee.£/ 

4.1 SUMMARY OF SYSTEMS CURRENTLY AUTHORIZED AT 900 f:01Hz 

4. 1 . 1 

The result of nearly ten years of litigation in the 900 MHz area is the 
authorization of three technologies for radio systems and five types of 
servides for the systems. Each system and service is briefly summar
ized below. 

.Technologies 

4.1.1.1 Cellular Systems 

Cellular systems featuring city-wide services, re-use of frequencie~ • 
among many cells, computer-switching and very high capacities are re
quired for public mobile telephone systems. Public systems may offer 
two-way, paging and ancillary dispatch service. There appears to be no 
reason why the Commission would not also consider cellular technol~gy 
for private systems, if the appropciate technical criteria ~an be ~et, 
although the Commission's decisions do not discuss this use.l/ 

4.1.1.2 Trunked ~ystems 

Trunked technology authorized for private systems also involves computer 
switching among five or more channels. In contrast to cellular systems, 

l/ Non-SMRS applicants are required to build and load their systems with 70% of the mobile units' 
specified in the application within 8 months. Section 89.802. 

Y The rules are not expliCtton this point, but appear to be consistent with such an inter-
pretation. At least the Corrmission has not indicated a different view although obviously 

policy considerations could be raised. In fact, the channel assignment system may encourage f.i 

licensee to apply for a second conventional system rather than a larger trunked system, because 
the frequencies given trunked sy~tems are far .removed from those for ·conventional systems. If 
a conventional syste]ll has grown and needs more channels, it faces the· choice of re~eivingfive 
or more channels f(,' a trunked system and rel inquishing. its initial channels because they are 
incompatible with (Ie trunked channels or because the appl icant cannot justify both the col'tvetl
tional and the trunked channels, Ol~ of deSigning a second conventional system in order tore-
ceive channels near 'its initial "ass~jgnment. a 9 

'!.J The RCA Dispersed Array System, for example, proposed a dispatch operation using cel1ula~\ 
technology'. RCA Comments. Dec. t~O, 1971 •. 
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trunked systems fUnction by fpequency.re-use on an instantaneous time 
basis rather than the ~eographic re-use inherent in the c~11u1ar system 
concept. Trunked technology is required for private systems using more 
than fhe channels up to a limit of twenty channels' per system. FCC 
Rules prescribe antenna heights, power, emission, s~6rt-term and 10ng-
term channel loading standards in numbers of mobile units 1/ and 
eligible users for trunked systems. -

4.1.1.3 Conventional Systems 

4.1.2 

Conventional systems at 900 MHz will ~e"authorized to eligible users to 
operate as sing)~ channel or manually switched multi-channel systems 
analogous to systems in the lower fr~quency bands. According to the 
Clarification, conventional systems may use automatlc terminals and 
trunking techniques if desired, but trunking will not be iequired. 
Efficient use of conventional systems will be encouraged by short-t~rm 
and long-term channel loading requirements and shared frequency assign
ments, made by the FCC staff, where necessary to load a channel in a 
particular location. 

Services 

4.1.2.1 £Q.!!!.mon Carriers 

Common carriers will be authorized to provide cellular mobile service to 
the public. If the carrier is a wire1ine telephone company, its commer
cial {not developmental} system must be provided by a separate subsid
iary corporation whose costs and revenues are distinct from the monop1y 
base of the parent carrier. Non-wire1ine carriers may operate cellular 
systems without a separate corporation, and joint applications from 
groups of ~arriers will be accepted. 

4.2.2.2 Private Syste.~ 

For private systems, eligible organizations under Parts 89, 91, and 93 
of the Commission1s Rules may apply for single-user systems. If more 
than fiVe channels are needed in one system, trunked technology must be 
proposed. 

4.1.2.3 Shared Systems 

Eligible users may also apply for a shared system to be managed by one 
of the sharers or by a non-profit coordinating committee or organiza
tion. In the case of shared systems, the channel loading criteria will 
follow the hi[hest level of mobile units of the services involved, a~d 
trunked techn610gy will be required if mor~ than five channels are 

. -
Y The phrase'ishort-term and 10ng-term ll channel loading requirements refers to the requirement 

that applicants be prepared to load chan~els ~ith 70% of the mobile units applied for within 
,eight months of grant of t.he appl ication. The lqng-term channel 19ading standards require an . 
appl1cantto shotq that theCchanlJ~l handles 90% of the mobiles specVfied in the COllJllission's 
Rules as the maximum for. the use"lnade of the channel before additional channels are assigned. 
Ch~nne1 loading'criter1a differ from trunked and conventional systems and by radio services 
public s,\fety, Ilusi,ness and industrial, taXicab, land transportation, etc. See Section 
89.801-803 of the COlTllli S5 i on IS Ru 1 es . 
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needed by a single system. A shared system managed by a non-profit ~n
tity will stand in the shoes of its members in terms of use of the sys
tem, technical criteria attd the like. 

4.L2.4 SMRS 

Eligi~le users may take service from a (possibly) profiJ:-making manager // 
called a Specialized Mobile Radio System entrepreneur or SMRS. The SMRS} 
will be licensed only for base station facilities; its cU.$tomers mU"s"t 
submit applications for control points and mobile units specifyin~an 
agreement to use the SMRS servicJ~. Further. the SMRS base station lic- I\ 

ensee is bound to offer trunked t~chnology if more than five channels 
are needed, and to follow the Rules for technical .criteri~ and use of 
the system prescribed for single-user and non-profit ~hared systems. 

4.1.2.5 Community Repeater 

A final type of supplier is the traditional community repeater vendor 
who provides base station facilities that are licensed in the name of 
the customers. A community repeater customer normally applies as a 
single-user for base station, mobiles and control points un5ier the 
single-user, conventional system procedures. To accommodate community 
repeater serv~ce, the FCC staff may set aside a five channel group of 
frequencies for assignment to community repeater customer-applicants.l/ 
Short-term channel loading standards will be applied to the applicant~, 
but the requirement of trunked technology for systems of more than ~ve 
channels is uncertain. The Clarification seems td indicate that additi
onal five-channel groups will be assigned to users of community repeater 
systems, without regard to trunked technology. jf the first five chan-
nels are 90% filled. . 

5. THE REMAINING REGULATORY ISSUES 

5.1 

5.2 

For public safety radio users, a number of questions remain reg~rding 
the legal framework set up for 900 MHz systems~ For example, will the 
reqUirement for trunked technol0 wi th SMRS 5' stems or an 0 erations 
of more than five channe\~ be suitable for pub ic safett systems?_ 
For example, fleet dispat~hing requires a call to all mobiles, inter
rupti ng oth.er conv~rsatiQ!,!§:_ i. fDe~.e"!is.a.ry .. WiJl. trunked systems have the 
air-nit.>' tdhanale fleet calls as well as individual calls to the base 
station and other mobiles? 

A second major question is t~ what extent would an SMRS type of opera
tion be usable by public safi ,y entities? ""Does the fact that an SMRS 
operator mlght be anUoutside" business entity make a difference to t,he 
public safety entity? Or, to whgt extent wd'uldancSMRS-type f9cility, 
opera ted by a governmental entity for its vari ed communicatiol'l~\fleeds, be 
desirable? Is the SHRS option, 'as created by the FCC,""'ad'vaIltageous from 

r " ,I 

,. 
,Y Indeed, APCD has expressed. grave doubts whether trunked systems' win ever reach their 

efficiency poter.{?ialw,ith the unique and varied requirements of pUblic safety radiosys- C) 

terns. ~;ee APeD Reply Conments. Docket No. 20271, March 4,197.7, p.3. 
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5.3 

5.4 

a publ i c ,safety vi ewpo'i'nt? 

What will be, the role of cellular systems or technology in serving ,ub
lic safet* radio sxstems? Can cellular technology be adapted to al or 

~sa~e of t e communlcations needs of an urban public safety system? Will 
the 20-channel limit on private systems or other technical requirements 
for private systems frustrate the development of private systems? Could 
the dCmmon carrier cellular system offer.a cost-efficient means of serv
ing some or all of public safety radio requirements? 

How does t~e 900 MHz regulatory scheme accommodate the long-term plan
ning'requirements and other unique aspects of public safety systems? 
The "first in/first out" frequency assignment method determined for 
900 MHz applications removes the assurance of a related block of fre· 
quericies for the growth of radio systems. At the same time, public 
safety radio systems have seen steady growth in the size, complexity 
and sophistication of communications systems. The prospects for the 
future indicate even larger systems -- many operated in conjunction with 
other local government entities. These co~prehensive systems call for 
detailed planning, budgeting, approval by appropriate local authorities, 

'and poss.'ibl,y' ~':Iased cut-over from older radio systems. In short, they 
require extensive and intricate planning by state and local agencies as 
well as implementation over a long period of time as compared to sm~l 
private systems. If the "first in/first out" assignment system, the 
short-term channel loading criteria, and the mandatory channel sharing 
option are applied rigorou~ly by the FCC staff, will such comprehensive 
system planning and implementation be possible? 

The n~ed for channel assirnments by function r~ther than by strict num
bers of mobile units is a so unique to public safety systems. The use 
of a particular ch&nnel by one part of tbp police force or another func
tional group may be vitally important to e~fective use of ~adio in the 
tasks of a public safety agency. In former block or pool allocation, 
schemes, the designation of one or more channels to a particular func
tion could be accommodated, but the ch~nnel assignment and loading plan 
at 900 MHz seems to preclude functional designations. 

The Clarification promised a rule of ~e'ason and a degree of flexibility 
in freq~ency assignments, but the potential for mechanistic rules and 
mandatory loading requirements is troublesome to radio system planners. 
In order to assure the implementation of long-term planning, should 
there be some form of "block" al1oc~tion in the 900 MHz band to ensure 
the future availability of needed spectrum? How should the FCC take 
into account state or local plans for coordinated radio use? How should 
the need for functional designations of channels in public safety sys
tems be accommodated.l! 

5.5 The role of APCO and other service frequency coordinators in planning 
and assisting 900 MHz applications is also open to question. For'app1i-

-cants seekingfreouencies in the radio bands, frequency coordination 
committees are re~ognized by the FCC as the primary mechanism for 
selecting frequencies and working with applicants to design interference 
free systems.2/ Often this frequency coordination ~ork entails con- . 
siderable ~imi advising applicants, mediating between possibl~ con-

Jj For detailed discussion of conclusions regarding these and related questions. see APeO's 
Conments on Docket No. 21229 in Appendix I. 

g; Docket No. 18261. Second Report and Order. 22 RR 2d 1691.1704-06. 
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f1icting proposals, and encouraging there{.\esign of systems where un
foreseen interference creates problems. 

T:ie FCC staff's role in frequency a~sig,!'Iii1ents to 900 MHz systems Cl:n4 the 
contemplated method for staff assigrim~Ht of frequencies may well suffer 
from the absence of the counseling, designing, and mediating functions 
performed by the volunteer coordinators. Even if APeO and the other 
service coordinators were to continue in advisory roles, the lack of in~ 
formation as to frequency assignments made by the FCC staff cou1d effec
tively frustrate their efforts. It is difficult to believe that the FCC 
has the resources available on a nationwide b~sis, needed to perform the 
counseling and mediation often required by smaller, local applfcant~. 
In sum, the 900 MHz decisions leave a large hole in the application 
process formarly filled by the service frequency Coordination committees 
and the lack of full frequency coordination work may disadvantage many 
applicants and burden the FCC staff. It is for reasons such as these 
that the FCC is taking a further look at its policies. governing fre
quency coordination in the 900 MHz band.lI. 

Finall~. an issue that pervades the whole future of 900 MHz systems is 
the ab,ljty of the FCC staff to carry out the processing and enforce-
ment rble assigned to it. The enforcement of techniGa~ rule~, channel 
loading standards and license cancellations by defunct systems at the" \," 
lower bands has been haphazard at best. With t~e help of frequency 
coordination committees. the FCC has barely kept abreast of the flood of 
applications it receives. For 900 MHz systems, the FCC, staff proposes ' 
to make all frequency assignments, presumably to enforce the eight-mo",th 
deadline for channel loading and' the 90% loading prere~uisite for 
assigning additional channels, etc. Although,the growth of 900,MHz sys
tem may be slow in the beginning years, eveh an optimistic-observer must 
have concerns as to the avai 1 abil ity of the FC .. ~ ,st,aff to take on these 
variec) tasks.£/ 

.J 

1/ The topic of staff resources alld efforts in spectrum management is now under consideration 
~ in a broad inquiry, Docket No. 21229. Notice of Inguia. FCC 77-287, May 17.1977. i. 

Frequency coordination methods are also considered in some measure~ Ii 

Y See. Docket No. 21229. Notice of Inquiry, FCC 77-287, May 17,1977. 
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CHAPTER I I 

FACTORS AFFECTING 900 t4Hz SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 
ELEMENTS OF THE 900 MHz CONCEPT 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Chapter I describes the regulatory history of Docket No. 18262 and the 
background that led to the opening of the 900 MHz spectrum for use by 
the land.mobile radio servic~s. rt also describes the present regula
tory enVlronment and presents some of the unresolved issues that affect 
the application pf this spectrum to the needs of public safety communi-
cations systems. ' -

This Chapter describes those engine~ring, economic, and managem~nt
related factors, peculiar to the 900 MHz environment~ that also affect 
the application of this newly available spectrum to public safety~ and C 
in particular law enforcement, communications systems. This presenta
tion is not intended to b~ an exhaustive discussion of all the elements .. 
of law enforcement communications system design, nor is it meant to,:Fbe :. 
a rigorous, engineering analysis. It is intended to present those con-~ 
siderations of law enforcement communications system design and. opera- ./~ 
tion that are, or may be, peculiar to the 9DO MHz portio~ of the spec
trum under the conditions by which it has been made availa~le to the I 

public safety community. It will describe those system-related': facto;)"s 
that affect system planning, operation, and implementation decisions. 

A discussion of 900 MHz propagation c-onsideratio.ns i's presented to·' 
yield insight into the probability of coverage throughout a given area. 
Concepts empJoyed in the presently envisioned trunked system designs 
are discussed to provide a basis for the discussion in Chapter III re
garding the roles such systems might play "in the public safety environ
ment. Design considerations for 90b MHz equip~ent are presented to 
provide an appreciation of the system~related factors of cost, avail
ability, maintenance, and training that may affect 900 MHz system im-
plementation decisions. . 

This d~scussion is designed to assist the executive level public safety 
communications system managers' decision-making process. The technical 
as~ects of propagation phenomena, noise levels, information handling, 
trunking theories, and similar related topic~ are presented in a sum
m~ry, non-rigorous form~ It is intended to be a managerial level. SUm
mary of the work done by authors. listed in the Bibliography, the~ tech,.. 
nical inputs of the APCO project staff and -the APCO Task. Groups I and 
II. For more rigorous, academic treatment, the reader is. referred to 
the Bibliography. 

2.2 900 M~z COVERAGE CONSIDERATIONS 

The history of land mobile communications during the 1.ast 25 years has 
been marked by the opening of higher and higher portions of the RF 
spectrum. Eac~ of these moves to higher frequencies was accompanied by 
uncertainties. (How will the new frequencies work? What coverage can 
be expected? What equipment problems wil1deveiQP1 i ~i11 different 
base s tati on 1 ocati ons, more repeater i nsta'11 a ti on~, 4ifferentnetwoJlk 
designs, be required? Willauthorized·antennae helghts and power out
puts permit the coverage of the re4uired geographic areas with the 
needed degree of certainty? . 0 
The opening of the 900 MH~ spectrum is no d~fferent in this regard. ~~~ 
Prior to the Report and Order resulting from Docket No. l82~2, !ittle 
operatt~na1 exper1ence had been gained uS1ng these frequencles 1n a 
civilian, land mobile. law enforcemen.t type of environrnerft., Even ii'S 
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'2.2. 1 

questions relating to trunked system concepts, equipment costs and 
availability, and system management problems must be considered, the 
basic question of whether or not these frequencies will permit the re
quired reliability of communications throughout specified environments, 
using practical systems configurations, must be answered. 

The following section of this report discusses those inherent proper
ties of the 900 MHz portion of the spectrum that affect its usefulness 
for law enforcement communications system design. 

900 MHz Antenna Performance 

The area of coverage provided by a 900 MHz system is determined by those 
same parameters that determine coverage of lower frequency systems. As 
in any radio communications system relying on line of sight transmission 
paths, transmitter power, transmitter and receiver antennae heights and 
relative gains, system noise, generated either internal or external to 
the system, receiver sensitivity and band with characteristics and the 
nature and length of the path between the transmitter and the receiver, 
are among the more obvious factors that determine whether the system 
will pass an intelligible signal between two points. For rigorous 
treatment of these considerations and for additional discussion of the 
more subtle considerations affecting radio frequency system design, the 
reader is referred to the Bibliography: 

Of special interest to those considering 900 MHz applications are those 
particular factors that result from the characteristics of the shorter 
wavelengths that are characteristic of these frequencies.l/ 

A basic, physical consideration, and one that has long inhibited the 
applicatiOn of the 900 MHz portion of the spectrum to mobile/portable 
applications, is the reduction of the effective capture area of 900 MHz 
systems' antennae, as a result of the use of these higher frequencies. 
As frequency increases, the wavelength of the radiated energy decreases 
proportionally and, therefore, the physical length of a resonant antenna 
decreases. As the physical length of the antenna gets less, the area 
throughout which it captures energy from an electromagnetic wave gets 
smaller. Therefor€, the receiving antenna picks up a smaller share of 
the energy radiated by the transmitting antenna. 

For example, a quarter wavelength antenna designed for a 900 MHz system 
would absorb only one fourth the amount of energy from a 1000 watt 
900 MHz transmitted signal that a quarter wavelength antenn~ designed to 
work in a 450 MHz system would absorb from that radiated by a similar' 
powered ,transmitter -- other factors being constant. In many types of 
systems, s~ch frequency-dependent losses can be compensated for by in
creasing the gains 2/ of the smaller antennae, i.e., since higher fre
quency means smaller antenna element length, antenna can have increased 
numbers of elements or increased electrical length for a given physical 
size with a resulting increased gain. Th{s gain can be used to compen
sate for the frequency-dependent reduction of ~apture area. 

11 Wavelength in meters = 300 where f is expressed in megahertz. Practical consideration of 
system design usually requfres that antenna length (either transmitting or receiving) be an 

integral function of 1/4 of a wavelength. Therefore, as operating frequencies beco~, higher, 
the physical length of an antenna becomes less. At 806 MHz a typical 1/4 wavelength antenna is 
approximately 3JzII long. 

" y 'IGain" in this context loosely means the amount of energy a given antenna captures 
(or radiates) in a desireq direction in comparison to some standard radiator, usually a 

half wavelength dipole. 
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But mobile/portable system operation places H:mits on thJamount ·of gain 
that can be tol&rated.Antenna gain can only be provided by concentra
tion of available energy, i.e., increasing directivity. Mobile an~ 
portable units must normally be nearly ~mnidirecttonal in a_horizQntal . 
plane an~ c!n o~ly use ltmited directivity in_the vertical ~lane if an
tenna pOlnt1ng 1S not to become an operational problem. 

Base station antennae can normally employ larger figures of. ver~ical 
directivity, with resulting increased gain. In ~ome 1nstance~ where the 
needed coverage is not uniformly distribuJ:ed arou.nd the antenna, dir ... 
ectivity, with resulting increase in gain~' can. be tolerated in thehori
zontal plane. 

Normal engineering practice calls for system designs that employ the' 
maximum directivity, and associated gain, that the systefu g~ometry will 
allow. Therefore, in moving from a lower frequ~ncy to the ROO MHz band, 
system designers may not be able to rely on inc~eased ant.nria gain, over 
that used in lower frequencies systems in the same location, Ito compen-k 0 

sate for the reduced efiergy capture that results from shorte~ wave- . 
lengths, i.e .• the lower frequencies system is already using as much 
gain (directivity) as the systems' geometr; will permit. 

This fundamental system-related problem has,to a large extent, been 
overcome in recent years by adv~nc:e,sin receiver design tec"hnolbgy. 
A characteristic of the 900 ~lHz"portion of the spectrum is the signifi
cantly reduced level of noise that normally exists in the environment in 
which the desired signal must be received. Without delving too deeply 
into what constitutes noise gener~ted by sources external to a radio 
system, it is sufficient to point out that those noise sources (when 
add~d to noise generated within the system) establish the minimum ampli
tude of a usable signal, ; .e., if a Signal is any weaker" than the noise, 
it will not be int.lligible. A~ a result, even ~ very weak Signal at 
900 MHz, one whose bmplitude is such that it would be no stronger than 
the noise arriving at the receiver in a lower frequency system, can b~ 
copied by a receiver having adequate, and currently.available. technical 
characteristics. 

The technological advances of the past several years that now make 
900·NHz a viable approach to mobile communications ~ystem design is the 
development of receivers having usable sensitivitie~ at ~hese frequen
cies in the order of .25 to .5 microvolts and that are capable of being 
mass-produced at costs comparable with existing. equipment. C 

c' 

o 

The' above discussion hastieen presented with two obJeCtTves"Tn'inrnc:l:=~~~ O~~----=~~ 
first, to show the importance of technology in making the 900 MHz por-
tion of the spectrum available for use;&"the s.econd 1-S to illustrate the 
ne~d to maintain a noise-free environme~t for 900 MHz systems. Should 
poorly sel ected frequencies r~,su1t in s·j gnifi cant i nte·rmodul ation (Ir~) 
products. ':'lhoul d . spectra 11y "di rty" transmitters b,e permi tted ,evena t q 

fr~qu.ncies well removed from systems under constru~tion, or should 
other ill-conceived/\ or uncoordinated operati on~ be permi tted ,expl oita-
tion of the system ~ensitivities made possible by modern 900 MHz tech-
nology will be imposltble, and the usefulness of thea900 MHz spectrum 
for law enfol'cement and other public safety needs seriously com,p,romised. 

Shado,w Effects 

Electromagnetic radiation is normally envisioned as traveling in 
straight lines, much like light rays. As a result of this linear path. 
shadows of~en exist behind objects that either reflect Qr absorb the 
in'cident rays. Close observation of the edges of these shadOW areas 
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will show that these boundaries are not perfectly defined. There is a 
region of transition between full illumination and shadow at the border 
(called the Fres~el zone). As the wavelengths become shorter, the 
region of transition between illumination and shadow becomes more sharp
ly defined. The width of this transition region is a function of 
(among other things) the wavelength and is inversely proportional to 
the' frequency. 

It is this transition region that permits much of our line of sigh~ 
radio communications; however, as noted above, as frequencies increase, 
the ~orders between usable signals and unusable sIgnals become more 
distinct., Above the UHF. region shadows can exist in which the movement 
of a receiving antenna by only a few feet can resul~ in severe signal 
degradation. Tests 1/ at 900 MHz have shown that individual varia
tions from the mean ~ransmission loss at these frequlncies can be as 
~Sgh as 30 db. These tests have also shown that the 4mplitude of the 
~ariations from the mean path loss is, to some degree, a function of the 
a~solute field strength and that the variations become larger as the 
mean value of the path loss increases. This observation suggests that 
higher en.ergy densities, i.e., more effective radiated power (ERP) than 
is normally indicated necessary by theoretical calculations, may be re
quired in some environments to minimize the operational problems that 
may he caused by these large path loss variations. 

) , 

Sc~ttering effects 

Another phenomenon affecting the usefulness of the 900 MHz band for 
urban~ mobile/portable communication systems is the increased reflectiv
ity of these frequencies. The short wavelengths involved make energy at 
these frequencies more easily reflected by the typical concrete/steel 
structures encountered in an urban environment. This reflection, or 
scattering effect, caused by the multitude of buildings and other struc
tures normally existing in a typical city, can result in a distribution 
of energy throughout what normally would be expected to be shadow areas. 
Experimental data 2/ supports the theoretical conclusion that this 
scattering effect ~hroughout an urban community can greatly increase 
the percentage ~f coverage in the zone of interest by "filling in" holes 
normally caused by the shadow effects described in Section 2.2.2. 

These scattering effects are of great interest to the designer of urbari 
law enforcement communication networks. Tests in a typical urban en
vironment show that this scattering phenomena can have a significant 
beiiefici al -effect on overa ii system performance by providing i ncr-eased 
coverage within buildings, tunnels and throughout the highly, compli
c.,at~j propagat·ion paths e)l,isting in a typical urban community. 

this scatt~ring, however, is not a completely unmi~ed blessing. As 
cited above, there can be variations as much as 30 db from the mean 
pro pag a ti on los s 'th roug hqu t thE.! a rea of co verage. However, thes e 
studies have concluded that coverage will be generally adequate for land 
mobile communications, and in some cases superior to that available on 
lower frequencies. However, "holes" can and will exist. 

Building Penetration 

The attenuation of electromagnetic energy passing through natural or 
man-made structures is a major problem in portable law enforcement 

Jj UHF Radio \~ave prop~gation in Dallas, Texas Base to t~obi1e Stations for Vertical Polariza
tion, by N. H. Shepherd, GE t,10bile Radio Products Dept., Harch, 1975. 

Y Ibid. pp. 2.7. 
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2.2.6 

sjstem design. The literature indicates that 900 MHz frequencies 
penetrate average structures with propa9ation losses in the order ~f ~ 
10 db to 20 db per 100 feet. As a result, massive structures can cause 
sh~ding that prevents usable transmission or reception inside Of bui1d~ 0 

ins;; nr similar structures. Though somewhat frequency-dependent, this 
phenomenon exists at all frequencies. However, eVidence existg that the 
scattering effects of 900 MHz systems described above significantly i"!.-
prove the coverage inside buildinBs and tunnels. 

~ \ ) 

Foliage Loss 

The short wave lengths at 900 MHz are susceptible to serious attenuation 
from foliage. This problem is particularly difficult to treat analyti
cally due to the many variables encountered. The losses can be much 
greater in summer when trees are in leaf than in winter when they are 
barren. Moisture after a rain increases losses noticeably. Different 
kinds Qf vegetation have different amounts of attenuation4 A number 
often used is 1.5 db loss per meter of vegetation for "average" attenu
ation. Of more significance, perhaps, is the estimate that foliage. 
1 asses at 900 MHz are probably about 25% greater than those experi e.nced 
at 450 MHz. . 

Site Selection Considerations 

The generation and transmission of radii) frequency powerat.900 MHz is 
more expensive than at the lower bands. Transmission line los·si~ of 
somewhat greater system· significance at 900 MHz. Conventional RG8/11U 
transmission line has a loss of 2.8 db per 100 feet at 150 MHz. Its 
loss at 900 MHz is 6.8 db per 100 feet. 7 M" copper foam fl ex has a 
loss of 1.7 db per 100 feet, and air dialectic coaxial cables (with 
their attendant eX~9nsive pressurization systems) cause loss in the 
,order of 0.5 db per 100 feet at 900 MHz. This implies that if the 
transmission loss between the tr~nsmitter and the antenna is not to be 
exhorbitant, transmission line runs must be kept reasonably short. 

Thesa loss characteristics indicate that fixed sit~s must be sel,cted D 

with so~e degree of care. As a rule of thumb, the radius of the area of 
coverage is directly proportional to the square root of the antenna 
height. Antenna height ~. ERP is a basic trade-off consideration in 
systems design. Practical considerations prevent the radius of cover~ 
age from befng increased to a great degree by increasing the height.of 
the mobile or portable receiVing antenna. Therefore, base station . 
heights usually p1ust be the maximum poss"ible, consistent with terrain 
and area of coverage requirements. In the typical system, the need for 
maintenance accessibility and st~uctural cost considerati~n~ prevent 
the location of RF generating and receiving equipment at the antenna 
near the to~ of a tower, Therefore. at 900 MHz sites mast be selected 
at which the tr,ansmitting and receiving equipment can be located reasoo
ably close to the radiating elements of the antenna, such as the roof' 
of a tall building or a strategically l:oe~cted mountain 'top. 

It is perhaps unfortunate that a ~strategical1~ located mountain top" 
for a 900 MHz syste,m is·"veryCoften ill.so one for other systems.- This 
can result in a number of antennae, serving many different systems. 
operated,by many different users, being Ipcated in close' proximity to 
each oth~r. The potential for intermodulJtion (1M) products seriously .. 
degrading system performance under s~th conditions is great., This '0 
degradatjon can be minimized by careful ,system design. Frequency selec:
tion must be based upon careful evaluatl0n of system performance needs 
and the fr~'quencies, modes of operation, power output, and user ser,vi!ce 
of other collocated or proximate system installations carefully evalu
ated. 
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As noted in"Par~2.2.1, th~ inherently greater path loss experienced at 
900 MHz can" b~ overcome by the lower ambient noise existing at these 
frequ~rities1 permitting full exploitation of modern receiver usable 
se~1'ttvity. This factor must be kept in mind in selecting sites, and 
tnin protecting these sites from electromagnetic pollution. In addition 
tti the 1M considerations described above, site selection should include 
~urveys for possible sources of noise, such as high power TV stations 
on nearby channels, high powered control stations directed toward the 
site, and major industrial or medical installations nearby that radiate 
with significant levels of spectral impurity. 

Physiological Considerations 

The portion of the RF spectrum in the vicinity of the 900 MHz band has 
been used for various industrial and governmental purposes since ~lorld 
War II. These frequencies are only slightly above the UHF television 
channels and are below government radar and telemetry frequencies. 
Many of those systems have long used radiated power levels in excess of 
hundredS of thousands of watts. 

Despite this experience, there is an ever~present concern about the pos
sible physiological effects that these frequencies may have on equipment 
users. Such concerns are particularly appropriate when considering the 
employment of portable equipment. Although such equipment is normally 
very low power, i.e., 1 to 5 watts RF output. normal usage often places 
the antenna only inches away from the head and eyes of the user when 
talking into a microphone mounted on the portable unit. 

Despite periodic studies by the Department of Defense during the past 
quarter century and more recently by governmental consumer protection 
agencies, little specific information exists pertaining to the poten
tial physiological effects of 900 MHz radiation in the type of environ
ment that might be encountered in the law enforcement field. The Chief 
Engineer of the FCC has stated that 1/ the FCC is now studying these 
problems and intends to provide a definitive report in the future. He 
further stated that the potential ex~ent of the problem is not known but 
recommended that. pending publication of the results of the Commission's 
findings, personnel working in the proximity of such systems exercise 
reasonable care. 

Since the maximum power level authorized for base stations, 1000 watts, 
is considerably lower than that long in use by television stations at 
similar f~equencies, it is not likely that base station personnel will 
be subjected to a measurable level of risk due to electromagnetic radi
ation. By the time portable equipment becomes available, it can be 
expected that the results of the FCC's investigation will be public 
knowledge. As recommended by the FCC's Chief Engineer, 900 MHz system 
designer~ and managers should keep abreast of published information 

.relating to this consideration. 

Summary 

The phenomena described above are similar to those e~perienced at lower 
bands, varying only in degre~. Certain characteristics of 900 MHz 
propagation seem advantageous while others offer problems. None have 
proved to ~e unacceptably detrimental to communications system perfor
mance. Mo§t are simply the inherent considerations encountered in the 
design of communications systems. Engineers compensate for their " 
effects by other coverage calculations or empirical judgment and thereby 

l! Presentation to the 43rd APCO National Conference, August 24, 1977. Chicago. Illinois. 
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determine the number of "fill in" repeaters, antennae heights o~ the 
ERP required. The degree to which special measures may be re~uir~d in 
the 900 MHz band is a function of the operational impact that the anom
alies predicted may create, Full appreciation of the impacts that 
900 MHz coverage phenomena will have on operational systems design can 
only be determined by experience. Analysis shows that there are no 
ins~r~ountable difficulties inherent in 900 t.1Hz syst~;')1 imph~mentatior\. 
E'!lplrlCal data, acquired by observations of practical i ! sysitems ,will pro
vlde the guidance needed for future system designers'to configure their 
designs in ways that best overcome the problems and exploit the advan
tages offered by 900 MHz propagation phenomena. 

THE TRUNKED SYSTEM CONCEPT 

General 

The Second Report and Order resulting from Docket No. 18262 has made a 
mandatory the use of trunked system techniques in those systems at J' 
900 MHz that require more than five channels. While a form of trunking j 
has been in use by the mobile telephone service for some time, all users, 
of the 900 MHz band with requirements in the excess of five channels ff 
are now requi red to employ trunked techni que.s. jI 

The Commission based this policy on itsdeterm1nation to as?ure the I 
most efficient use possible of the 900 MHz portion of the sp«ttrum. I 
While public safety agencies with their specialized operational requirE11-
ments (see Section 3.2) are required to consider many factors in the • 
configuration of their systems, they also consider spectrum usage t 
efficiency as being one of the more important. t 
This Section will describe the basic principles of how tr~nked syst'm~ . 
operate. This description is necessarily generalized, as it represenl's 
a synthesis of several approaches now under development by the vendor I 
community. While significant differences of , engineering specifics ma~ 
exist, these systems have many basic characteristics i~ common. The I 
differences do not dilute the usefulness of a generalized description q 
of system operations to help understand how trunke~ systems can be .' , 
applied to public safety communication needs. i\\ 

Trunking is not a new concept. The national.public switched telephone II 
service is based upon this technology. As stated, the mobi1e radio \ 
telephone ~eryice has long used a trunked type of system. But thiSSYSjl

l
_· 

t~m, the Improved Mobile Telephone System (IMTS), uses an automatic, I 
sequential frequency stepping approach. It is slow; as much as 20 sec
onds can be taken to .obtain access to a channel. Such a system would I~ 
be of little use to law enforcement n~tworks wherein the typical trans
mission may average less than 3 or 4 seconds. Therefore, thec50110,\'Iing () 
discussion is limited to those" high speed, flexible ~ystemswhose devel 

. aliment has been mQde possib.le by the introduction of high speed switch
ing equ1'pment and rapid. remotely controlled frequency change capabil
ities in modern mobile radio equipments. 

Trun!(,}ad System "Spectrum Effi ci ency" 0 \ 

The presumptive objective of the introductionbof trunked concepts is t~\. 
increase spectrum usag'e effi ci ency. For the purpose Of thi s study, 
"spectrum eHiciency" (a' widely used misnomer) has been defined as the 
ratio of the actual numbe~ of usersasstgned in a defined portiSn of 
the spectrum to some (n~t specified) theoretical maximum number Of. 
users that could be assi~~d) to that portion of."the spectrum, heldlng 

--..Y~-' ' 
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the level or quality of service constant. within a defined area. Since 
the theoretical maximum number of users that could be assigned in a 
given area. anda quantifiable measure of 1I1 eve l or quality of service ll 

is not available. the term "spectrum efficiency" is not very precisely 
defined. However. it does have useful meaning in a relative. non
quantifiable way. Intuitively. we feel that techniques that permit more 
users to fit into a fixed amount of spectrum or conversely. that permit 
a fixed number of users to be accommodated in a smaller portion of the 
spectrum. without impeding their communications effectiveness. improve 
"spectrum efficiency". 

From this concept springs the corollary that unused air time is an indi
cation of spectrum usage inefficiency. This idea is based upon the 
regulatory principle that anyone meeting minimum established require
ments has a right to exercise his privilege to utilize air time ("use" 
being defined as an authorized transmission). 

This concept might have validity if all users of the spe(!;.'··'(r, ' .... '1e the 
same requirements and made equal contributions to the PU';' I ~, '5 int-.erest. 
convenience or necessity. If that is not the case. then the idea of 
unused spectrum and therefore the term Dspectrum efficie~cy" may have 
little meaning. The possibility exists that the worth Ij'f unused spec
trum, by simply being available. may be greater than the worth of ~pec
trum fully occupied by less essential services. 

As an example. the worth of the "hot line" between the White House and 
the Kremlin is not measured by the number of messages transmitted. Its 
worth lies in its guaranteedj instant availability when needed for the 
good of th~ community at large. 

Keeping in mind the above cautions regarding·the general applicability 
of the term "spectrumefficiency". several analyses of the possible 

. contributions of trunking techniques to "spectrum efficiency" ~~e avail
able. These studies. deriving from telephone experience. show that 
trunking techniques can be expected to significantly reduce the prob
ability of delay in a system of a fixed number of trunked channels. 

Chart No. 2.3.1 shows the probability of delays that have been calcu
lated for various numbers of trunked channels under various conditions 
of loading. A Single channel system is included (see dashed line) to 
illustrate a boundary condition. For example. a 4-channel system. each 
channel loaded 40%. would present an overall probability of delay of 
40% to any user if the system were operated in a conventional mode. 
(See dashed line. Each channel has the same probability of delay as a 
single channel system.) The chart shows that this ~elay probability 
would be reduced to 9% if those same four channels. each 40% loaded. 
w~re connected in a trunked system. A 16-channe1 system. with all chan
nels loaded 40%. would provide any user with a .1% probability of delay 
if operated in a trunked mode. Similar calculations are possible show
ing the theoretical reductions in waiting times, rather than probability 
of delay. that can result from trunking available channels. (See Chart 
2.3.2. ) 

The application of these generalized conclusions to a specific mobile 
radio service presents certain difficulties. The calculations from 
which the above charts are derived assume a telephone type environment, 
wherein a large number of randomly selected callers are attempting to 
commu~icate with a large number of receivers over a limited number nf 
chann~ls. A similar situation mayor may not exist in the various ser
vices that constitute the land mobile c~mmunication community. 

O. Subse~uent descriptions of law enforcement systems operational needs 
(Section 3.2) shows that this analYSis does not exactly represent law 
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enforcement operations. In those types of systems, generally a single 
caller (the dispatcher) must communicate with a large number of simul
taneous recipients (the patrol units) or one (or more) of the patrol 
units must communicate with a dispatcher. 

Since the number of system users at one part of the system (the dis
patchers) is relatively small compared to to': number of users at the 
other part (the patrol units), the basic mathematical formulations used 
to develop Charts Nos. 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 should not be applied too liter
ally to the public safety service. For example, the nature of the law 
enforcement operational procedures may cause the probability of delay to 
be not only a function of the number of radio channels, but also a func~ 
tion of average message length, time required to service a me~sage, the 
number of units per channel, and other similar factors. 

These observations are not intended to negate the possibility of spec~ 
trum-related benefits that might be derived from trunking. They are 
offered to show that the present popular calculat~ons of potential 
benefits are based upon assumptions that do not precisely pertain to the 
public safety service. They' are not likely to provide a highly exact 
basis for determining the increase in "spectrum efficie.ncy" that ,might 
derive from trunking public saf\ety t'adiosystems;~--mjr calculating the 
number of trunked channels that will provide a required level of ser-
vi ce. 

If one is to assume some relatively large sized system, for example, one 
having 10 patrol areas with to dispatche~s, it is pos§ible that the num
ber of channels needed can be reduced from the 10 channels, require.d in a 
conventional mode to some smaller number if the system is operated in a 
trunked mode. Just how much of a reduction mjlY be possible c'annot be 
determined from these figures. Law ~nforcement communicati~n systeis 
designers must provide near absolute assQrance that the systems will 
support the level of service required to satisfy the law enforcement 
mission under peak load conditions. Ther~fore, the possible reduction 
of channel needs that might result frum the use of trunked systems in 
1 aw enforcement can be determi ned, ,wirth the credi bi 1 i ty necessary for 
future system design, only from practical experience. 

Trunked System Operational Concepts <) 

2.3.3.1 General 
~ 

') ~ ------?:<,-

A trunked communication system is one ill which users at either Ctermin,i!~l~~ c. 
of a multiple link path have access to all the circuits betweenJ-he""fwo . 
terminals. In the classic telephone case, a small ,number o&lt'fies may 
connect two exchanges. A caller from one exchange canj':.e-iteh tli~ -ther . v 

exchange vi a anyone 1 i ne. Tbe next caller to uSf'~'the<"same ci rI..U,! tis 
given t.he next unused line, and so on,unt'n~J~the lines are occupied. 
In' th{~ way no one caller e?<periences a' bU.sy/Slgnal until all t-he lines 
a.re in use.<-~', 

~:::7 

The ahtithesis of this approa.~h;,o"itS the "conventional" SYSt~l11, wherein 
one or more of the customers 'at each end are assigned one fiJpec1'f,;jc cir
cuit. In this case, as "soon as a circuit is'pl'aced ,in; use, the rest of 

\~he "customers assjgned to th~t,. circ~it '!1ustr~~wait unti~l the call~ is com
~leted, even though the'remaln,ng c~rcults ~etween the twq exchang,s 
mi ght not be busy. D ' 
T~adit~onal frequency assignment concepts in the laqd mobile radio ser
vice have constrained operations to .this 'latte"r !Itype of conventi?nal 
.service. Users assigned to a given 'frequency must await the avall-
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ability of that frequency to initiate their .communications. Even though 
nearby frequencies assigned to others may not be in use, they are not 
available to non-assigned users. 

Current concepts of trunked system operation overcome this difficulty by 
assigning several frequencies (5 to 20 two-frequency channels are now 
considered by the FCC to be a practical number in a single systeM) to a 
larger number of users. Users are given specific frequencies by auto
matic switching techniques so that no one user experiences a "busy" con
dition unless all the frequencies assigned to the system are in use at 
the same time. 

The nature of a trunked system is such that it derives its spectrum 
efficiency benefits by combining the RF channels into a common pool for 
use by all users of the system on either a first come, first ~erved 
basis or in accordance with some prearranged scheme of priorities. 

2.3.3.2 Components of Trunked Systems 

The techniques for~ccomp1ishing this automatic switching involve a num
ber of system elements described below. 

a) The base site transmitters and receivers. The base station install
ation includes a number of "transmitters and receivers equal to the 
number of channels assigned to the system~ each operating on a 
designated frequency. These transmitters and receivers are individ
ually conventional in operation and are connected ~o primary power, 
sources and antennae just as if they were elements of a standard, 
conventional system. These units can be switched on and off by a 
collocated (usually) eleGtronic control unit. 

b) The portable mobile transmitter/receiver unit. This unit op~rates 
similar to ~ ~onventiona1 mobile or portable unit. In addition,' 
howe~ver-, it incorporates a frequency change capability that can be 
contro11 ed by a data command signal. A data controll ed frequency 
synthesizer is a possibility; however, a multi-channel crystal ex
citer might ser.ve the function also. Incorporated in the portable/ 
mobile unit is an address logic capability, i.e., the logic ability 
to recognize its assigned unit designator or address, and to comply 
\'lith frequency assignment comll1ands. 

c) The control channel. This is the heart of a trunked system's OR~r
ation. It includes a separate transmitter and recef~er at thL,fixed 
site, operating continuously on a fixed frequency,' se,nding vario'us 
items of control information to all portable/mobile units or system 
control points. Portable/mobile units monitor or reply on this 
channel whenever not transmitting or receiving on an assigned chan-

d) 

e) 

nel in response tn a command. ' 

The slstem 1 s language. Here is included the many system features 
thatictate how the system operates. It includes the data system 
concepts that establish what the system does and how the system 
functions. It is made up of a digital data stream transmitted on 
the control channel that addresses each portable/mobile unit to pro
vide information regarding RF channel assignments for each addressed 

'portabl e /mobile group or u.n,t.t. The compos it i on of th,i s 1 anguage 
and .the constitut!lIt elements of the instructions contained therein 
dir.ect.lydetermine system functional performance. ' 

mtem control pOints. One or more transmit/receive units, usually 
~ed but can be mobile or portable, in the system having the,abil
ity to direct the control ch~nnel. By so doing, these points can 
initiate calls to designated units or groups of, units or in other 
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ways exercise control over the system. Such a unit would normally 
be assigned to a dispatch center. There can be more than one con
trol point in a single trunked system, each serving different users 
and generally unaffected by each other's operation. 

2.3.3.3 Trunked System Configuration 

Each mobile and control unit of a trunked system is assigned an address. 
This address includes a group deSignator in addition to the discrete 
unit address, similar in concept to a seven digit telephbne number. The 
base station control channe1 constantly transmits coded instructions 
that include address information and frequency assignment informatiori. 
All mobile units aSSigned to the syste~ monitor this channel whenever 
they are in a stand-by mode. ~ 

When a dispatcher initiates a call to units in a patrol area. the con
trol channel carries instructions to the units in that patrol area (by 
addressing them all via their group designator) and directs them to move 
from the control channel to a frequency that the central control unit 
has determined to be unoccupied at that time. All units in the. desig
nated group hear the fixed site (and a rebr08dcast of the mobile trans
mission if the system is so configured). All units of other groups re
main on. the command channel or on a working channel if they are occu
pied. 

When mobile units have moved to a working fr:e.quency, a "hand shake" 
takes place by transmitting 'check' sign'als that ass,ure that the mobile 
units are on the same working channel as the fixed ~tation. This all 
ta'kes place in small fti..C..t.ions of a second. Depending upon system or-, 
ganization, a working channel m,ay be held for the duration of a mess,age \ 
or of just a single transmission. Upon completion of the traffic ex
change, the units revert automatically to the command channel. C 

Should a member of a group wish to initiate a call, be automatically 
queries the central controller via the command chann'el by simply de
pressing the microphone switch. The automatic controller selects an 
available frequency and directs the mobile unit to move to the channel 
selected. This command information can also be received by other mem
ber~ of that group and their units automatically moved to the channel 
selected so that they would monitor the communications. 

Should mobiles be required to communicate with other mobiles or units 
other than the dispatcher, both units would switch to a d~signated new< 
address. For eXJmple, if a unit from Group l2~ was required to communi
cat~ with a unit fr~m Group 321. each could be directed to switch to a 
common group address 456. The control unit would recognize this as just 
another group cali. 

The command channel is, a data ~ink, suitable to a st~ndard 3KHz voice 
channel band width. Data can be transmitted a~ a rate that permits com
plete command information transf~r in small fractions of a second.· As 
a result, all.of the automatic channel switching ~akes place in the time 
it takes the opera,tor to depress the mUe, button. 

Thefe are two important benefits to be derived from these:techniques. 
The first is the redu ... ction oJ probability of delay resulti.ng from the 
availability, of all RF channels toaFf users a.t all tir:nes.> (See,". ' 
Se~tjon 2.3.2.) The second maybe af eve~ greater import~nce. The sys~ 
te,m's operational .configuration is 'no"longer limite_d by channel dvail
ability. Special funct-ions can be accommodated by'ii""setting up special 
group addresses rather than through the use{:of di screte channel s ... The 
.potential vJlue of this latter tool in configuring systems to provide 
complex, us"er-ori ented funct; Q.r'is is di ffi cul te,· to fu llyapprec i ate at 
this time. . 
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Present trunked system concepts allow the command language to provide 
~ore items of information than merely address and frequency instruction. 
Priority instructions can be incorporated. Status information can be 
transmitted with the address group permitting direct interface with com
puter aided dispatch systems. Only careful analysis of user functional 
needs will determine which of the many possibilities inherent in this 
concept should be incorporated in a given system design. 

Because of the random frequency selection problems, it ;s impractical to 
use remote repeater configurations ha~ing fixed frequency offsets to ex
tend coverage throughout areas beyond the coverage of a single trans
mitter location. Trunked systems can be used in repeater type systems 
where repeat transmissions are on the same frequency as the primary 
transmission. This, technique9 called "simulcasting", has been used on 
occasion at the lower bands. Very close tolerances of RF carrier fre
quency and audio envelop phase shift are required to prevent interfer
ence in the zone where signals from both transmitters can be r~ceived. 
Such frequency control has 'not been demonstrated in practical systems 
at 9QO MHz at this time. 

This 1f~itation does not apply to satellite receiver sites. Should re
mote receiver capabilities be required, as in the case of portab1~ sys
tems, each satellite installation would have equipm~rtt required to moni
tor all frequencies available to the system, each connected to the cen
tral control unit through appropriate voting systems by the usual land 
line or microwave system. 

The above description of trunked systems is sparce. It does not des
cribe various specific system functions considered proprietary by those 
vendors now developing such systems. It does show the critical elements 
of such systems and how they function. It is intended only to provide 
familiarity with the basic system operation so that judgments can be 
made regarding the potential applicability of these techniques to speci
fic user requirements. 

CELLULAR SYSTEMS FUNCTIONING 

General 

The concept of cellular systems contained in Docket No. 18262 poses one 
of the most far reaching innovations in the history of radio communica
tions. The ultimate objective of this concept is to make mobile tele
phone servic~ available to the general public in much the same way that 
the public switched telephone service, using fixed wireline connect
ions. is used toda~. 

The problem that has prevented the development of such service in the 
past is the lack of the huge number of frequencies that would be re
quired to serve the large number of general public customers, if present 
day techniques were to be employed. In a. given service area, using a 
normal coverage pattern (perhaps 25 to 50 miles in radius), thousands of 
separate channels would be required to service the hundreds of thousands 
of mobile customers that might reasonably be found in the area of cover
age. 

Modern computer technology, coupled with the capture effect phenomena 
inherent in a frequency modulated radio system, offers the potentla1 
for overcoming these difficulties. The possibility now exists that such 
service can be provided using a reasonable. and now available at . 
900 MHz, number of RF channels. Several techniques have been proposed 
t~ provide these Services. Development programs are under way in Chica
go, Illinois and Newark~ New Jersey. License applications have been 
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filed for additional developmental cellular systems in Baltimore. Mary
land. These systems vary in techniques and geometry, all having a com
mon objective, ; .e., wide-based service to the general public using 
computer-aided switching and repeated use of frequencies within a 
defined area of coverage. The following description of the technical 
concepts is not intended to be an in-depth description of anyone sys
tem. It is intended only to present the general principles upon which 
such systems operate. c"",, 

Cellular System OrQanization 

The basic principal of operation of c Po 11 u 1 a r system operation i si~!;ie 
division of the overall area of desired coverage (for the purp,os'\{~,S of 
this discussion it will be assumed that the desired area of cQverage 
is a single city, though this limitation is by no means necessary) ~nto 
a number of sMaller geographic areas, or cells. Radio coverage of each 
cell is provided by low power (relatively) transmitt'ers and fixed re
ceivers. Typical sizes of such cells may be 'only a few miles acros's. 
(The optimum size of each cell is a subject of controversy and one of 
the differences between the various competing developmental systems.) 
While eath cell has its own transmitters and receiVers, opera~ing on 
assigned frequencies, adjacent cells will have different freqUencies,' 
but frequency conservation occurs bjj repeating frequencies in ~lls 
separated by other cells. As mobile vehicles ~ove from cell to cell 
the capture effect, i.e., an FM receiver1s capability of responding to 
the strongest signal on frequency and ignoring others, and the relative
ly low power of the fixed transmitters, prevents interference. 

As the mobile unit moves from cell to cell, its received frequency of 
operation can be automatically switched as needed by techniques inher
ent in the system concept. Central computer switching provides con~ 
tinuous connection of the cell in use by the mobile, to the sy£te~ inter
face, usually but not ne~essarily the wireline telephone system. 

By such a system. the number of simultaneous conversations possible 
within a cell is limited by the number of frequencies assigned i~,each 
cell. Mobile units receive continuous service as they pass from cel" 
to cell through centralized switching of the cells in contact with th~ 
mobile unit. A reasonable number of frequencies can be used to support 
a large number of customers through multiple repetition of frequency 
usage. 

The objective of such systems is to provide telephone type, customer-to~ 
customer service. throughout a designated service area. There is signi
ficant technDlogital development and economic investment needid before 
such systems become widespread. It is clear that it \~ill .be many years 
before such systems will have demonstrated their c'pability andreli
ability to the degree necessary to make them a viable consideration in 
serving public safety communications ~eeds. 

2.5 900 MHz EQUIPMENT AVAILABILITY 

2.5" 1 General '" ,j 

At the time this study was initiated, none of the vendors in the land 
mobile community listed base station or mobile equipment suitable for 
900 MHz use in the publiC safety service as standard catalog items. 
Since that time several major vendors have advertised complete lines of 
base and mobile equipment. Other vendors have equiprnents ,in development 
and promise full availability in the, near future. By the beginning of 
1978 a full line of base and mobil~ equipment shou\d be available'from 
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2.5.2 

most of the vendors in the public safety field. 

Costs closely track with those at 450 MHz. Vendors claim that 900 MHz 
equipment will cost initially between 10% and 20% more to manufacture 
than similar units designed for the 450 MHz bands. 

At the time of writing, there is no 900 MHz portable equipment on the 
market, although most vendors observe that this is due to the lack of an 
immediate market rather than because of technological difficulties. No 
equipment specifically designed for use in public safety trunked systems 
is available. The following Section provides a description of these 
equipments and relates them to past experiences on lower bands. 

Description of 900 MHz Equipment 

2.5.2.1 Conventional ~ase and Mobile 900 MHz Equipment 

The most apparent difference between present day 450 MHz equipment and 
the available 900 MHz hardware is the need for an additional stage of 
multiplication in the transmitt~r exciter and receiver local oscillator 
chains. Designs now being offered by major vendors i~corporate existing 
chassis. IF strips, audio boards, and exciter chains. An additional 
doubler stage is added, and a new final power amplifier for transmitters 
and new receiver front end are needed. Solid state RF devices, able to 
provide required levels of power output, are readily available at a cost 
only slightly higher than for those at 450 r'IHz. Oscillator stabi1i'ty 
must be improved to meet FCC standards but this has proved feasible. 

Stripline circuit layout techniques, long used in the lower bands, find 
similar application at 900 MHz, the principal difference being the 
changed size of the circuit and the resulting need for greater precision 
in fabrication and handling. 

A noteworthy characteristic of the geo MHz equipment now available is 
that full coverage of both the transmit and receive bands is possible 
without retuning. The bandwidth of the front end circuits is such that 
full coverage of the authorized band is possible by only changing the 
oscillator frequency. 

2.5.2.2 Portable Equipment 

N'o" cqnventional portable equipment has been announced or promised for 
use it 900 MHz. Vendors are in general agr~ement that this is due to 
lack of a present market to justify the research and development invest-

·ment. There are some inherent difficulties in the design of ~ conven
tional 900 MHz portable transceiver, but none that appe~r to be beyond 
stite of the art resolution. 

The main d~fference between existing 450 MHz and 900 MHz equipment is 
the need for an additional stage of doubling, both for the t~ansmitter 
exciter and for the receiver local oscillator chain. T~is requires 
a~ditional space, and also adds to the battery drain. If units are to 
meet the 5-5-90 duty cycle for an 8-hour shift, then portable power. out
put must be kept as low as practical, keepin~ operational needs in mind. 
Estimates are that a 2 watt 900 MHz portable might have a size and power 
drain similar to that of a 4 to 5 watt 450 MHz unit. 

2.5.2.3 Ancillary Equipment 

"Antennae, coaxial cables, duplexers, connectors, and similar equipment 
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are now available for 900 MHz_land mobile systems. A variety of an're~
na-e configurations have been developed so that systems- (Hrsignershave~=
flexibility of choice. Low loss coaxia~ cable, while relatively expen~ 
sive, is available. 

The main distinction of 900 MHz ancillary equipment is the degree of 
care with which it must be handled. A poorly installed coaxial connect
or that would cause loss of several db at lower frequencies can ren~er ~ 
a 900 MHz system completely inoperative. 

Trunked System Equipment 

There are no _trunked systems currently in operation, nor, do any of the 
known vendors offer such systems as standard items. Several of the 
vendors describe brea,dboarding such systems. Such breadboard models are 
being used to develop and evaluate system concepts. Many of th~lsystem 
elements have long been in existence or have been developed for ~se in 
other types of systems .. Remote control or switching of transmitters and 
receivers represents -nothing new to the land mobile field. High speed 
switching of oscillators tswell developed. Frequency syntbesis t~ch
niques are well along. While there are many pitfalls possib]~ betw~en· 
the availability of a technology and its implement-ation in a practical 
system, trunked systems do not require the resolution of yet unsolved 
theoretical problems. 

As of this time no definjtive requirement, specifying the functional 
needs of a law enforcement trunked system, has been prepare-d. It 1'5 
only to meet suc~- a specific set of needs that a specific ~ystem can be 
designed. It is estimated that the design and impleme~tation of such a 
system would require 18 to 24 months after the specific needs were es
tablished. 

Portable operation poses more difficult engineering problems in a 
trunked system. The trunked, portable unit has the salRe basic design 
~equirements as the conventional portable des~ribed above .. Thii means 
inc rea sed do u b 1 e r c i r c u it r y and res u 1t i n g bat t e r y d r a in. TQ~) t h ~ t run ked' n 

portable must be added a multichannel exciter. either crystal contrplled 
~r frequency synthesized, plus the logic circuitry needed to dec~de 
address and freque~cy instructions on the command channels. No vendor 
has published .any indication of the early- development of units with 
these capabilities that meet normal operational requir~ments for size. 
weight and battery life. 

This implies that near term trunked system development would involve 
mobile only systems or some form of hybrid system using trunked mobiles 
with conventional portable units. Depending upon the operational needs 
of the agency involved, such systems could be configured by having the 
portable work conventionally thrOugh a trunked mobile unit in a repeater 
ol';,relay type mode, having a separat-e conventional network for portables 
that interfal=es wHh a trunked mobi1:-'e system, or other-J;suitable config
uration. 

MANAGEMENT INNOVATIONS r; 

General 

Tj1.e:regUlatory-el1vironmentestablished by the FCC for operation of land 
moblle. systems in the 900 MHz band includes a new concept .of systems 
lIlal'lagement not h·eretofore permitted. Community repeater.s an~ radi 0, 

comm()n carriers have l()ng- bee,n in use by the busjnesscommunlty at the 
lower bands and are also authorized at 900 t4l-1z. v In addition •. the Com-
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mission has authorized the establishment of Special Mobile Radio Systems 
(SMRSs) whose organizational concepts were recognized as necessary to 
fully exploit the advantages of the trunked system technology. (For 
dl:!finition of these terms and detailed discussion of their regulatory 
roles, see Chapter I.) 

As described in Section 2.3 of this Chapter, the spectrum efficiency 
advantages believed to result from the trunked system concept spring 
from a conceptual scheme involving a multitude of callers, randomly 
seeking access to a multitude of call recipients. Statistical analysis 
shows that the degree of improved spectrum efficiency resulting from 
such a system configuration is dependent upon the number of channels in 
the "gra.b bag" of channels that is randomly available. The theoretical 
advantage of such a system is therefore largely dependent upon the num
ber of users that can be combined into a single system. In a major 
metropolitan area this need could be satisfied by the requirements of a 
single agency due to its size. However, in those communities having no 
one agency large enough to fully exploit the inherent capabilities of 
the trunked concept, it might prove spectrally advantageous, and econom
ically necessary, to combine the communications requirements of a number 
of agencies into one municipal system. In this case, the SMRS concept 
provides a system management structure suitable to support the needs of 
all users. 

The SMRS Concept 

It seems heuristically evident that the typical community could improve 
spectrum efficiency and enjoy the operational benefits of ~ sophJsti
cated trunked system if several different community agencies, each now 
requiring an individual communication network, could pool their avail
able channel needs in such ~ manner that the individual channels would 
"lose" their identification with the individual agencies and become 
available for the use of the entire community. 

Tht~ objective of establishing 'SMRS w,as to make such a system more 
attractive from an economic and managerial point of view. An SMRS, as 
conceived by the Commission, is an economic entity established by an 
entrepreneur, on a profit-making basis (this profit-making element is 
authorized but it is not an inherent requirement under the Rules), to 
provide services to those mobile communications users WHO WOULD NOR
MALLY BE LICENSABLE IN THEIR OWN RIGHTS. An SMRS has two uniquely 
distinguishing characteristics. These are: (a) the SMRS is authorized 
to provide fixed radio services (under current rules the users of these 
services must ow.: the control points and mobile units themselves) to 
land mobile users who are in themselves licensable under the existing 
regulations of the Commission; (b) the SMRS is not authorized to pro
vide services to the public in general and therefore is excluded from 
regulation hs a common carrier by the individual states. All regula
tory authority over t~e SMRS resides in t~e FCC~ 

This new concept was the cornerstone of much of the controversy regard
ing the promulgation of the present 900 MHz regulations under Docket 
No. 18262. Chapter I discusses the legal ramifications of this concept 
and presents some,of the questions still to be answered. Chapter III 
discusses the possible applicability of this concept to the law enforce
ment communications community showing some'of the problems and the 
opportuni~ies presented. . 

The existence of such an entrepreneurial function prtivides the commun
ity leaders with the possibility of contracting the fixed portion of 
their community's tax-sQPported communication network, in whole or in 
part, through competitively selected contractural arrangements. Super
ficially, it might seem that such arrangements would reduce the tax-
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supported man.PQwer requ i rements of the commul1i tygCiverl1ment, pro'v'i de .for 
increased efficiency through the consolidation of re,purtes, and permit 
greater managerial efficiency through the competitive contractural 
selection process. However, the possible pitfalls bf sucb a simplisti~~ 
view should not be overlooked. L 

Such entrepreneurial functions should not be confused with htelephone . 
type" service. As pointed out above, one of the distinguishing charac
teristics of an SMRS is, unlike the ~ublic telephone network, its exemp
tion from state regulation. Such organizations are prohibited from pro
viding services to the public as a whole. It seems, therefore, tha~t' 
many of the economics of scale now enjoyed by the telephone services 
might not be available to an SMRS. 

Be~ause existing restrictions on SMRSs preclude them from owning ·t~e 
control points and mobile installations, the procurement and maintenance 
problems encou~tered by a tax-supported agency would not be signjficant· 
ly reduced. Finally, the degree of "competitive procurement" that might 
actually take place seems questionable. It is unlikely that~.within a 
typical community, sufficient capital would exist to provide/a signifi
cant number of bids competitive with an established SMRS onle its equip-
ment has been installed and amortized. . 

)' 

On the other hand • there i sn 0 t h i n 9 in the ex i s tin 9 rei'!' pat ion s that 
precludes the establishment of SMRS by governmental agencies. Should a 
community decide that its mobile communication service tould best be 
provided through a single fixed station management entjJty, it now has 
available under the Rules the mechanism to establish s~ch an entity. 
Whether this service wo~ld be required to operate in ~ conventional 
mode or as a trunked system would be a function of ch.nnel loading and 
the Commission's regulations. f 

.I 

The previous Sections of this Chapter describe trunktng concepts, the 
status of equipment therefor, and the functional imp~ications of this 
technique. These discussions have significant bear~~g upon any decis
ions regarding the desirability and costs of establtShing SMRS. The 
reader's attention is invited to discussions in Cha~ter III which deal 
with the operational co.nsiderations and the functio~ial requirements of 
communication systems in support of the law enforce~ent missfon~ These 
basic mission-oriented needs mu~;;t be the dominent c(>nsiderations in the 
selection of any communication S'ystem management tel;hnique. 

o 
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CHAPTER I I I 

OPERATIONAL SUITABILITY OF THE 900 f4Hz SPECTRUM 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Ii 

Chapters I and II of this report have de5cribed the background of the j 
opening of the 900 MHz band for land mobile communications. They havJ" 
presented the regulatory, managerial, technological and economic factdrs 
tha t affect the way in whi ch thi s new portion of the spectrum can be :! 
made available for law enforcement communications.> 'This Chapter pre""l! 
sents ~ ge~eralized description of the operation of ~aw enforcement ~. 
communlcatl0ns systems and the system needs that derlve therefrom. ThlS 
description provides a basis for th~ analysis of how the 900 MHzspec~[J 
trum, as now made available, mayor may not contribute to meeting the4e 
needs.' ~ 

I 

The growing demands for public safety services by the genera~ public' 
and the increasing requirement for the application of sophi~iticated Ii 
technologies in support of law enforcement objectives,haveUimposed i~
creasing deman~s upon the capabilities of law enforcament c~mmunicatililon 
systems. These demands are, in turn, imposing new and stringent re-, 
qu i rements upon 1 aw enforcement communi ca ti on sys terns performance. ~Ihey 
are placing even greater requirements upon the electromag'netic spect1rm. 

The advance of technology has recently presented new opportuniti's t~ _ 
alleviate these problems. Itis now feasible to prOduce. e. quipment th~~t 
can operate at 900 MHz in a practical, day-to-day environment. This \ 
technological development, recognized by the FCC in its Docket No. l8~62 
proceedings, has nearly doubled the amount of spectrum available to t~\e 
1 and mobil e community. . i " 

i 
Trunking techniques, as defined in Chapter I and described in Chap- )1 
ter II, offer the possibility of significant improvement in spectrum 
efficiency and a hope for ,increased .spectrum availability. These tecHI- C 

niques also offer opportunities for new approaches to systems manageme11nt 
that may yield .. Signif.icant. improvements ,in. the way publi,c safety com~ !I' 
munication systems can respond to the needs of their users. The pur~ I 
pose of this Chapter is to analyze the exten.t to which these t,ec.hTI010": 
gies can contribute to the solution of law enforcement·s present and 
future communication problems. To do this, it will identify those 
special requirements of a law enforcement communication system and 
thereby point' out the major functional capabilities that systems con~ I 
figured under Docket No. 18262 requirements must provide. ~ 

The e){p~rience of the last several decades indicates the naiv~te of ~ 
stating that such-and-such a requirement cannot be satisfied because Of, 
technological limitations. A te~hnical solution can eventually be pro'
vided to almost afiy technological problem. 'But these solutions may b~ 
long in coming, and they are inevitably expensive. Th~"present problefs 
faced byc.ommunity , municipality and state governments de.mao.d ne. ~r ter! 
solutions. It is iflsuf,ficient merely to assert that su'ch-and-such a 
capability "can be done" simply because ~t is techrologjcally feasible~, 
Whether or not it. is realistically feasible, whe1;-her or not it is co~,tl 
effective, whether or not the risks of deve10p,ment can be porne tuf t~e 
taxpayer, are all questions that demand ,clear-cut answ,ers.,:rhet~fo're.11 ,',.,0 
a study such as this must deal with the real world of that whicW ~s 
practical now, as well as in the future. 

However, in the urgency of today·s problems and the pressi~~,"eedsofor 
thei r sol uti ons ~ we shoul d recogni ze that 900 'MHz .rep-resen~s t.he ,t. hres I~
old of a new era in communication management. W}ll'e, prtnpples alld 
palicies established in the coming months and years \'1 ill be the,) ,~ 
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precedents for decades to come, today's decisions must accommodate the 
near term needs of the public safety communications community as well as 
its long term goals. 

As described in Chapter II, trunked systems represent a significant ad
vance in technology. As of this writing a trunked system fully satis
fying the needs of the public safety community has not been demon
strated. The FCC has, in Dock~t No. 18262, promulgated a policy 
intended to lead to the eventual use of trunked syst~ms throughout the 
major portion of the 900 MHz spectrum. The law enforcement community, 
long awaiting the spectrum relief offered by the 900 MHz band, is now 
looking toward the development and demonstration of trunked systems that 
meet both the Commission's goal of increased spectrum efficiency and the 
community's needs for cost effective, increased operational capabil
ities. 

Those responsible for the expenditure of local tax funds have specific 
responsibilities. Research and development, and the risks attendant 
thereon, are not normally parts of this responsibility. Wlii1e the 
fedara1 government can, and probably should, take such risks to advance 
the state of the art on a national basis, it is c1ear1y~not the role of 
the taxpayer of a local community to engage in the high risk and high 
cost research and development programs needed to develop theoretically 
possible but still unproven technical concepts. A local community, to 
solve its problems, must rely upon proven techniques and established 
concepts. The local community must look to the vendor to assume tech
nological responsibility. The 10~al community must define its require
ments in terms of the technology that the vendor is willing to produce 
and guarantee. 

Therefore, this study will evaluate the technologies and concepts of the 
900 MHz band in light of those equipments currently offered by the ven
dor community, or those technologies that the vendor communlty asserts 
will be available in the near future. 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF LAW ENFORCEMENT COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 

General 

Public safety, and particularly law enforcement, communication systems 
have a common characteristic that distinguishes them from other services 
in the land mobile communication community. This characteristic is 
simply that they deal directly with the safety of the public. The 
agencies these systems support are directly responsible for the protec
tion of the life and property of the citizen. In the performance of 
this responsibility the indi~idua1 members of many of these agenc~es 
have as routine an element uf risk to their personal safety seldom 
known to the rest of the land mobile communication community. 

These systems, therefore, must have performance characteristics tail
ored with this consideration in mind. The safety and the protection of 
life and property bears with it a responsibility far. beyorid that of 
public convenience, entertainment, profit or mere economic efficiency. 
Since the risk element of, and the dangers to, member~ of the agency 
are unpredictable factors never precisely foreseeable far in advance, 
the system must be tailored to satisfy both normal and peak require-
ments on an instantaneous, 24-hour a day basis. . ' 

These considerations are ~ot theoretical in nature. They have v~ry 
practical aspects in the development of public safety communicattonsys
terns design. While these systems must obtain maximum utilizati~n.of 
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the limited spectrum, they must als~ maintain the required degree of 
performance at the least cost to the taxpayer. Above all, they m~st 
guarantee to those responsible for the agency's performance that ~he 
system will work as needed to fulfill that agency's responsibilities 
under all reasonably foreseeable conditions. 

l\ 

These systems must be cost efficient to operate in the routine mode, but 
they must also have the capability to handle peak loaqs in a highly 
effective, operationally efficient manner. They must satisfy local 
needs while also supporting regional and national syst~ms requirements. 
They must be capable of expanding to meet growing community requirements 
while also able to operate at reduced levels under conditipns of man- D 
made or natural disasters. "= 

3.2.2 

The safety considerations and the operational procedures established by 
law enforcement agencies must be the basic criteria for design and 
planning decisions in the development of public safety communication 
networks. Channelization plans cannot be drawn soleli'pn the basis of 
regulatory channel loading standards. Channel utiliz.tj1;iiion. measured in 
terms of percentage of occupancy, is not the only criterion of the' 
effectiveness of design. 

'!, 

While it is valid to consider loading standards as a ~easurement consid
eration when desighing a routine dispatch nelwork, the public safety)~ 
system planner must always keep in mind the fact tha~,life and property 
can be jeopardized by inadequate communication faciltties. The effici
ency of the public safety system ,rts m,easured not by ~iow many mopiles can 
b& placed on a given number of channels, but rather ~ow effectively the 
system supports the performance and safety of their ~ersonnel as they 
fulfill their r'asponsibilities for the protection of:: the public. 

The managers of law enforcement communication syste~s are respnnsible 
to the elected officials of the community. This tesiponsibility cannot 
be delegated to a regulatory body. Nor should t~ be diluted by fegula
tions or guidelines perpetrated for administrati~e convenience. 

The following description o~ the general operati~nal~haracteristics of. 
typical municipal law enforcement agencies is prdvided to assist the 
reader in understanding the role that must be petformed by a 900 MHz 
law enforcement communicatinn system. For more .• etailed explanation, 
the reader is referred to the Bibliogf'aphy.l.J . 

Law Enforcement Agency Operational Philosophy 
: '/ ; 

Any analysis of the suitability of a particular communicat~on technique 
for a particular law enforcement function must ~e based up6n an under
standing of the role that the communication sysl,tem must fulfi,J'-J. oThe 
first step, t,herefore, in determining the operaJitiana] suitabfrity and 
the technical adequacy of the new 900 MHz band Ji~ to understan& ~h~ way 
that law ehforcement communication systems s~p.ort Jaw enforcement 
age n c ; e s' 0 per a t ion a 1 nee d s . I,' 

While a great portion of a law enforcement c~~munic~ion system's ai.t 
time·is spent in what appears to be "dispatch',/ type op~:!!:,tions, it 
should be recognized that there are profound ~ifferences between· la~ 
enforcement communication functions and those'of other~users of the 
land mobile sp~ctrum. . . .' 

" 
]j Police Telecommunication Systems, 1971. Product of Project Three, Phase Thre~, of the 

Project Series Foundation of the Associated Public-SafetyCQmmunications Officers, Inc. 
prepared by ITT Research Institut.eun:d'erSrant No. NI70-091 from the U.S. Department of Jus
tice, LEAA-NILECJ. 
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The first and most obviou,difference is the fact ~hat protection~of 
life and prop~rty of the public and of the i,ndividua;::(I'olice offi~er are 

" dep&ndentupon tke speed and accuracy of th~ communication network. 
(?~Whi1e these" prioritycconsidera'tions might be difficult to relate to 

SPectrum allocation' concepts, they must nonetheless be kept in mind when 
evaluating the degree of compromise with whith public safety commuriica
~1on users can ¥iew trade-offs betwe~n system performance and spectrum 
eonservatjon. 

the termlldispatcher" as applied to a law enforcement communication net
work m~y be an unf~rtunate misnomer. It may lead ~hosenot famfliar 
with l~w enforcement operations to confuse the functioning of a law en~ 
forcement system with the more wid.ly used and perhaps bette~ understood 
"dispatch" systems found in other pottions of the land mobile communica
,tion community .. In a law en,forc,ement radio system, the dispatcher is 
an exterrsion of the commandauthor~ty needp'~ to supervise and coordin
ate th~ activities of the deployed forces on duty. As such, the dis
p~tcher does fa~ more than merely direct mobile units to specific loca
dons. 

There is an iterative comm~nication process between the dispatcher and 
the patrol uni~s. It is through the total provision of all available 
information to the patrol unit, in even the mos: routine caSB, that the 
patrol officer is able to properly plan his actions upon arrival at the 
scehe of an incident. This prior preparation ~nd employment of optimum 
techniques s~itable to the situation are vital to the saf~ty of the off
ice~and tHe fulfillment of his respohsibilities to the citizen. 

A,further requirement of this law enforcement network, imposed by the 
need for command/control type operoation, is the capability for instan
ti\Il~OUS substitu.t~on of t~~ croutine dispatch function by that of a 
supervisory level officer.' As incid,ents increase in level of severity, 
the commuriication network ceases to ~esemble a dispatch type function 
and assumes a command/control nature. The communication network must 
mak~ possible relia~le, multiple communications between commanders and 
select~d units in the field. The duty'supervisor must have the ability 
to receive ihforfl1,il~tion depll:lye.d from units and to issue instructions to 
those selected. -

Inherent in the functioning of a law enforcew"nt patrol force is the 
concept of mutual support. Each officer keep~ abreast of developments 
within his area of patrol responsibility by monitoring the dispatch 
channel. This is the primary means by which he learns of developing 
situations and can be prepared to render assistance to other officers 
in a minimum-amount of time . 

. The patrol element is the cornerstone of mo,St law enforcement. agencies' 
funct1on~1 proce¢ures in the fulfillment of their responsibilities for 
1:1te cs_afetY.a,nd w"$1fare ofthepubl ie .. 'A patrol e1 amant i 5u5ua-l1y- a 
one-man (sometime!) tp'lo) w,)hic1"e assigned for a given per'iod of time to 

"patrof throughQut a de~ignated geographical section of the communitj. 
TMs geographical are~ may vary during .different time's of the day or 
Jj~i fferent days of the week. 'The number of veh i cl es as signed ,to a gi ven 

~JI area "may aJso be a vcariable, adjusted in accordance with operational 
andmanager;al decisions of supervisory Q'fficials. ' 

Tne l;'(1.eli'n,e of this patrol officer is his communication li.;nk with the 
dis~atcher. In the case of routine complaints, the dispatcher is ad
vited of the need fof service via a telephone call received by the. 
tel:ephtfhe 'answering desk, or in some cases by the dispatcher himself. 
Information obtained during this telephone conversatjon (frequ~nt~y 
ftpm a disturbed or highly emotional citizen) is then relayed to the 
patrol vehicle most apPtopriate to"res'pond to the complaint. Based I; 
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HPon the nature or the severity of the incident, more than 
'may be assigned to service the compla~nt. 

In many of the larger systems much Of the complexity of th~di~patch 
function is assisted by computer storage and informatiofl~processing.O 
These systems not only impl"ove resource allocation throJJgh optimum 
use of manpower; they also provide additional information to the off~ 
icer, thereby contributing to his ability to effectively ~isch~~g~bis 
responsibilities. 

, . ;'l{;J" 
In a routine case, the patrol off jeer receiving nnotHtcatio'n of tne 
I!eed for serVice makes judgments t;:ased upOn the 'i'nformation received '" 
regarding the most appropriate manner for him to respond to the situ
ation. The decision made at this time can greatly affect the safety of 
the citizen and the officer'invo1ved. Should an officer-arrive at the 
scene of a disturbance unprepared to hand1e an ~rmed ~riininal, his·life 
may well be in jeopardy. On the other hand, over-r~action to a routine 
family distur'bance can waste a community's resourCe.s and cause undue 
embarrassment to a normallY law-abiding citizen. 0 

.' 

Normal, resource management requires a flow of informatiOn between the· 
dispatcher and units in his patrol arei~ Status, reports and updattng, 
including such items as in or out of service, r~~ort on scene,pssign
ment complete, ~tc. from each untt as ippropriat~, provide a cdntinuing 
pictute of the activities and resou,rce'sitltation throughout the patrol 
area needed to make necessary' management decisions., ~,' 

As a situation develops, instanCes OCCU .. that require an itera,tive. -(] 
series' of transmissions between the dispatcher and the patrol 'vehicle 
in Qrder to exchange necessary information. If the officer re,guires 
th~ assistance of additional .vehicles to properly contain an il'\cid~nt. 
thts informptjon and any needed guidance reg~rding their disposition is 
relayed to ttle. d'ispatcher. If ani;ncident grows in scope, the commun"h 
cat ion 1 ink can the n b e s w it c h edt 0 a w ai;t,.~ h o;if f ice r, a sen i'O r sup e r -
viso~ on duty who is capabl.e of providing~in~~dent manigement and higher 
level supervision. / 

" Depending up9n the procedures of theoage.ncy invo'1ved, communications 
bei;ween patrol units, may be req,uired to coordi'nate fheirJesponses to 
an event. Such flexibility of communication can be vitat in providing 
rapid, coordinated support tG units involvedin'crit,ical ~ituations. 

While one major incident may be in progress and consuming si~nifi~ant 
portions of air time, the other routine agenty activiti~s throughout 
the rest of the community mus.t continue to be supported. The, routine 
dispatch channe"ls 1n s"up.port of other reque.sts for a~sistance must be 
unimpeded by the focus of att~ntion on any O~significantf;~vent'J 

I ' ~:I 1 l' t . 1 h ~\., . d . • f.'" " _,2,·r g<e!~~-,.::a;w- e-Yl-. ·p~p·c·e·me.nr ~ .~a~g~"nc=·",eos~-a~:l~-o--~,,:aAI~e=-=:S"'p~ee~l:car,=-~=q~!!a0 s -~-p rOV-'~Qc.1,-·n 9 o'n-
going serviees i~ support~of special investigations and other law . 
enforcement activities. Special ~quads for particular surveillance 
activities may beestabli(;;hed. ". l' 

Major':--Jublic act.ivities, i.e, para6d~s or other gatlyerings, may require 
the organization, coordination and ~ommandfcontrol of aspeci~lized 
group of 6ffimers for limited pe~ods of time. Mas, demonstrations or 
public'disturban~es~such as riots may pccurrequirin,large concentra
tions of layl enfor<;,ement activities, coordinated and manage~ from ~. 

"'"" single,cpntrol unH .. At times ota large public distu'rb'ance or Wide, 
a!.rea"diosas~er, extensive coordination maybe ~equired amo.~g 1aw' enfor:¢e~ 
ment ,agenc 1 es" and between t'hem and other publ'l c sa,fet§!, agenCl ~.s. Exper .. 
icnce-'-' has of ten- s,hown the need for 'a separate command channe), open to 

o 

the'::overall\f,em. ergency actiVit. y super .. Visor and .those supordi,rate. unit " 
commanders \~ free ~~ y res po~ s ib<l e= tQ/h i Ill' Ava i1 a bi 1 i t~Q"OfQ such a 0 ehan<;l~el fi 
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reduces confusion by insuring communications flow that follows the 
chain of command, thereby insuring the orderly dissemination of 
instructions. '. 

The introduction of modern digital and computer techniq~es into the 
criminal justic~ system has provided a new Bnd valuable tool for the 
routine processing of law enforcement complaints. Mobile and portable 
digital terminals in the hands of the individual p-~trol officer are 
now giving him the capability for direct access t~ state and national 
criminal history files. These wide-area information systems are rapidly 
becoming an inherent part of the ~peration of modern law enforcement 
agencies. The ability to check license plates and drivers' licenses 
against state ftl~s has beeome a majbr contribution to increasedappre
hen~ion rates. Routine checks for stolen articles and vehic1es,in 
n a t,i 0 n a 1 f i. 1 e s i1 a v e . con t rib ute d s i g n if i can t 1 y tot her e coyer y rat e san d 
apprehension0 0f wanted criminals. 

The ~hove generalized description of law enforcement communication sys
tems operation applies brQadly to the majority of municipal law en
forcement agencies. Whil~ the basic principles illustrated apply to all 
systems, there ar, many local variations in techniques. For example, 
some agencies may have incoming calls received by one complaint taker 

.,. who, in turn, makes the initial dispatch of a patrol car to the inci
dent and the"n relays control of the incident to a separate dispatcher 
to monitor a~tjvities in the patrol area. Other agencies may have 
individual dispatchers receiving calls for assistance and then dispatch
ing t~e needed assistance. In larger systems complaint calls are 
received by one individual (or one of a group of individuals designated 
to receive complaint calls); and appropriate information p4ssed to a 
dispatcher who maintains radio contact with units in his· Issigned 
patrol area. But in any event, there must be one centralized point 
wh~re knowledge of the activities within a designated patrol area is 
centered. 

Law enforcement systems can have many additional operational require
ments that affect the organization of the communication network. 
Depending upon geographic and political requirements of the agency, 
many factors 'affect the design of the system. Some agencies require 
mutual aid channels, area coordination channels, interagency coordina
at10n chonnels and various intra·organization links. The~e coordina
tion links can often be provided by relays through a central communica
tion center. This technique is prevalent in the larger municipal areas. 
Also, a number of agencies have a need for interagency communications 
between the mobile units of many separate activities. In suburban and 
county type agencies, each car needs not only to r.ommunicate with its 
c~ntral dispatch and control points but frequently must also have facil
ities for car-to-car communications with such agencies as highway 
patrol, fire, and other public safety activities. 

This functional description is intentional1y sparce. It,S. purpose is to 
give the~q'eader a basic understanding of the nature of ia\'F enforcement 
communication networks. It is intended tb show some of the special 
characteristics of these networks and how thp.:i,(Y' functional characteris
tics cliffer from a typical business or industr',':jal fand mobile communi
cation sy'~;:tem. Public safety systems are not purely dispatch systems 
wherein a central office broadcasts general information of interest to 
anyone or to all recipients. They are complex co'mmand/control systems, 
providing for the inter-relationship of diverse emergency-oriented 
act-;vities throughout the community. The efficiencies of these sys
tems are not measured only in terms of dollars or by som~ standard of 
Channel lOading. The efficiencies of these systems are ~easured in 
the lives saved and the number' of criminals apprehended. . \ 
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3.2.3 MinimUM functional Needs 

Law enforcement systems have certain minimum .functional requir,ernents in 0 

commo~. They are: 

a) Certainty of communication. 

This concept includes requirements for total cbvera9~ of the desjl~ 
nated area of responsibility, reliability of equipment, inte~\ligh, 
bility, and immediacy. The role of the law enforcement commiJ'nica
tion system in the preservation of life and property and the appre~ 
hension of criminals places high em(~asis on these characteristyics 
of the system. v ,\ co 

b) Multiple user monitoring capabilittes. 

c) 

The operational procedures of most agencies requife that.all desig~· 
nated units in a given area monitor designatedcommunfcationr'with
in that- area at all times. This is necessary to assure informed, 
flexible, mutual ~upport when needed. -

Discrete, sUb-unit channels. Ii 
\1 

Various designated groups and/or activities require communications 
independent of the basic~~ispatch channel. ,Special squads, such aso 
detective, narcotics, etc. ,or speci~l evenis such as ~iots or 
crowd control, require individualiz~,d, communications, controllable 
from a field and/or centra~, point, 'Si-mul't.!ineous to but not inter
fering with the routine ~i~patch ~ystems. 

d) Interagency coordination-capabilities. 
" 

M.utual aid requirements between adjacent agencies'~ and coordination 
and ~90peration needs among different law enforcement networks and 
between related pub1 ic safety agencies, demand ofte"n complex and 
flexibile interagency communications ~nt~rfaces. . \~ 

- I! ,) 

This summary is not ,intend'e'd to be a cDmprehensive ri,stof system 
requirements. Ideas such as cost effectiveness, reli'~bility, main
tainability ahd operability cel'tainly are impol'tant. ~tany diffe,rent 
agencies with different spans of "responsibility will have other 
vital needs./;,:, It does represent. however, thee fundame.nt\~l. irredup
ible minimuci' requirements that any regulatory scheme or'\technologr

-

ical capability must accommodate. ~. 

o 
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3.3 TECHNOLOGICAL APPLlC'ABILITY if ,0 

3.3.1 General 

Th·is Section discusses the technical capaQ,iliti,rsFofthe't900"MH4 spec
trum as they relate to public safety comml!,nic~tl0n syste,!!s needs. It 
deal s with inherent 90,0 HHz phenomena as appl1ed to pub] lC safety needs. 
For the. sake of clarity~ the analyses ~f this Section are limited tono 
conventional tNpe systems. For those considerations peculiar to 
trunked technologies, see Section 3.4 I>elow. 

3.3.2° -Relationship oPPropagation Phenomen~ to Law Enforcement Requ1tements 

T~e propagation pheno~en~ associated with ~he 90q'M~Z spect~um~d~s
cribed in C,ttapter II .1ndlcates several characterlstlcs of s'lgnlflcant 
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importance to the pub'l'ic safety law enforcement community. The most 
obvious of these are path loss calcul~tion~, scattering phenomena, and 
noise characteristics. 

3.3.2.1 Path Loss Con$iderations 

Propagation calculations show that a "normal" 900 MHz system design, 
involving usual or readily obtainable mobile and base station powers, 
antennae heights and gains tand FCC limitations), in an environment 
wh~re electromagnetic pollution haS not been permitted to develop, 
results in an urban coverage radius of 15 to 25 miles. These figures 
indicate that the 900 MHz band might be quite suitable for typically 
urban and, in many cases, suburban systems. 

On the other hand, "normal" VHF high band systems using simil~r standard 
or readily available components can be expected to provideicoterages 
with radii in the order of 50 miles. Therefore, the VHF high band can 
usually be expected (other considerations not dominant) to provide more 
economi c sys terns for rura 1 or wi d e a rea coverage, sUlch as s ta tewi de or q.; 

cOuntywide systems. It must be emphasized, however, that this is not a 
hard and fast rule but rather a broad generality. There are many other 
variables that can affect specific systems designs. Spectrum avail
ability, interagency coordination concepts, topographical factors, are 
j~st a few of the considerations that must be evaluated to determine 
the optimu~ frequency bind to be used in a specific application. 

A variab-'e, of yet incompletely defined operational effect, is the, sus
ceptibility of the 900 MHz frequencies to foliage attenuation. VariouH 
stu~ies have discussed this phenomenon but no knoWn analysis has 
yielded definitive data-regarding its impact on urban operational sys
tems. In regions with heavy foliage, coverage has been found to vary 
with seasons as trees shed or grow their leaves. In the typi.cal urban 
environment this phenomenon can be expeGted to have little impact. How
ever, foliated areas such as parks, located near the extremities of the 
area of~overage, may well require more than the usual levels of signal 
strength to assure reliable communication at all times. 

3.3.2.2 Scattering Effects 

" 

One of the most importan~ phenomena associated with 900 MHz that affects 
its applicability to public safety systems is the scattering effect 
demonstrated by these'shorter wavelengths. Theor~tical considerations 
and experi~nce to date have shown that the short wavelengths of 900 MHz 
radiation are randomly reflected by man-made structu~es normally found 
in a typical urban environment. This scattering has th~ b~neficia1 
effect of fill i n gin II h ole s " or dead s po t s that often ex i s tin 1 a r g e 
metropolitan areas when using lower frequency systems. These holes can 
cause serious cover~ge problems at the lower bands. 

The end product of this phenomenon is an as yet imperfectly defined 
propagation characteristic. No formal propagation model fully account
ing for these, effects is known. Experience to date, indicates that 
coverage throughQut a given area can be significantly better than the 
theoretical projections using classical propagation analy~is. While 
the coverage radtus of a 900 MHz system may be somewhat less for a 
fixed amount of power than that of the lower bands, the p~o~ability of 
coverage throughout the total area of interest may, in fa~t, be greater. 

A corollary of this phenomenon is that 900 MHz signals a1io- appear to 
give improved penetration within man-made structures. Evidence to date 
and reSults described in Chapter II indicate that communic::ations within 
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and through bui 1 dings, tunnels, etc., may, ; n fact, be better than that 
possible with the lower bands. These two phenomena suggest that 900 MHl 
radiation may have characteristics particularly suitable for the public 
safety communications in more densely populated urban areas. 0 

3.3.2.3 Noise Immunity 

Theoretical calculations and observed physical measurements indicate 
that the level of ambient noise existent in the 900 MHz portion of the 
spettrum is normally negligible. Noise caused by thunderstorms, solar 
temperatures, and other natural phenomena doe,s not affect system per
formance at these high fiequencies. Man-made noise such as i9nition~ 
neon signs, electrical motors, etc., has also le,ss noticeable effect at 
900 MHz. As a result. in densely populated urban areai in which the 
ambient noise level co~stitutes a major considerat~on of system de~ign 
at lower frequencies, 900 MHz can enjoy a measurable systematic advan
tage in that full benefit can be taken of the sensitivity a.nd 1~ noise 
figures possible in mod~rn receiver designs. 

3.3.2.4 Foliage Effects 

There are two characteristics of the 900 MHz spectrum that may cause 
operational difficulties. As stated, the shorter wavelengths of 900 MHz 
are susceptible to attenuation by foliage. Studies by the Department of 
Defense have shown such qttemfation can be significant whileoijt the 
same time difficult to predict. Credible engineering answ-ers regarding 
the extent of this problem in a typical urban environment have not been 
deve loped. Sys temL-'a,re no\'/ be; ng ; ns ta 11 ed, and the measurement of the 
operational characteristics experienced can provide the basin for future 
systems design calculations. ' 

3.3.2.5 Picket Fencing Effects 

Another phenomenon associated with these short~r wave1engths is the 
characteristic called "picket fencing". The reflecti"on of these shorter 
wa~elengths from terrain and structures causes random reinforcement and 
cancellation of signals arriving at the receiving antenna. This results 
in areas of greater than expected signal, strength followed bY severe 
signal loss only sever'al wavelengths away. To the system user passing 
through such a field of coverage in a vehicle, these rapidly fading and 
reinforced signals may pose difficult problems of intelligibility. 

u 

This "lIpjcket fencing" phenomenon is particularly pY"onouncedat the outer, 
reaches of coverage. Researchers have indicated holes in which s1gnal 
strength may varf' as much as 30 db from the projected mean path loss •. 
As of this time no reports have been ,.deve1 oped detailrn~g--ti'fe~Efffec'ts;cfi:=' ==~ 
this phenomenon on ,theday-to-day operations of a pupl ic safety comm.!lni-
cation system. ' 

: 61 '/J 
There appear to be s~veral solutions to this proolem. bhe first would 
be to defi'ne the operat10naTarea of cov.ere:ge somewhere .within a radius 
in which the phenomenon did not cause sigl'Jificant performance de'gradalf' 
tion. Another approach would be to sfgniffcantly dver-design the gys
tem pO,wE!'r level for the r,adiu$ of cover&ge needed anCi" thereby "brute 
fOrcellthe cove~~i1ge to. mainta';n a level of' s;gnal sufficientfor rec~iV
er limiting at ill time'_ (Thts ,pproach is seldom sa~isfactory.) A 
third solution m"ight be to pro,vide 'fill-in. repeater ,system~.; A fourthD 
possibility isntQ incorporate significant ad*ances tb the sQphistica-
tion of receiver des'ign.' ,') '" 

These problems do no,1r appear' to be unsolvable. They ~re merely engtn-
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eering difficul~ies to be overcome in any given system design. 

Operational Sui~ability 

Improved building penetration and fill-in resulting from 900 MHz scatter 
effects suggests that these frequencies have a potential for an improved 
level of service! in urban areas. The increase in the probabinty that 
communications will be maintained with agency personnel throughout the 
assigned area can contribute to the safety and effectiveness of the law 
enforcement officer. 

As this report shows, however, there may be gaps. or holes, in coverage 
due to propagation anomalies. The absence of documented operational 
experience with these frequencies Makes it difficult to fully evaluate 
the impact of such gaps. Experience with lower frequency UHF systems' 
indicate that coverage problems resulting from such gaps can often be 
minimized by operational procedures. 

Once practical experience has been obtained using operational systems, 
it is reasonable to expect that e~pirical engineering data will be 
acquired that will permit ~ystem design techniques that will red ute the 
effects of such gaps to acceptable levels. 

Cost Unknowns 

As to be expected of a developing technology, 900 MHz system costs can 
not be projected with a high degree of accuracy until considerable ex
perie~ce has been acquired by both the vendor and the U5er communities. 
However, general cost projec~ions are now possible. At the current 
state of the art, and as described in Chapter II, prices for conven
tional 900 MHz equipment are somewhat higher (about 10% to 20%) than for 
lower bands. 

These cost projections are based upon individual elements of hardware. 
They do not incorporate all the ramifications of overall system design. 
Until such time as mOTe system experience has been obtained, calcula
tions as to the numbers and locations of remote receiver$ and repeater 
equipments must be based upon estimates. Depending upon the experiences 
gained in evaluating "picket fencing" and foliage losses, there may be 
a need for a greater number of repeater and satellite receiver install
ations than those experienced in similar lower frequency systems. This 
problem may be particularly significant when personal portable system 
configurations are considered. (See Section 3.3.6~ 

Considerations for Site Selection 

Antenna locations and heights of fixed stations are important in 900 MHz 
system design. The loss characteristics of transmission lines at those 

,frequencies make it necessary to locate transmitters and receivers 
reasonably clo~e to their antennae. While the cost of low loss trans
mission line is somewhat greater than more conventional line, it is 
still within the normal budgetary constraints of public safety communi
cation systems. Site selection must be done with care and cable runs 
kept as short as practical. However, there are no inherent technical 
characteristics,at these frequencies that differ greatly from those ex
perienced in the 450 MHz band. 

Consid~rations for Conventional Personal Portable System Design 

The introduction of personal po~table radios in law enforcement communi-
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cation systems is a major trend of the future. More and more of the 
metropolitan agencies are using this concept to provide continuous F 
communications with the patrol officer. This system configuration, how
ever, requires special attent,ion for the 90'0 r~Hz system designer. 

Present personal portable system design is based upon a network of sat
ellite receivers sited throughout the area of interest, conn~cted to the 
command center by either dedicated telephone lines or microwave s~stems. 
low power personal portable transceivers can receive messages from 
either a high-powered central transmitter or through remote repeater 
transmitters. However, the limitations on t~e amount of en~rgy a port
able battery ca~ store, and the need to have the unit operable through
out an 8-hour shift, limit the portable's output power to usually be: 
tween 1 and 5 w. Reliable coverage is provided by the relatively large 
number of satellite receivers. The portability of the unit itself de
mands that it be light weight and that the antenna be as small and non
directive (therefore with relatively low gain) as possible. 

The present state of the art of receiver design, coupled with the low 
ambient noise of the 900 MHz region, indicates that overall system per
formance at 900 MHz will be comparable to that achieved in the 450 MHz 
region. The potentially greater efficiency of the small, higher fre
quency antenna, and the likelihood of more effeative ground plane pro
vided by the portable unit itself and the body of the user, appear to 
approximately compensate for any overall patb los~ deficiencies. 

Another consideration in portable system design is the DC to RF conver
sion efficiency. i.e .. , the efficiency with which the power amplifier in 

,the portable converts battery power to 900 MHz RF energy. At the pres
ent s'cate of the art, the conversion efficiency of the final amplifier 0 

is only slightly less than that experi~nced at 450 MHz. An additional 
itage of multiplication is currently used to provide the higherfre
quency excitation to the amplifier stage. This means that it takes a 
greater amount of battery energy to generate the same amount of RF out
put power. 

These considerations indicate that no significant, fundamental problems 
confront the designer of conventional Rersoh~l portable systems at 
900 MHz. The number of satellite receivers may have to be increased in 
some cases, If the power output is to rematn the same as at lower 
bands, there may be a need to improve battery life or reduce battery 
bulk and weight through the use of more advanced battery techniques. 
Future portable systems might also provide for recharging facilities 
durtng the patrol shift. 

The cost and system design implications of these factors cannot be 
determined with precision, until such time as specific personal portable I()) 

unit characteristics are identified by the vendor c9mmunity. However, 
there a-ppea rS to be no t'2i:hnica 1 i~eas-oiT=whY~-GoiTveiit iOiia~l~~SGG 'MH'Z-~po-r'~a'b1e =;O;c,=== 

units that satisfy the publiC safety market's needs cannot be developed, 
qnce the user demahd justifies their development costs. 

3.4 OPERATI ONAl APPLI CABI UTY" OF TRUNKED' SYSTEt~S 

3.4.1 
ID 

General 

In view of the rate of development of modern technbl09y.. itifts not a 
very p~~ductive exercise" to question whether this or that law enf~rce
ment communication system requirement can or cannot be satisfied, by 
trunked technol o.gy. There is no inherent character; sti c of th,.e trunking 
concept that make's it theoretically unsuitable for the law enforcement 
need -- given the right assumptions. 
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3.4.2 

There are~ however, such real world que~tions to be answered as: what 
benefits accrue to the using agency from the use of trunked technology? 
What benefits accrue to the community as a whole? What costs are in
volved? What technological and procurement risks exist? What manage
ment problems are involved? 

Perhaps the most important question is: ~ill these unresolved questions 
delay solutions to the urgent, present day problems? WIll a debate over 
trunked systems and their operational applicability, their costs and 
status of development, only obscure the need for immediate solutions to 
immediate problems? We should take all possible steps to assure that 
this does not happen. 

The following discussion addresses these questions in light of system 
operational needs, current levels of technology, budgetary limitations, 
and existing political and managerial concepts. 

Trunking for Spectrum Efficiency 

The reason stated by the FCC for the application of trunked systems to 
large scale systems (over five channels) is the degree of improved spec
trum utilization (efficiency) that may be expected. The spectrum, when 
viewed in its entirety, must be carefully managed if all the evergrow-" 
ing, competing demands placed upon it are to be accommodated. Without 
careful management, vital services and valuable public needs may be con
strained or unfulfilled because of crowded spectrum conditions on some 
frequencies while others remain unused. 

This can be true of the entire spectrum -- not just one" part. Unused TV 
channels for example, are as much in need of modernized spectrum man
agement techniques as are overcrowded land mobile radio channels. 

In the world of present day spectrum management, the objective of "in
creased spectrum efficiency" means making more spectrum available to 
more users, within ~ given geographic area, at some defined level of 
service. At the present time, for want of a better standard, "level of 
service" in the land mobile radio service translates into channel load
ing which is currently measured by numbers of mobiles assigned to each 
channel. Chapter I of this study describes present Commission standards 
of loading in terms of mobile and portable units per channel at 900 MHz. 
These standards vary from service to service. They differ depending 
upon whether the system is operated in the conventional or trunked mode. 

Under the Commission's present rules, the decision of a public safety 
agency to operate in a conventional mode or in a trunked mode has only 
limited effect on the availability of spectrum for other users. It 
affects primarily the level of service experienced by that agency. 

By way of illustration, assume that a municipal law enforcement agency 
has 300 mobile units. Under existing loading standards (in public safe
ty, the standard "is 50 mobile units per channel for a conventional sys
tem), that agency could apply for six channels (assuming the Commission 
would allow six conventional channels for the sake of discussion). Once 
these six channeli are assigned, the total remaining 900 MHz land mobile 
allocation (~ncluding reserve) of 594 channels are available for event
ual assignment to other authorized users within the same area of cover
age. Should the agency be permitted to operate these channels in a 
convent.ional mode, it wouldenjol one level of service. Should funJs be 
available (and technology permit) for the agency to operate a trunked 
mode, a level of service attendant therewith would be attained. But 

. ,ini~ the loading standard established by the Commission for trunked 
systems is 60 units per cha~lnel. the number of channels required would 
be six; five for the mobiles plus one channel for contr'O'] of the 
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trunked system. There would still be only 594 channels available for 
use by the rest of the land mobile tommunity. The decision. therefore, 
might affect the level of service attained, but would have·little effect 
upon the amount of spectrum left for use by others. 

We should not be misled by the fallacy of measu~irtg public safety cOm
munication system channel requirements by some relatively arbitrary 
standard of "mobiles per channel". While this term may have some use 
in configuring a heavily populated "dispatch" channel, it takes little 
account of the functional needs for interagency communication channels, 
special forces channels, and other complex, operationally based system 
design needs. (See Section 3.2.) , 

The discussion supports twb very useful observations. The first obser~ 
vation is that trunked tech~iques yield little improvement in spectrum . 
efficiency unless they are applied to relatively large systems .. As the' 
above discussion shows, no meaningful increase in availabl~ spectrum 
results from trunki~g a 300 unit system. A similar example applied to a 
system supporting 1200 mobile units would yiel~ seven channels for use 
by others when configured in a trunked mode rather than in a conventioQ~ 
al mode.l! 

A secQnd conclusion is that the degree of improved spectrum efficiency 
to be expected from trunking is related to the number of mobile units 
that can be accommodated on each channel, at a given level of service, 
when the system is operated in a trunked rather than a conventional 
mode. While esti~ates of this figure can be made, no firm figures will 
be available until evaluation of an o~erational syste~ has been mad~. 
(See Section 2.4.) 

Trunking for System Capabilities 

3.4.3.1 Trunked S~tstem Capabilities 

The arguments pro and con regarding the potential for spectrum efficien-
cy inherent in the trunked system concepts should not obscure the other 
potential benefits of this idea. It is, perhaps, easier to understand 
these potential benefits if the ,system is viewed more as a "controlled" 
system rather than as a "trunked" system. 

(j 

The existence of a continuously operating control channel, diTecting 
specifically addressed (with such unit addres§es changeabl~ at will) 
units ~f a system to any available frequency~bffers opportunities for 
greatly enhancing a communi!=a tion sy~ tern,l,s effectiv,eness. By carefully 
matching the system's organization to the needs of the user, unique 
opportunities for increased operational flexibility, improved" reliabil-
i ty. a nda ,s is.nUJ .ca IJtly. lILcr ea sed j ~2' eL.JlL s~ecr ~tf:,~!~aXJ~~IH·~.?~ e,1)!~~LL_ Ih~ __ ~._-==--"",= 
following is but;,a partial list of the kinds of functiol'is" that can be . 
performed. by a trunked system. , ;) 

a) I Flexible organizational response .. "rr-he ability '~to address,;'lindivl'1}
ual un-its or groups of units within the system is inher:ent in the 
trunked system concept. Thi s abi 1 ity permits the conif; gur;~tj on' .oL, 
groups of' mobile units, each monitoring all communicati9nt between 
that group and its control point, but independent of ~he other 
groups in the system. If a given p·~tr~l area is identified by a 

JJ Present standards call for channel loadings of 75mob'l1es per channel in systems using over 
ten channels. 1200 units would require 24 conventional channel,~ or 16 trunked channels. u 

plus one control channel in a trunked system., The:'~hayr'.el saving. theoretically possible, ~\ 
therefore, is 24 less 17 ~ ,or 7 channels. Y~." ~"~ 
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c) 

d) 

e) 

f) 

g} 

particular group address, then all the units in that patrol area 
could monitor all communication in that area, 'but not other areas. 
However, s'hou.ld a unit need to be reassigned to another area, it 
would only need to switch its group address to that of the other 
area. For special or ~~ctical type communications, the mobile unit 
need only switch its address to a tactical group code and then be 
in contact with those units participating in that tactical group 
net at that time. 

Priorit~ designations. The address format can contain priority 
identtflcations permitting designated groups to seize access to RF 
channels regardless of their use by other, lower priority users. 
This feature can include several levels of priority to include an 
emergency alarm. 

Automatic ID and status information. Each unit control channel 
response can include status and ID information needed to interface 
with Computer Aided Dispatch systems. 

Improved s*stem privacy. The automatic frequency changing that 
occurs wit each message incr~ases the level of system privacy. 
While total system security (secure techniques can also be incor
porated) would not result, the nature of the frequency changing 
makes monitoring by casual observers difficult. 

Selectable "lockout". At the discretion of the system controller, 
unwanted units or groups can be "locked out" of the system. For 
instance, a stolen unit could ~e permanently locked out. Should 
an emergency create an unusual communication requirement by one or 
more groups, less essential groups can be "locked out" of the sys
tem to minimize channel loading by those groups not involved in the 
emergency. 

High reliability. Loss of a single channel only raises the occu
pancy level of the remaining channels. As such, the probability 
of increased waiting times may increase but the system continues 
to operate otherwise normally. Under normal conditions. the sys
tem users would probably not be aware of the outage. The need for 
maintenance could be made known by automatic alarms, lights, print
outs, or other selected means. 

Management information availability. The nature of the system con
trol~mechanism provides a readl1y available source of needed man
agement data. Printouts describing the individual channel usage 
could provide system users with data describing the number of calls 
vs~ the time of day, total system loads, number of calls per chan
nel, and similar items useful in making management analysis of sys
tems performance. This feature is of particular value during the 
test and evaluation phase of systems implementation~as it can pro
vi-de faCi:ualdata on channe" occupancy vs. channel loading, amount 
of waiting time vs. number of channels available, peak loading fac
tors; and similar ~ata needed for the design of future systems. 

h} System adaptability. All mobile units of a system can possess the 
capability of participating in all activities of the system, sim
p~y by ch~nging their address codes to that of other groups. For 
instarice, maintenance vehicles included in the system might have 
their oWn group address. As such, their communications would be 
between members of their maintenance group. However, should the 
need. arise. the central syst~m controllel' would add their group 
ad:qress to tho'se involved in handling an emergency so that the 
~~intenance vehicles could provide an additional resource for use 
~n response to an emergency. 

J ~ I 
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Orderly growth capability. A trunked system lends itself to an 
orderly growth process. As system requirements increase~ addition
al system control capacity and needed additional fixed site capa
bility can be added without outm04ing existing equipment. The in
herent des.ign of the frequency selection process in the mobile 
units could permit any frequency in the designated section of the 
spectrum to be selectable on comma_nd. This capability mak.es pos
sible the development of a total public safety or local government 
service communication system, having each element operati~g within 
its own group and unaffected by the participatio.n of other groups. 
Such an approach would distribute the channel occupancy peaks be
tween the busy times of the various users while preserving the 
priority status of the emergency services through priority desig
nation and the optional, selectable lock-out features of Items b) 
and e) above. ", 

These operational possibilities, and others that may be developed 
as the result of operational experience, are not without cost.' 
Following are several of the more dominant factors that must be 
evaluated in making a decision regarding the suitability of trunked 
technologies for a given community: 

1) Single site coverage. The complex frequency selection process~ 
inherent in trunked systems limits presently practical system 
configuration to a single fixed transmitter .site. The needed 
control and switching comp1exity that would be necessary to 
permit remote repeater type operation would raise the system 
complexity and cost to a level not now conside.red realistic. 
~Simulcasting" or simulta~eous broadcasting by two or more • 
transmitters is a possibility; however, the degree of trans
mitter frequency and audio control necessary has not yet been 
demonstrated at 900 MHz in a practical public s~fety system. 
While s!,lch precision is within" the scope of dev'~lopment, at 

2) 

the pre~ent time practical application of trunked systems 
appears to be limited to those localities that can be covered 
from a single fixed transmitter .. site. . 

It should be noted that this 1imit~tion does not apply to 
satellite receiVer systems. Thesv.'1,an be remotely located just 
as with conventional systems, and 1he audio resulting from a 
voting process refayed to the fixed site via microwave ~r land 
lines in a normal manner. 

Developmental risk. No operating public safety trunked systems 
have been demonstrated as of ~his time. While the individu~l 
components of this technology have all been in hand for some 
time, i.e., frequency selection systems and digitally con-

o 

trolled systems, no system incorporating all these elements.has 
been built as of late 1977. Therefore, until an operational 
s:rs·t~nrnas·be~en·· fns-talTe-dca-n~d tes-ted- 'i"n~th'e"pra-ct-rc'ai"'w()rldC, .---~=~~~-= 

I, 

3) 

there exists a finite level of risk in D building the first one. 
This degree of risk is diff'icult Jor an individual public safe-
ty agency, or ,ven a local unit of government, to assume. 

~ ') ',_ :~'. (I ,~ 

Costs. ~hile t~e inherent operational capabilitij~ of trunked 
systems make price comparisons with "like type" conventional 0 

systems difficult, they are likely to be somewhat more expen
sive.. A "bare bones", five channel trunked system' m"ight not 
colt ,any more than a conventional system ~f like capacity, 
i.e.: a six or s~ven channel system. Hqwever. a "bare bones" 
trunked system does not appear capable ·of satisf,)';ng the pub-
lic safety users needs. Nor does it seiem, in light of the .' 
greatly enhanced capabilities of a somewhat more soph1st1cate~ 
system. to be a particularly cost effective choice. 
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Relat.ive system costs are difficult to establ ish since they 
are highly sensitive to factors such as numb~rs of mobiles, 
site preparation costs, numbers of channels, and other consid
erations. Such cost estimates are made even more tenuous due 
to the lack of actual experience. However, gross estimates 
available at this time indicate that trunked systems might cost 
about l~ times to a maximum of 2 times as much as a convention
al system, the amount of difference being a function of the 
degree of 50phistication and capability required. 

Lack of portable eguipment. Just as 900 MHz conventional port
able equipment is not available, no trunked portable equip
ment is on the market. The development of such trunked equip
ment is sure to be more difficult than the development of con
~entional equipment. Logic circuits must be configured to fit 
in the portable package with power drains that are compatible 
with existing battery life requirements. While such develop
ments are foreseeable, it can be assumed that a large market 
will have to exist before the vendors can be expected to ven
ture the development costs necessary. This is certainly sev
eral years in the future. Therefore, early trunked systems can 
be expected to operate in a mobile only mode initially. 

Inter-system incompatibility. There are a number of trunked 
system concepts now being proposed. It can be expected that 
units for one vendor's system will not be compatible with 
another vendor's system. As a result, vehicle to vehicle com
patibility between different systems is not likely. Such com
munications will require point to point links between the sys
tem's fixed control or dispatch locations or the ability of 
element~ of the system to operate in a conventional mode when 
so required. 

From the above summary of trunked system considerations, both positive 
and negative, it can be Seen that these systems can, in fact, satisfy 
the public safety users needs if they are carefully configured to meet 
these needs. There are certain elements of technological risk to be 
faced. But this has been true of every advance in communication sys
tems capability. In some ways the risk associated with trunked system 
implementation is no greater than that already taken in moving from the 
VHF high band to UHF, or in implementing computer-aided dispatch sys
tems, integrated data networks, or other sophisticated technological 
tools. It also appears that system costs may be somewhat greater, at 
least initially. However, considering the greatly enhanced capabilities 
possible, and also t~e possibility of the eventual consolidation of num
e~ous municipal systems into consolidated, flexible, mutually support
ing systems, long term costs may eventually be less. 

Trunked System Applications 

The heterogenous nature of their public service activities is character
isticof mQst communities. Highway maintenance can be a function of 
state government; emergency medical services can be provided by private 
hospitals, individual entrepreneurs~ cor community government; fire ser
vices can be provided by volunteer groups or local governments. 

This mix of services and political responsibilities is due to the var
ied political and sociological structure of the nation's communities 
and ffiunicip~lities. They can and do use large numbers of frequencies 
in support of specific functional requirements. . 

In su~h cases the concept of trunking may offer significant improvement 
in spectrum utiliiation, in addition to increased operational flexibil-
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i~y: One ~an conceive ?f an entrepreneur Or ~overnrnental agency pro
vldlng a slngle centrallzed trunked System wh,ch serves several agencies 
of more than only one political entity as customers (or in trunking 
terminology, groups). Should ~r~nked repeater or simulcast systems be
come' practical, one can also conceive of a significant imprOvement in 
spectrum utilization by combining such resource demands throughout a 
geographical region of independent communities. Analysis of the mini
mum numbers of units and/or agencies needed to be cornbi~ed to, justify 
the capital outlay required for trunked systems would have to be con
ducted. Such a study, of course, would include considerations of equip
ment cost, equipment availability, terrain, geography, and political 
relationships, in addition to the primary consideration of functi~nal 
needs. 

If such a concept were to be pursued. it seems reasonable to believe 
that the managerial and system planning problems attendant thereon would 
be as great if ,not greater than the technological problems that must be 
overcome. Research has indicated that the technology for a trunked sys
tem is proceeding apace. The organization, planning and cooperation 
necessary to develop and provide support of such a system throughout 
complex political and bureaucratic divisions would pose a procedural 
chall~nge of significant dimensions. 

The large numbers of mobile and portable units presently involved in the 
law enforcement communication systems of the major metropolitan areas 
might seem to make them likely candidates for the early implementation 
of trunked systems. The problem of obtaining the economies of scale are 
quickly solved in such systems. HDwever 3 the question of operational 
suitability is not so easily laid to. rest. 

Channel loadings on presently used dispatch channels in the major metro~ 
politan areas are already so great that they offer little hope for' S@{~,:.;{., 
nificantly increased operational efficiency through t~unking of on~t ')1 
agency's system. (New York City Pol'ice Department's channe,l loading",; .. ,,," 
standard is 150 mobile units per dispatch channel; Chicago's is 100 
mobile units per dispatch channel.) Making a channel from Area A'ava1~
able to units in Area B offers littl~ hope for improved cDmmunications 
ff Area A and Area B channels are bo~;h fully loaded ptactically 100% of 
the time or at least at the same tim.. ' 

As theoretical studies discussed in Chapter II show, little improvement 
can be expected from a trunked syste~ when all the ~vai1able channels 
assigned to that system are fu'l1y lo~\ded. The opportunity presented by 
the trunking concept is that enough dhannels can be m,ade avai,lable to 
relieve this dense channel loading b~ combining chann~ls currently 
assigned to other_municipal agencies;~hose utilization is not as great. 
Such an approach takes advantage of !~;!runki rig's abi 1 i ty to 111 eve1 Qut" 
th e 1 o,a d • ' '. 

,; - -- -"--

Technological, operational and econo~~ic constraints prevent many of the 
major urban areas from moving their ~ublic safety communications to the. 
900 f~Hz band in the immediate future., Howeve-r, the Selme constraints are
not affecting the other eligible us~r$ of this band. 

• Ii 

The very popu1ati6n density of these urban areas that creates the need 
fUr large public safety requirem(;:..)1ts also generates the greater numbe)" 
of non-public safety U-?ers of this spectrum. In the absenc,e of block 
allocations to assu)"e'-itile public safety users t\ge "avgilability of ch,arf
nels wheli needed, serious consideration' must be gi\!en to the possibility 0 

th'at sufficient channels will not be available when circumstances permit 
public safety agencies in the major metropolitan areas to move to the : 
900 MHz band. S~ould this prove true, then the sameBhigh level of 1n
'dividual channel loading can be eKpectgd, with the resulting lack of 
improvement in leve-l of service, whether the system is trunked or- con-
v e n t i 0 na 1 • ' 
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3.5. 1 

3.5.2 

SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT CONSIDERATIONS 

Genera 1 

T~e concept of spectrum management used by those respon~ible for the 
management of t'his vaT-l1able resource detel'lllines leve1.of "spectrum 
efficiency" that will be attained. Advances in technology notwithstand
ing, the Ihanagement co~,cept·s used will determine theext.ent tuwhich the 
spectrum will be available to satisfy the public's needs. interests, 
~onvenience, or necessity. 

The intfoduction of Docket No. 18262 revolutionized the spectrum manage p 

ment concepts th~t the Federal Communications Commission has followed 
for the past four decadRs. Recognizing some of the inherent inconsis
tencies and inefficiencies in the block allocation concept, the FCC 
launched a new and innovative approach to the assignment of frequencies 
in the 900 MHz band. It allocated '100 channels on. a nationwide basis 
for use by conventional systems, 200 channels for trunked systems, and 
held 300 channels in reserve. Section 3.5.2 of this ~eport will treat 
these spectrum management policies and their effects upon the law en
forcement community. 

Conventional System Spectrum Management 

Having dispensed with the concept of block allocations, the Cummission 
announced, in its Second Report and Order in Docket No. 18262, that 
frequencies in the 900 MHz band ~ould be assigned to applicBnts on a 
first come, first served basis and that each channel would be loaded in 
accordance with Commission standards ~ased UpOll ~umbers of mobile units 
per channel. (For detailed discussion see Chapter I.) The Commission, 
in its early public announcements regarding spectrum management at 
900 t~Hz, said that no further use would be made of service-oriented 
coordinating committees and that their seryites would not he required, 
since the selection of frequencies would ~e done by the Commission. 

Full utilization of the 900 MHz spectrum's potential is more demanding 
of careful spectrum management than any other segm~nt available to the 
land mobile community. Full use of the low noise, aensitive receiver 
front ends that makes possible the needed range of communic,tion is 
dependent upon preservation of a low noise environment in the vicinity 
of the receiver antenna. This requires that conscious efforts be made 
to prevent electromagnetic ~ollution of potential antenna 10catio~s. 
Careful selection of frequencies, based upon intermodulation calcula
tions, is necessary at each common installation site. Adequate con g 

sideration of such important engineering needs are not likily tn result 
from a mech~nistic frequency assignment process. 

The Commission, the Land Mobile Communicatio" Council (L~CC). and APeD 
subsequently acted to clarify and refine these policies and mate them 
more responsfv~ to the spectrum management needs of the land mobile 
communications coml1mnity. As a result; the Commissioll re-visited the 
subject of spectrum management at 900 MHz. Subsequent "clarifica
tions"l/ and other prtsnoul1cements by the Commissi.ol'l have indicated 
that the Commission interiQs to assure that these channel assignments 
wiTl be made cn a non-mechanical, reasonable basis. 

In April, 1977, the Commission published Docket No. 21i29 soliciting 

,Jj Clarific~tion of New Policies 'and Pra,ctiC'es Governing the Assignment and Lia.ensing (,1 

'Convcentional i Syst.ems of f;.immunication at 900 r~Hz" FCC, t10vember 24, 1976. 
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cOlnmen~s to a~sist it in arriving .at a spec;:~rum management phil'lo/sophy '. 
that Wlll satlsfy.the needs of the land mO~lle communications cdmm,unity 
and at the same tlme ensure proper protectlon of the public's v~sted 
interest in spectrum efficiency. In pursuit of solution~ to thes~ pro
blems, the Commission has shown a growing sophistication in its und~r-0 
standing of the complexities of frequency allocations in the public· 
safety sector. While the ultimate results of these deliberations cannot 
be projected at this time, every evidence indicates that the Commission 
is leaning toward again relying upon service-oriented frequency coordin
ators to assist in the complex task of relating frequency assignments ~o 
user needs. 

Concurrent with the Commission's development of growing aware'n'~ss ofl'the 
complexities of spectrum management in the field of public safetYuhas 
been its recognition of a major increase in planning sQphisti~ation 
resulting from the stimulus provided. by the LEAA. APed's Projects 13 
and l3-A Have developed planning guidelines for the development of 100g
range plans that can result in integrated, mutually supporting, compat
ible public safety systems. The complexity of publ~c safety communica
tions and the need for integratet ~ctivities and operational cocrdina
tion has mandated a modern, manags,nent-oriented approach ;t.o);communlca
tion ,system design. States are now developing goal-oriente(!j statewide 
plans in response to these guidelines. Th~ objective cf these plan$ is 
to stimulate development of systems that match the growing iechnold~y ~ 
an'd management needs of the public saf-ety agencies at all levels on, a 
statewide basis. These plans are not only intended to recognize the 
particular needs of individual communities but also to accommodate the 
mutual support responsibilities of agencies throughout a State. 

In addition to these Qperati-onal needs for coordinat)ion, these plans 
are being developed wit~ the objective of optimizing sp~ctrum utiliza
tion. They are further intended to insure compati;bility of equipment 
between related agencies. They have as objectives the assurance that 
individual agencies throughout the various political jurisdictiorfs will 
evolve their systems in a manner that satisfies the needs of those 
agencies an~ their political jurisdjctfons in a manner compatible with 
the ultimate evolutionary goals of the .$tatewide system. The intent 
of these plans is to assist the individual systems to gro.w so as t<'P be 
mutually supportive of other systems, rather than in conflict With them. 

Spectrum efficiency is only one, albeit vital a consideration iri th~ 
development·of thess plans. They are not written by the FCC, rior~re ' 
they.'prepared only in response to its needs. They art: preparecl by il,l
dividuals responsible to the community's taxpayers and responsiy~t~! 
the needs of these taxpayers. Thes~ Plans are by necessity of: long-i, 
term impl~mentation. In addition to spectrum management and operatirin
al needs, they also respond to legal .mandatesestablished by the legis
lative }~aders of the individual communi,ties and other statutory re
qU'i,rements often beyond the perogatives of federal a,gende's or, in som~ 
instances, even the state government. ' 

It is impo'rtant:, that the Commission's regulatory decisions a:l'fd pfoce
dures take notice·of these plans. It is also important that the Com
~iss10n be'assured that reasonable consideration has'beeh given in the 
development of these planf\:~d: systems to the needs of spe<;:trum efficien-.: 
cy. By mutual cooperat'ion of the LEAA andtJte FCC, steps a;fe now being 
taken to satis,\f these needs. -. ""'-'::", 

The 900 MHz portion may be 'the last"fr'ontier of the rand mobile"coni'mun
. ity. There dO,\esnot appear~to be a\~y rema~'ning, as yet.un~appe'd,Jlor
c'tion of the spectrum that hats the propagatlon charaFtenstlcs needed to 

accommodate land mobile'\communication needs. 'fIt is vUal, the'refore, 
that the spectrum management conceptG emplQxed possess th'e means to , 
aCl;ommodate both present a'ndfutiJre requirements of the publ,ic'scf-'fety 
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users within this portion of the spectrum. 

A major objective of the publit safety community, ~articularly at 
900 MHz, is formal recognition by the Commission that arbitrary, mechan
istic approaches to spettrum management cannot satisfy the complex and 
highly integrated requirements for long-range planning and modern oper
ations in public safety communications. Once this is recognized, then 
the next step is to develop th6se new mechanisms and resources needed to 
assure orderly implementation of future planned systems. 

Trunked System Spectrum Management 

The current regulatory environment of trunked systems in the land ~obile 
radio service is sparse, since hardware is not available and experlence 
is, therefore, nil. 

Regardless, two policies directly affect trunked systems in the Commis
sion's present 900 MHz rules. The first reserves 200 of the 300 chan
nels presently a\3ilab1e for assignment to trurked systems. The second 
requires that any 900 MHz system requiring assignment of more than five 
channels be trunked. 

The first of these policies has little immediate impact in view of the 
100 channels available for assignment to conventional systems. It does 
give notice, however, of the Commission's determination to promote the 
trunked systems concept. This poses a problem to the development of 
long-range plans by large municipalities. In the major population cen
ters there is concern by law e~forcement agencies that the few (100) 
con v e n t ion a 1 ch ann e 1 s pro v ide d w ill b e qui c k 1 y o.C cup i e d by the m 0 ref i s -
cally flexible, profit~oricnted elements of the land mobile communica
tion com~unity before the future public safety communication needs for 
conventional channels can be planned and implemented. 

This proclem is particularly troublesome in light of the possibly 
questionable applicability of trunked system technology to many public 
safety communicatioIT requirements. In view of the present status of 
trunked syste'm development, and in view of the cost benefit considera
tions discussed in Section 3.4, current long-range pla~ning must rely 
on the assumpt~on that conventional channels will ba available in suf
ficient numbers to satisfy the communities' needs until such time in the 
future as cost effective trunked systems are developed. Since 100 con
ventional channels seem unlikely to be sUfficient for the needs of the 
other land mobile users in many densely populated locations during the 
next decade, public safety users must rely upon eventual access to con
ventional channels in the reserve pool at such time as their needs are 
adequately demonstrated. 

The mandatory requirement for trunking of those systems needing more 
than five channels has a present, chilling effect. Those agencies, 
long strapped for necessary communication support, now find themselves 
in a "Catch-a2" situation. Pressing ne~ds spring from growing popula
tions demanding larger and more effective tommunication systems. Lack 
of adequate spectrum in the lower bands has prevented the needed expan
sion of existing systems. Now that added spectrum has been made avail
a~le at 900 MHz for'mu1tichanne1, high performance systems, the Commis
si.on has .. nevertheJess mandated use of trun~~d techniques in those sys
tems that require capabilities for such performance {more than 5 chan
nels). But trunked technology is not available today, and th~ expected 
costs, possible operational complexity, and technological risks make it 
appear to be an unattractive solution until an operational system has 
been succassfully demonstrated. , 

A further problem a5sociated with the mandatory requirement for trunking 
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of more' than five channels is the inhibition it places ort the rationa1 
growth of systems. A 5-channel system has a practical limit on expan
sion, for if it should have to grow to more than five channels, eXisting 
equipment might have to be replaced with trunked equipment. Such a ' 
policy, if stringently enforced, would make the 900 MHz spectru~ of 
little use to medium-sized law enforcement agenci~s (300 or so vehicles) 
in the solution of their present day problems. ~ 

SPECIALIZED MANAGEMENT APPROACHES 

Management of Conventional Systems 

Technical considerations associated with implementation of conventional 
type 900 MHz public safety systems present no management problems sig
nificantly different fl~om those presented by lower frequency systems. 
fhe addition of still one more band using equipment that cannot cover 
lower band frequencies further complicates the exis~ing interagency 
coordination problem. This is a situation long experienced at lower 
frequencies. The problem is not different; only its scale has ~hanged. 

The frequency assignment policies now being followed by the FCC m~y re
quire the development of new management relationships among channel
sharing agencies. Under ~resent policy, agencies having fewer than the 
number of mobile units nece~'dry to fully load a channel ~ay b~ required 
to share that channel with other agencies. Such sharing can p~esent 
special management problems that must be solved to assure compitible 
operation on a non-interfering basis. Some agencies are now using these 
techniques on the VHF and UHF bands as tools to improve coordination and 
to reduce costs. Consolidated and cooperative dispatch centers are be~ 
coming more prevalent. ~ 

For many valid reasons there has been little use by publirJ safety agen
cies of "community repeater" type service prvovided by vendors or entr~
preneurs. While many of the consolidated and/or cooper&tive dispatch 
organizations have features similar to the community repeater type of 
operation, management and control is vested in tax-sup~orted agencies. 
The reasons for this include: responsibility to elected officials; 
compliance with legal requirements; reliability of se~vi~; and stand-
ardization of procedures, jus~ to ~ame a few. . 

Management of Trunked Systems 

The nature of trun.ked sys.tems is such to require largei:capital invest,.,. 
ment. The hoped-for spectru~ efficiencies can only be obtained by sys
tems employing many hundteds of mobile and portable units. There is 
unly'a relatively small i\lImber of public safety agencies of suCh large 
dimensions. 

The FCC rec ogn i z edth is re 1 at ions hi PQe t\ofeen speet rume'ffi c iency and 
the size of a trunked system in it~ Docket No. 18262 proceedings and 
estahlished the SpeCial Hobile Radio System (SMRS) concept descY'ibed in 
Chapters I and II. Such a ~oncept could make posstble the implementa
tion of single, large, trunked system,s ~,hat provide base station facil
itie~ for ~roups of licensable agencies. By serving the needs of many 
us~ng agencies through a s~n~le base station sys~em, the.neededecon: , 
OmleS of scate maY' be attalnable. Through ,such lntegratl'on of users the 
possibilities of increased sp~ctrum effi~lency are enhanced. Howev2r F 

the·imm~di~te app}ication may:be limited by the nec~~sity of single 
transmitter sites. (See Section 3.4.3.1, Pag~ 3.15.)' 

-."~, 
The nature of a trunked system~ with itse continti\8usly o~;rating control 
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channel and associated group addreSsing, permits a number of operational 
possibilities heretofore not possible. Such systems would possess the 
ability to configure the network to meet varying needs Qf the users on 
a moment's notice. This can be done simply by adjusting the priority 
of certain groups of users at the system control point. All of these 
features allow the possibility of ~entralized managemet., responsive to 
the policies and direction of that level of government having overall 
responsibility for and authority over all users of the system. 

A special feature of the trunked system concept is the individual sys
tem integrity and privacy possible, despite the common use of RF chan
nels. Since system users only receive those. transmissions addressed to 
units with authorized addresses, group privacy is assured by restrict
ing address assignments so that other users of the same ~hanDels a~e ex
cluded. Thug, each user group has access to the system as if it were 
completely private and dedicated only to his organization. 

The FCC authorized profit-making entrepreneurs to provide these SMRS 
services but does not limit their licensing to only profit-making enti
ties. It is reasonable that a unit of government could establish a tax
supported agency to provide SMRS services limited to those activities 
under its direct jurisdiction. No SMRS has been licensed to provide 
such Services to date. 

Until trunked system hardware has been made available and trunked sys
tems implementation begun, there seems little motivation to initiate 
such management approaches. Should use of trunked techniques become 
widespread, the SMRS appears to be a viable vehicle by which their capi
tal costs could .be shared by an appropriate number of using agencies. 

NEEDED EQUIPMENT CAPABILITIES 

General 

The opening of the 900 MHz spectrum to the land mobile community pre
sents an opportunity for the introd4ction of significant functional 
inhovations in public ~afety commu~'cation equipment. The step function 
advance in technology initiated by the opening of this new portion of 
the spectrum and the innovative spectrum utilization concepts implemen
ted simultaneously, provide a s~ecial opportunity to incorporate a num
ber of additional features, long sought by the public safety cbmmunity. 
in forthcoming equipment. 

The following discussion of desired capabilities is the result nf in
depth analysis of needs developed by the professional membershfp of 
APCD. These expressed needs are a distillation of the comments. sugges
tions and presentations provided by representatives of the APCa member
ship at seminars held around the country. 

Needed Technologies 

3.7J2." Trunked Systems Signa" ing Standards 

() 

As descrit}ed in Section 2 of this Chapter, there are several currently 
envisioned approaches to the development of trunked technologies. As 
o'f the time of writing. at least two major manufacturers now propose 
trunked systems equipment. It is certainly foreseeable that, in re
sponse to the stimulus of the FCC. many manufacturers will eventually 
participate in the development of trunked systems fdr the land mobile 
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radio comniunity. -Even though this equipment may not be available' in th'~ 
immediate future for application to public safety communication ne~ds, 
its ultimate wide-spread use is inevitable. barring major chang~s in FCC 
policy. 

Least cost procurement is an inherent requirement of. and a continuing 
problem to, tax-supported agencies in the public safety iommunication 
field. This results in a national policy to stimulate maximum vendor 
competition in tax-supported procurements. 

Competitive efforts bf the several vendors now developing trunked sys~ 
tems are both technologically and economically helpful. It is to be" 
hoped that competition can continue to expand in the years to come.' 
However. this technological competition should not be permitted to d~
velop to the point that it becomes self-defeating, Under present condi
tions. an agency that procures a trunked system from a vendor is for
ever after locked into a sale source procurement posjtion with that yen
dor in the event of need to expand or improve its basic system. Once an 
agency has procured a system from one vendor. that vendor would be tWe ( 
only commercial entity in a position to provide additional equipment 
compatible with its basic system. 

This problem can be alleviated in the same manner the Commission has 
used to stimulate competition in other services -- through the promul
gation of technological system standards. Just as the Commission has 
established television broadcasting system standards so'that all manu
facturers' equipments are capable of operating within the basic syst~m. 
so should the Commission establish system technological standards fo~ 
trunked systems. 

These standards. developed after extensive testing, ~~alysis ~nd con
sultation, should define the: software language and system/operational 
philosophies to assure that all vendors' equipments could tie competi
tively introduced into existing systems. 

An ancillary but no less important need for this 5tandardization is to 
permit compatibility between' adjacent systems. 

Within the public safety field there is an operational requirement for 
immediate and intimate coordination among manyralated services and 
agencies. Should a babel-like plethora of technologies be permit~ed .to 
be ran*omly implemented. then the ultimate result of the introduction of 
trunked technology into the public safety field could "b't! the erection .of 
~~!~alabletechnological barriers between contiguous ageneies. 

3.7.2.2 Portable Radios for Trunked Systems 

If the trunked system concepts are to be fully useful to the, ... publ'ic 
safet,) community, portable'radios meeting current physical and opera
tional criteria must be available for use in su~h systems. The.te~h
nology needed to provi de'trunked capabi 1 i ties in mbbi 1 e sY,stems is . 
either at hand or under development (se,~ Chapter II). How'ever~' the" . 
incorpora.tion of this technolo'gy in the/small ph,Ylsical site an.Q withOthe 0 
low power consumpti on r.equi red tor porta!)l e equi pments Has not yet been' 
demonstrated. " :.," 

I"~ 

The complexity of the technical problems to be solved will ~e signifi
cantly affectec\ QY the configuration of the system in which the por't'able 
units must operate .. The (lumber of channels "on which the portab.1e mu~t 
operate. the complexity of it~ logic. the battery life expected, and , 
other, circuit require'ments will be grea-tly determined by the organiz~.,. 
tion of the entire trunked system. 0 0 
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It is necessary, therefore, that together with basic trunked systems 
developm~nt, parallel programs"be instituted to assure the eventual 
availability of portable units capable of operating with these systems. 

3.7.2.3 Single Point Test Capabilities 

The development of standardized, single point test philosophies will be 
especially compatible with the 900 MHz technology. The promulgation of 
a standard plug design and pin configuration would permit the develop
ment of univel'sal test sets, compatible with equipment provided by any 
vendor. Such a single point test philosophy would result in significant 
reduction of maintenance costs and equipment-down times by making pos
sible the rapid identification of defective sub-assemblies. The re
placement of dsfective sub-assemblies. with their eventual repair by 
skilled technicians with specialized facilities, would greatly simplify 
the rdutine maintenance problems associated with modern, sophisticated 
equipment. 

3.8 TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR DATA SYS1EMS 

There is nothing inherent within the ~OO MHz spectrum that precludes its 
use for data transmission. A 900 MHz mobile data system has been in 
operation (Chicago Police Department) for some time. The previous dis
cussions regarding propagation and technology for voice systems apply 
equally to data transfer systems. However, data systems are more strin~ 
gent regarding continuity of coverage. A data system lacks the ability 
to integrate intelligence and extrapolate between known factors possess
ed by a voice communications network. When the data system signal drops 
out the information is lost, and either an incomplete transmission re
sults or the transmission must be repeated. Therefore, the coverage 
phenomena described previously as "picket fencing" must be resolved if 
:i data s,ystem is to provide the degree of reliable service needed. A 
reliable, high speed data system demands a degree of reliable coverage 
for which the system must be designed. 

3.9 RELIABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY CONSIDERATIONS 

There is no inher~nt reason why 900 MHz equipment should be less reli
tble than equipment on the lower bands. Given a reasonable level o~ 
experience and system "ringing out", it can be expected that 900 MHz 
systems will prove to be highlY reliable in the public safety environ
ment. As a matter of fact, since they represent a new generation of 
technology, many innovrtive component features are now being incorpor
ated in such systems. A continuing increase in use of microelectronics 
and chtp technology is improving the reliability of all modern communi
cat ion seq u i pm e n t . The r e f.o r e, i t can bee x p e c ted t hat 9 a a MHz e qui pm e n t 
will be as reliable if not more reliable than present day equipment, not 
because it is 900 MHz but rather b~cause it will employ the latest tech
niques of ever-improving technology. 

Much of the 900 MHz t~chnology is the same as in lower bands. Modula
tion, IF, RF! audio circuits, power and control cabling, are gen~rally 
the same as used at lower bands. However, the final transmitter RF am
plifier, the receiver front end circuitry, and the antenna coaxial 
cable concepts may ~nvolve changes. The techniques are similar to 
those used at 450 MHz, if perhaps somewhat more demanding. Particular 
attefttion will be required to RF coaxial cable connector cable install
ations. Defects that would have minor effects at VHF and be merely a 
source of rBduced performance at UHF, can make a system completely in
operative at 900 MHz. 
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Most present test equipment designed for VHF will either work at these 
frequencies or can be adapted. Technicians familiar with UHF should 
have little difficulty learning 900 MHz systems. 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

CHAPTER I V 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The preceding Chapters have described the regulatory and administrative 
background of the opening of the 900 MHz spectrum for use by the land 
mobile community. They have presented the technolOgical, economic, and 
management factors that affect the application of these frequencies to 
the communication needs of the public saf.ety community, and they have 
described what these needs are and how such factors can be applied to 
these needs. . 

This Chapter presents the conclusions and re~ommendations that ~esult 
from analysis of the considerations presented in the preceding Chapters 
by the APCO membership as represented by their project participants and 
elected officers. They relate the application of the 900 MHz spec-
trum to law enforcement communications problems, under the conditions 
defined by the FCC in its Docket No. 18262 proceedings. Since law en-.· 
forcement communications are an inherent part of the tota~ public safety 
communications environment, some conclusions presented wi)l be expressed 
in terms of all public safety communications needs. This does not imply 
that such conclusions might have limited applications to law enforcement 
systems, but rather, that they apply to the total public safety communi- _ 
cations problem, including law enforcement needs,· 

There are four broad areas under which conclusions are presented. These 
are the technological suitabilitY,of 90a MHz to the land ~obile problem, 
the role of trunked systems in improving spectrum availability, the role 
of trunked systems in enhancing operational capabilities, and the effect 
of the present regulatory environment on 900 MHz system implementation. 
Each of these areas has its own set of conclusions that pertain to 
specific considerations. 

Clear, absolute boundaries between the four fundamental sections are not 
always possible, There are numerous interrelationships between the 
conclusions reached under each of the four major headings. Such rela-
tionships serve well to demonstrat~ how complex are the elements ~f this P 
subject. Regulatory policies regarding frequency ~oordination may be 
significantly dependent upon technological~cons1derations affecting . 
equipment performance. Spectrum conservation considera~ions resulting 
from the introduction of trunked concepts-may be closely related to the 
degree of improved operational capability they provide and that there-
fore justifies their cost to the taxpayer. 

In the interest of brevity, each conclusion is supported by a summary 
statement of the ratipnfile leading to its development. For completJ 
justification, the re~d~r is referrfd to the preceding Chapters. The 
recommendations that spring logically from these conclusions are pre-, . 
sented following the associated conclusions. For the convenience of £h~ 
reader, the recommendations are summariz.ed at the end of the C'hapter. 
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CONCLUSIDN;:, 

TECHNOLOGICAL SUITABILITY OF 900 MHz 

The technical characteristics of the 900 MHz spectrum are suitable for 
use by public safety communications agencies. The propagation phenom
ena associated w'ith this portion of the spectrum, coupled with current 
developments of equipment suitable for these frequencies, provide a 
significant contribution to spectrum availability for public safety 
communications networks. Coverage achievable closely parallels th~t 
attaj~ed in the lower portion of the UHF spectrum. (See Section 4.i.3.) 

Recommendation: Public safety communications system designers consider 
use of the 900 MHz spectrum in developing new systems, making additions 
to present systems, and the development of future plans. 

The somewhat shorter range of propagation to be expected using the 
900 MHz spectrum, compared to the lower frequencies, together with the 
improved building penetration and shadow fill-in coverage attainable, 
indicates that these frequencies are particularly attractive in urban 
areas. They might also be suitable for suburban and rural areas due to 
the lack of availability of lower frequencies or other system-related 
considerations. 

Recommendation: Those urban areas confronted with building penetration 
or shadow effect problems consider planning to implement 900 MHz sys
tems at such time as replacement of existing systems becomes feasible. 
Such plans should be filed with the FCC at the earliest appropriate mom
ent. 

The operational impact of the propagation characteristics of the 900 MHz 
spectrum are not precisely known at this time. The effects that "picket 
fencing" and deep Iho1es" might have on operational procedures and the 
specific engineering criteria that may be required to overcome these 
problems have not yet been documented. Several law enforcement communi
cations systems using these frequencies have been or are being imple
mented. The experience gained with these systems will be of great 
assistance to other network designers in the future. 

Recommendation: A study be conducted to assemble the knowledge gained 
from experience with these newly implemented systems to make this know1-
~dge available to all public safety agencies. 

The proper performance of a 900 MHz system is dependent upon prevention 
of noise pollution of the environment. If 1M products and other noise 
sources are permitted to proliferate, the usefulness of 900 MHz will b~ 
Sig'iiificantly reduced. 

Recommendation: Site management programs be developed to preve~t noise 
pollution th~t might affect use of 900 MHz systems in the future. 

Technology is now available for conventional 900 MHz law enforcement 
communications ~ystems. Major vendors' catalogs now list 900 MHz base 
station and mobile equipment similar to that available on lower bands .. 
M,anufacturing costs are quoted as being approximately 10% to 20% higher 
than lower band equipment. No portable units are presently listed as 
available. Those agencies considering 900 MHz early implementation must 
therefore ex~lude the portable concept until portable units become 
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available some time in the future, or resort to erossband operation. 

Recommendation: The vendor community ~~oceed with the early development 
of 900 MHz portable equipment. 

The availability of optimum 900 MHz sites maj be limited in a given com
m~nity. High antenna locations are necessary to provide req~i~ed cover
age, whi 1 e long transmi ss i on lines betwe,en tr.ansmi tters or red'ei vers and 
their associated antennae degrade system performance. Therefore, prac
tical considerations suggest increased emphasis upon the use of tall 
buildings and mountaintop sites for transmitter/receiver locations. 

Recommendation: Those agencies foreseeing the possible uie of 900 MHz 
should plan early to reserve necessary facilities atop existing or 
planned sites and to implement appropriate site management measures. 
(See Section 4.2.4.) p 

Conventional 900 MHz equipment will not present maintenanc~ require
ments significantly different from those posed by UHF syst'll:ms~900 MHz 
systems use technologies similar to ~resent UHF technology, requiring 
somewhat more care in their application. Those agencies familiar with 
UHF systems maintenance and operation should experience litt1e diffi
culty in the transition to 900 MHz. 

Recommendation: Agencies employing 900 .MHz systems utilize p':';)sonnel 
familiar with UHF maintenance techniques. 

4.3 THE ROLE OF TRUNKED SYSTEMS IN IMPROVED SPECtRUM UTI Ll.LATION 

4.3.1 

4.3.2 

4.3.3 

Precise means of determining the number of frequencies needed to provide 
a required level of service using trunked te~hnqlogies ~as not been dem
onstrated. Present calculations are based on telephone experience and· 
do not necessarily reflect the unique needs of the service required 
by complex law enforcement command/control communications systems. 
Therefore, the number of channels needed in a trunked system cannot be 
predicted with the accutacy necessary for law enforc~ment system design 
until operational experience has been obtained. 

Recommendation: Develop a demonstration law enforcement trunked system 
in which different levels af system perfotmance that are the result of 
variations in the number of,trunked channels available under va~ious 
operaiional condit~ons can be measured. 

, 
Under appropriate conditions, trurtkerl systems can provide Significant . 
increased capability (see Chapter III and Section 4.4). Their cost~ may 
be exp~cted to be higher than .conventional. systems, ~he amount depen~~ 
fng upon design features incorporated. While the in~ividual mobile 
units may be more expensive, some savings can accrue from the reduced 
number of base station transmitters and satellite .receivers that might 
result from the fewer f~equencies needed. 

Recommendation: Implement a demonstrati~n program under which actual 
cost figures tan be determined. Those c'ost elements now associated 
with development risks that are incorpor~ted in current, trunking,systems 
estimates could then be eliminated. Q 

The amount of spectrum usage improvement to be eipected from trunked 
system implementation is a function of the nufuber,of users of the sys-
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4.3.6 

4.3.7 

4.3.~ 

tern. Very little can be gained by trunking systems of 300 1/ or fewer 
units. No upper limit on the number of units a trunked system might 
accommodate has been demonstrated. 

Reco~ndati~: Those large. heavily loaded metropolitan systems 
approaching saturation should not plan trunked systems (not considering 
possible operational advantages) except when sufficient frequencies can 
be incorporated in the system to reduce channel loading below satura~ 
tion levels. 

Heavily loaded major metropolitan systems will benefit from trunked 
technologies only if less heavily loaded frequencies are incorporated. 
(See 4.3.4.) Those communities with heavily loaded law enforcement com
munications systems can be expected to derive spectrum benefit from 
trunking if other municipal agencies, having either less heaVily loaded 
systems or different times of maximum utilization (peak load period) are 
incorporated into the system. 

Recommendation: Major metropolitan areas initiate comprehensive 10ng
range planning'for the ultimate development of combined communications 
systems. . 

No one community can be expected to assume costs associated with the 
research and development needed to implement the innovative technologies 
associated with trunked systems. A selected community might provide 
facilities and personnel and assume certain hardware-related costs 
associated with the equipment to be used by the community. Those costs 
associated with the technology transfer aspects of such systems, to in~ 
clude feasibility studies, functional requirements development, dnd 
test and evaluation, are the responsibility of the federal government. 

Recommendation: The federal government participate in a development 
and demonstration program of tr~nked systems technologies as descr~bed 
in Chapter V of this Report. 

Trunked public safety systems should only b~ installed where improved 
system performance will result. The taxpayers of the individual com
munities should not be required to bear additional costs of trunked 
systems implementation solely to attain the objectives of improved 
"spectrum efficiency". If the only justification for a specific trunked 
system is improved spectrum utilization which, in turn, means making , 
available channels for some other (perhaps non-tax supported) use, then 
the propriety of expenditure of these tax-provided mon'i,es is question
able. It is even more questionable to require such expenditures in 
areas where eventual spectrum congestion within the radius of coverage 
of the public safety system is only remotely c,onceivable. 

Recommendation: The decision to implement trunked technologies in a 
public safety system deSign be based upon the needs of the system and 
the community involved, not upon an arbitrary standard established for 
general appli~ation. 

The development of trunked portable equipment may be costly and time
consuming. The physical Size and battery life constrairrts imposed on 
portable equipments pose significant challenges to the engineering of 

---"-I,"'" ----! 
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~uch equipments. Given the foreseeable, li~ited market for such equip
ments, it is likely to be some time before the vendor community risks 
the engine~ring and development costs necessary to provide such equip-
ment. ' 

Recommendation: A program be initiated by the federal government to 
develop trunked portable 900 MHz equipment. Specific performance cri
teria for these units would be determined by the demonstration program 
specified in Section 4.3.6 above. 

Trunked systems are presently best suited. to those commun~ties that can 
be served from single base station sites. While it is not practical at 
the present time to use trunked technologies in conjunction with mul
tiple site repeater type systems, studies indicate that trunked technol
ogies would be-compatible with "simulcasting" techniques; "simulcastin~n 
at 900 MHz has not been demonstrated in a practical environment. This 
does not imply that satellite receiver concepts are not compatible with 
trunked technologies. ' 

Recommendation: A program should be initiated to demonstrate simulcast
ing at 900 MHz in connection with trunked systems. 

POTENTIAL FOR IMPROVED OPERATI ONAl CAPAB I LIT! ES US ING TRUNKED SYSTEMS 
'" 

The digital addressing techniques inherent in currently conceived 
trunked system conc~pts provide the potential for significant advances 
in the operation and control of law enforcement communications systems. 
Digital addressing techniques can be applied to system design in a num
per of ways. Many of th~se techniques can provide totally new approach
es to law enforcement communication system configurat~on, manag~ment ~nd 
operation. A major problem with this new array of potential tedhniques 
is the need to select for implementation those that best provide the 
needed capabilities in a realistic and cost effective manner. 

Recommendation: A study phase be incorporat~d in the demonstration 
program ( see Section 4.3.2) to identify the specific functional capa
bilities made pos~ibleusing trunked techniques in a model operational 
law enforcement communications system. ' 

A d~monstration trunked system can provide information regarding channel 
loading~ channel utilization, peak load requirements, emergency require
ments, and the number of channels required to support a sp~cif1c agency 
under various operational situations. Such data could provide the basis 
for many calculations, heretofore unavailable, needed to provide a~ ob
jective basis for spectrum management decisions. 

Recommend'a ti on: The trunked system:/ demonstrat i on program (see Sect i on 
4.3.2) include a. tlearly ident;'fied test program and the associat~)d re
sources needed to accumulate that factual data necessary to provide the 
basis for future system design and spectr~m management decisions. 

In the absence of nationally established standards, trunked system 
development by different vendors will result in noncompatible systems. 
It can be expected that the current command channel languages developed 
by different vendors will be incompatible with eachoth~r. Unless the 
regulatory agencies specify a standardixed language format for system 
organixation, the introduction of trunked technologies·will eventually 
result in a major problem of system compatibility, 
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Recommendation: The FCC adopt a standard command channel format fbr 
t~unked systems to assure system compatibility. 

EFFEtTS OF THE REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT ON 900 MHz SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

The implementation of the 900 MHz system requires detailed engineering 
and frequency coordination. Successful use of these frequencies depends 
to a significant extent upon the lack of noise pollution. The problems 
of frequency selection and 1M minimization ·can become- extremely complex. 
The.refore, RF power 1 evel, antenna locations and heights, freq uency se
le~tion and other factors must be carefully considered to suit the tech
nical and operational needs of each installation. 

Recommendation: The FCC Rules reflect the needs for local coordination 
for each 900 MHz license application. 

The ~ole of cellular systems will not be significant in serving public 
safety radio needs in the foreseeable future. Notwithstanding the 
present developmental effort, it will be a number of years before such 
systems are implemented throughout much of the country. The nature of 
law enforcement radio eommunication systems is significantly different 
from the public switched telephone network. Law enforcement radio sys
tems are configured to provide routine dispatch service and also command 
control support. They must be capable of handling routine and emergency 
traffic. The need to recognize the priority of public safety communica
tions makes it impractical to share channels or facilities with users 
from the general public. 

Recommendation: The role of cellular systems in support of public 
safety requirements be considered only when such systems have been im
plemented and have demonstrated the degree of technical sophistication, 
reliability, and capability suitable to the needs of the ,public safety 
community. 

The SMRS concept can provide a useful tool for the management of commun
ity-wide tax-supported systems. This concept provides one more approach 
to a~sist the present trend toward consolidated and cooperative systems. 
It should receive consideration when trunked systems become more common. 

Recommendation: Public safety users initlate a policy to support the 
SMRS co~cept wherever determined appropriate. (See Section 3.6.) 

The present standards for conventional and trunked system channel load
ing fail to reflect the needs of spectrum management or the user. Cur
rent standards are based upon unsupported estimates and found&d on ad
ministrative convenience. They do not relate to the user·s operational 
doctrines, philosophies or to the community·s needs. They can permit 
inadvertent wastage of the spectrum on one hand and inhibit agency oper
ation on the o~her. 

Recommendation: The FCC develop channel loading standards that reflect 
those considerations needed to measure the level of servjce ~equired by 
the using agencies. 

The requirement to implement trunked systems now contained in the Rules 
does not reflect the needed operational capabilities, the responsibil
ities of tax-supported agencies for cost effective design, or provide 
for the flexibility needed to configure system design to user needs. 
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Recommendation: The requirement for trunked system implementation in 
the public safety sector be removed from the Rules and provisions made 
for trunked systems implementation based upon a case-by-case analysis 
of the needs of the using agency. 

The rules pertaining to licensing of 900 MHz systems have been developed 
on a generalized nationwide basis and therefore may not be optimum in a 
specific application. The problems associated with licensing of such 
systems vary significantly in different portions of the country. Avai~
able channels are rapidly being consumed in the densely populated urban 
areas. These are the same areas of high crime rate where sophisticated 
communications systems of the future will be required. On the other 
hand, there are many communities whose geographic and demographic situ
ation makes inconceivable the foreseeable saturation of the 900 MHz 
spectrum. Ye~ both types of communities are bound by the same rules 
requiring trunking systems implementation, and one-by-one channel 
assignments, to attain an arbitrary standard of channel loading. (See 
Section 4.5.5.) 

Recommendation~ The Commission's Rules requiring trunked systems at 
900 MHz should be revised to recognize the different spectrum alloca
tion problems and needs in different portions of the country having 
different geographic and demographic situations. 

The Commission's Rules currently make little provision fo~ the implemen
tation of planned systems. Consequently, they inhibit long~range com
munic:.tions systems plamling. Large scale, sophisticated systems that 
are configured to optimize utilization of spectrum while concurrently 
satisfying the users' operational needs are time-consuming to prepare, 
approve, fund and implement. They must be developed based upon the 
availability of specific frequencies, and such frequencies must be re
served so that they are available when the plan is implemented. 

Recommendation: The FCC assign resources necessary to review, approve 
and monitor the implementation of long-range plans .. Procedures be eS
tablished to protect the integrity of such plans by recogni~ing their 
frequency requirements during the period of their implementation. 

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

Technological Suitability of 900 MHz 

• Public safety communications system designers consider use of the 
900 MHz spectrum in developing new systems, making additions to present 
systems, and the devRlopment of future plans. 

• Those urban areas confronted with building penetration or shadow effect 
problems consider planning to implement 900 MHz systems at such time as 
replacement of existing systems becomes feasible.· ,Such plans should be 
filed with the FCC at the earliest appropriate moment. , 

• A study be conducted to assemble thp knowledge gained'from experience 
with these newly implemented systems ~o make this knowledge available 
to all public safety agencies. 

• Site management programs be developed to prevent noise pollution that 
might affect use of 900 MHz systems in the future. 
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• The vendor community proceed with the early development of 900 MHz port
able equipment 

• Those agencies foreseeing the possible use of 900 MHz should plan e~rly 
to reserve necessary facilities atop existing or planned sites and to 
implement appropriate site management measures. 

• Agencies employing 900 MHz systems utilize personnel familiar with UHF 
maintenance techniques. 

• Develop a demonstration law enforcement trunked system in which differ
ent levels of system performance that are the result of variations in 
the number of trunked channels available under various operational con
ditions can be measured. 

• Implement a demonstration program under which actual cost figures ~an 
be determined. Those cost elements now associated with development 
risks that are incorporated in current trunking systems estimates could 
then be eliminated. 

• In those systems in which a single agency lacks a sufficient number of 
uits to justify the application of trunked techniques, give consider
a, .on to combining compatible users, other factors permitting. Such 
communities foreseeing future needs for increased communications capa
bility should begin plannin~ for cooperative trunked system de~elopment. 

• Those large, heavily loaded metropolitan systems approaching saturation 
should not plan trunked systems (not considering possible operational 
advantages) except when sUfficient frequencies can be incorporated in 
the system to reduce channel l6ading below saturation levels. 

• Major metropolitan areas initiate comprehensive long-range planning for 
the ultimate development of combined communications systems. 

• The federal government participate in a development and demonstration 
program of trunked systems technologies as described in Chapter V of 
this Report. 

• The decision to implement trunked technologies in a public safety sys
tem design be based upon the needs of the system and the community in
volved, not upon an arbitrary standard established for general applica
tion. 

• A program be initiated by the federal government to develop trunked 
portable 900 MHz equipment. Specific performance criteria for these 
units would be determined by the demonstration program'specified in 
Section 4.3.6 above. 

• A program should be initiated to demonstrate si~ulcasting at 900 MHz in 
connection with trunked systems. 

• A study phase be incorporated in the demo~strition program to identify 
the specific functional capabilities made possible using trunked tech
niques in a model oper~tional law enforcement communications system. 

• The trunked system demonstration progl'am include a clearly identified 
. test program and the associated resources needed to accumulate that 
factual data necessary to provide the basis for future system design 
and spectrum management decisions. 

• The FCC adopt a standard command channel format for trunked systems to 
assure system compatibility. 
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• The FCC Rules reflect the needs for local coordination for each 900 MHz 
license application. 

• The role of cellular systems in suppo~t of public safety ~equirements be 
considered only when such systems have been implemented and have demon
strated the degree of technical sophistication, reliability, and capa
bility suitable to the needs of the public safety community. . 

• Public safety users initiate a policy to support the SMRS concept where
ever determined appropriate. 

• The FCC develop channel loading standards that reflect those consider
ations needed to measure the level of service required by the using 
agencies. 

• The requirement for trunked system implementation in the public safety 
sector be removed from the Rules and provisions made for trunked sys
tems implementation based upon a case-by-case an~lysis of the ~eeds of 
the using agency. 

• The Commission's Rules requiring trunked systems at 900 MHz should be 
revised to recognize the different spectrum allocation problems and 
needs in different portions of the country having different geographic 
and demographic situations. 

• The FCC assig~ resources necessary to review, approve and monitqr the 
implementation of long-range plans. Procedures be established to pro
tect the integrity of such plans by recognizing their frequency require
ments during the period of their implementation. 
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CHAPTER V 

THE DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM 

INTRODUCTION 

General 

The preceding Chapters of this study develop the conclusion that th~ 
900 MHz spectrum will provide a necessary and valuable resource for 
public safety communications. Propagation phenomena associated with 
this portion of the spectrum offer potentially attractive characteris
tics for its use in both urban and suburban communities. Benefits t'o be 
derived from the application of trunked system technologies offer an 
opportunity to enhance the operational capabilities of public safety 
systems and the possibility of improved spectrum utililation. However, 
a trunked system has yet to be configured and tested in an operational 
law enforcement environment. 

Though technology is available, the design and implementation of an 
initial system involves innovation. As with any untried technology, 
engineering problems must be resolved and implementation difficulties 
overcome during installation of the first operational system. The opti
mum configuration that fully exploits trunked concepts potential for 
improved operational capabilities can 'only be determined by designing a 
system to meet a specific need and then building and evaJuating that 
system's performance. 

The practical demonstration of an operating system will be of benefit 
to all potential users throughout the United States. DeveJopment of the 
operating procedures, engineering data, operational concepts, and sys
tem performance standards associated with such systems will provide sub
sequent systems designers with the necessary foundation upon which they 
can base the design of futUre ~ystems that satisfy their individual 
needs. 

The risks and cost~ associated with the implementation of an initial 
trunked, 900 MHz system are beyond the responsibilities of an individual 
local community. Only th~ federal government is in a position to pro
vide the initiative, resources, and level of responsibilit~ nceded to 
resolve these issu~s in a manner having application to all potential 
users. The federal government's role in developing technologies for use 

-by communiti~s throughout the country gives it responsibility for es
tablishing the objectives of a development program, monitoring program 
implementation, evaluating results. and disseminating the technological 
knowledge obt~ined. 

The nature of trunked systems is such tha~ large amounts nf redundant 
mobile equipment are required in a syste~ large enough to illustrate 
the principles involved and to demonstra~ the objectives sought. Once 
such a ~ystem has reached an operational ~tatus and its test and eval~ 
uation hare been complet~d, the economic ~nvestmentinvolved demands 
tha.t it serve on-going needs. It is ther\~fore appropriate thatthe.com
munity sele~ted for th~ demonstration system bear the costs of the hard~ 
war& that will ulttm~te]y be used in 'an o~erational system. On the 
other hand, the federal government shouldjprovide those funds associated 
with those jirogr.am requjY'ements peculiar t.\o the. development and demon-
stration of the new technology, its evaluation and test. . 

The following Pfogr.am, therefore, is based upon the assumptions that a 
designatecf~ .r;:ookerative community will bear ~quip:ment and fac.i1ity
related costs associat.:~d with thesatisfacti9n of its,needs, and the 
fe~eral ga~Grnm&nt will provide those fund~ 'ssQciated with the develop
ment oJ the. innovative technology, its test and evaluation, a,nd for the 
tethnolbgy transfer program needed to benefit th. rest of the country. 
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5.1.3 

Objectives of a Demonstration Program 

This study has analyzed the ability of ttunk~d 900 MHz systems to meet 
law enforcement needs and concluded that such systems are feasible and 
will contribute significantly to the level of capability of law enforce
ment agencies throughout the cor;,;try. A review of technology has shown 
that the capability now exists tu implement such systems. Before indi
vidual communities can address the significant planning, management, 
funding and engineering problems associated with such innovative sys
tems, a practical demonstration of the implementation and operation of 
such systems must be accomplished. 

The analysis conducted in Chapters II and III of this study indicates 
that there are three objectives to be satisfied by such a demonstration 
program. These are: 

a) Identify the degree of increased spectrum utilization that can be 
exeected to result from the imelementation of trunked technologies. 
Whl1e analytical studies may Yleld evidence of spectrum savings 
that might result from implementation of trunked systems, the 
actual extent of such savings can only be determined with a reason
able degree of certainty by measurements made in an operational 
environment. Such factual data must be accumulated before accurate 
cost benefit judgments can be made for follow-on systems. 

The demonstration system employir.q trunked technologies should 
identify acceptable channel loading standards for a trunked system 
in an operational environment and compare such loading with those 
standards appropriate to conventional systems. 

b) Demonstrate specific operational capabilities made possible by 
trunked technologies, and the effects that such operational im
provements can have upon using agencies' capabilities. Trunked 
technologies offer an opportunity for a new approach to law en
forcement communication system design, and the potential for sig
nific.ant improvements in their performance. A suitable demonstra
tion program should develop these concepts, demonstrate their use
fulness, and provide a functional model for other agencies to 
follow in systems of their own. 

c) Resolve engineering and procedural problems. The demonstration 
ptogram should resolve possible engineering problems that can arise 
in the implementation of new technologies. Procedural and organ
izational policies that may be necessary to fully exploit the 
potential of new technology should be identified. Upon completion 
Df such a program, other agencies can then adapt these concepts and 
technoloqies to their own needs. 

Program Outline 

The development of a new technological capability and its subseque~t 
application to practical problems must follow an orderly process. 
While various system development and technology transfer ptogramout
lines have been developed, most include similar steps. In view of con
siderations of economy. the status of technology, and the management 
structures likely to be involved in the development of 900 MHz trunked 
systems, a program consisting of five phases is recommended. These 
five phases are: 
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Phase 1. Feasibility Determination 

A program to introduce untried technology or procedural concepts 
should first determine the technological and operational feasi
bility of the ideas involved. Such a determination requires 
analysis of the proposed technology and determination of its 
potential applicability to the problems n~eding solution. Assum
in~ that the analysis i~dicates the feasibility of the techn~logy, 
it is then necessary to identify those questions and/or problems 
that can best be resolved through practical demonstration. Once 
the feasibility has been established, the outline of a plan fbr 
intplementation and test of a demonstration system should be pi-e
pared. 

Phase' 2. Functional Reguirements Oevelopment 

A demonstration program requires the definition of specific 
functional obje~tives to be satisfied by the demonstration system. 
A site for the demonstration model must be selected ~nd the speci
fic functional requirements of the system to be implemented in 
that environment identified. A detailed schedule for implementa
tion, including costs and management concepts, should be prepared. 

Phase 3. Implementation Program 

Based upon the functional requirements and program schedule 
developed in Phase 2, an organization responsible for implementa
tion management should be designated, specifications prepared, and 
procurement actfvities resulting in equipment design, test and 
production accomplished. After successful testing of the devel-
opmental system hardw!re components, full scale production and 
installation can proceed. Once installation is completed, the 
individual components of the system can be tested t.o assure com
pliance with specifications. This step is necessary prior to 
overqll system evaluation to assure that subsequent system per
formance measurements are uncorrupted by data clouded by faulty 
component performance. 

Phase 4. Test and Evaluation 

The test and evaluation vrogram has two objectives. The first is 
to dptermine if the individual pieces of equipment perform as 
specified and then to determine if they combine properly intn a 
system that fulfills the functional requirements est Cll!11shed at 
the outset. The second 9bjective is to dete.rminethe extent by 
whi~h these functional requirements contribute to the original 
goals of the program, fot' example. improved agericy effectiveness, 
increased resource utilitation efficiency, improved spectrum 
utilization. etc. The tE\st and evaluation program determines how 
well the system. taken ·as a whole. satisfies the operational 
needs. It provides a basis for cost/benefit deciSions by future 
users of the technology, It also provides information needed to 
specify system parameters so that they ~~n be applied by other 
users in developing systems of their own. 

Phase 5. Technology Transfer 

Data acquired during implementation, test and eva)uation must be 
made available to potentihl users of the technology. It should 
therefore be developed in a manner that will provide maximum 
assistance to other agencies who might benefit by application of 
the demonstr.';\t;ed technologies. 
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5.2 

5.2.1 

5.2.2 

5.2.3 

The cost and dUration of each of these Phases are fUnctions of the 
system to be developed and the problems to be solved. The following 
demonstration program for a trunked 900 MHz law enforcement telecommuni
cation system describes each of these five Phases in terms of the objec
tives presented in Section 5.1.2. Since it constitutes the next step 
of a recommended program, Phase 2, the Requirements Development, it is 
presented with a degree of detail. Phases 3, 4 and 5 are each presented 
in diminishing detail as they are progressively further in the future. 

PLAN FOR THE DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM 

General 

The follo~ing Section discusses each of the abovp five Phases as applied 
to a 900 MHz trunked system program. The object~ves of each Phase are 
described, and the steps that must be accomplished to attain these ob
jectives presented. Budgetary and schedule considerations are contained 
in Sections 5.3 and 5.4. 

The Feasibility Study 

The objective of Phase 1 of the 900 MHz program is to evaluate the 
feasibility of the proposed technical concepts as they may apply to the 
problems presented. The analysis, conclusions an~ r~commendations pre
sented in the preceding Chapters of this study constitute such a study 
and represent Phase 1 of a program to develop and introduce to the law 
enforcement and public safety communication communities the innovative 
concepts and technical advances inherent in the development of 900 MHz 
trunked communication systems. It, has described these new technologies 
and their potential to contribute to the operational capauilities of the 
nation1s law enforcement agencies. ~~ concludes that such technologies 
are feasible and within the present state of the art. It points out the 
objectives of a practical demonstration. It provides the basis upon 
which to make decisions to proceed with the next step, i.e.: the need 
for identification of the specific functional requirements of a demon
stration system. 

Requirements Development 

The objective of Phase 2 of the demonstration program is to provide a 
detailed description of the functional requirements that must be met 
by the model system. This statement of specific functional requirements 
should be in sufficient detail to permit accurate budgetary forecasting 
and the development of contract specifications. To do this, the commun
ity in whic,h the model system is to be implemented must be selected. 
The specific operational functions that must be performed by the law en
forcement communications system of that model community have to be de
fined. Phase 2 also includes an information acquisition phase during 
which information pertaining to the operational impact of 900 MHz propa
gation phenomena is accumulated. This information will be of signifi
cant importance to those making system configuration decisions for 
follow-on programs. 

5.2.3.1 Site Selection 

The selection of an appropriate community to be desi~nated for the con
duct of this demo,nstration program is one of the first steps that must 
be taken in this Phase. The criteria for this selection are as follows: 
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a) 

b) 

c) 

d) 

e) 

f) 

g) 

the selected model community must be a voluntary participant in.the 
test program; 

a new law enforcement communication network should be needed by 
that community. An appropriate standard might be ~hat the commun
ity's present system be in excess of seven years old or that signif
icant, new requirements have developed that require the implementa
tion of a new system. 

The electromagnetic environment should be such that the 900 MHz 
portion of the spectrum will prove suitable coverage. The need for 
repeater transmitters to fill shadow areas makes the introduction of 
trunked concepts technically difficult at this time and could cause 
costs not directly related to the objectives of the demonstration 
program. Therefore, the area of required coverage should lie within 
a radius of 20-25 miles and terrain be such to permit coverage from 
a single transmitter location. (This does not preclude a second 
site for backup, reliability purposes, or the use of satellite 
receivers.) 

The community must be willing to commit funds needed for the capital 
outlay required to support its share of trle project costs. These 
funds may include local monies, other Feaeral (LEAA Block Grant 
program) funds, or combinations thereof. The community must also 
be willing to provide project management personnel, site facilities 
and locations, and other resources nece·ss.ary for such a program. 

Officials in the community should be willing to work with the LEAA 
and/or its designated representatives in the conduct of the test 
and analysis portions of this project. 

The community should be representative of a typical urban metropolis 
that might utilize the 900 MHz spectrum. While it must be large 
enough to demonstrate the usefulness of multichannel trunked sys
tems, it should not be so large as to require an ex~essive level of. 
redundant hardware to produce the needed test results., A law en
forcement agency (or combination of agencies) employing more than 
300 mobile units would be appropriate. 

Since trunked portable units are not likely tc be commercially 
available in time for the demonstration pl"ogram, the community's 
law enforcement communication operatiunal concept should be such 
that portable units will not be requir~d for several years or ~hat 
the require~ent can be satisfied by a hybrid (trunked mobile and 
conventional portable) system. 

The final decision regarding the site to be selected should be made by 
the LEAA. 

The selection of an opt1mum site for the demonstration of a technologi~ 
cally and operationally complex system is important. Much of the 
success or failure of the program and the IIltimate costs associated 
therewith will , to a great extent. depend upon theappropriaten.ess of 
the demon~tration site selected. To assure that all su1tabl. candi
dates 'are considered, a nationwide survey to identify all 'cities meet
ing the specified criteria should be cond,ucted. The survey could be 
accomplished by'providing specific criteria in accordance with the ~on~ 
tents of Par. 5.2.3.1 t'O the Chapters of APCO. These Chapters are ,,In 
an excellent position to identify ·those cities witMn thefr regions 
meeting the above minimum criteria. 

From this list of ~oluntary particip~nts, discusSions co~ld be held 
with community rep~esentatives to further refine mutnal understandings 
of the opportunities and .responsibili~ties involved. From these dis-
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cussions a list of those cities (approxi~ately five) willing and able to 
participate would be presented to the LEAA for its final determination. 

5.2.3.2 Management Relationships 

Once a site has been selected, representatives of the agencies partici
pating in the program should develop a Memorandum of Agreement defining 
the roles and responsibilities of each of the participat1ng agencies. 
This Agreement should identify overall project management responsibility 
(which should be vested in the law enforcement agency actually procuring 
and using t~e system) and the areas of participation by other partici
pants in the project. It would also outline the development program, 
identify schedules and specify funding responsibilities. 

5.2.3.3 Propagation Data Analysis 

The feasibility study conducted under Phase 1 of this program (APCQ's 
Project 16) raises questions regarding potential operational problems 
that can occur under certain conditions of propagation. The extent and 
nature of these problems-should be determined, based upon the practical 
experience of the agencies now employing such systems. Concurrent with 
the site selection activity, a survey of those principal 900 MHz law 
enforcement systems that have become operational as of the outset of 
Phase 2 of the program should be conducted. Data describing the oper
ational experience with these frequencies should be accumulated. Any 
information available regarding the t~chniques used to overcome such 
problems should also be acquired. 

This data sh~uld be available by the time the final system configuration 
decisions are made. In this way the data will be available for analysis 
and application to the individual requirements of the model community at 
the time the functional requirements are prepared. 

5.2.3.4 The Development of Functional Requirements 

Once the community in which the model system is to be installed has 
been selected, those fUnctional requirements of the law enforcement 
communications system that must be satisfied to meet the needs of that 
city can be determined. Such functional needs must be develop~d in 
close cooperation with the authorities of the c·ty selected. They must 
recognize the operational procedures and responsibilities of the agen
cies involved .. They should exploit the many potential capabilities 
inherent in the digitally addressed. trunked system concept that will 
best serve the needs of the community, are technologically and economic
ally practical, and serve the objectives of the demonstration program. 
They must a1so be developed in a manner to insure the orderly transi
tion from the existing system, with its established procedures, to the 
new system. 

These functional reqllirements must include the need to develop pro
cedures, train personnel, provide documentation, and define maintenance 
requirements as part of the implementation of the n~w system. The in
novative nature of trunked systems and their potential for new opera
tional capabilittes require that the develppment of the functional 
requirements include concepts beyond the. usual scope of law enforcement 
systems development activities. Individuals familiar with the poten
tial capabilities of trunked systems and their operation should be 
selected to participate in the development of this functional require
ments .docoment. Those individuals with broad experience in law enforce
ment communication systems and also having the technical background 
needed to appreciate the potentjal benefits to be derived from such sys
tams should be chosen. 
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5.2.3.5 Summary 

5.3 

5.3. 1 

5.3.2 

Ph~se 2 of the program will yield the f~llowing specific results: 

a) selection of a community for the demonstration program and the 
development of t1ecessary management agreements; 

b) the accumu1ation, consolidation and analysis of available informa'· 
tion regarding the operational impact of 900 MHz propagation ba~ed 
upon practical experience with installed systems; 

c) a functi·onal requirement statement specifying,those syst~m per- ( 
formance requirements that must be met by the 900 MHz trunked sys
tem to be demonstrated. ~This document will provide the basis for 
the development of the statement of work and specifitatip~s for . ~ 
hardware development and instalJation. 

IMPLEMENTATION PHASE 

General 

The implementation program will involve the developmBnt of equfpment 
that requires new configurations of existing technologies~ A cbmpl~x . 
porti on of thi s program wi '{ 1 be the develo.pment of the software (control 
language) needed to accommodate the functional requirements of the sys
tem. The statement of work and equipme.nt specifications can be pre
pared based upon the functional requirements document prepared i~ 
Phase 2 of the program. Upon commitment of fun~s by re~ponsible agen-
c; es, thi s statement of work can be i ssue,d to the vendor communi ty as 
part of a request for proposals. A competitive sourEe s~lection process 
would then be conducted to sele~t a development and implementation con-
tractor. • 

A working model of the system must be demonstrated be-fore produ'Ctiorlis 
authorized to test equipment des'ign and to de-bu~ the soft~"are. Th IS 
can be done by specifying a multi-phased hardwa~~ development and pro
curement program, in whic~ the vendor is required to demDnstr~t~ a work
ing model of the sy~tem, including the control channel, command lan
guage, base station RF equipment, and two or more mobile units <.s a 
minimum) before receiving approval to proceed with production of the 
total system. 

Onc~ the system is installed, the individual components of the system 
should be tested, then the entire system tested as a whole. Review and 
analysis of the test results by the using agency will Pf-ovi'de the basis 
fat' system acceptance. 

Speci~ication Develppment 

Given the approval of the functional requirements documentde.ve1oped in 
Phase 2 of the project, hardware performance specifications Should be 
prepared to provide vendors with the s~ecific technical and environment
al requireme~ts upon which to base their proposals. These 5pecif'c~
tiORS should be prepare<;( by<a team of 'individuals .familiar with the' 
overall program arid its goals and objectives,repY;'esentatives of the 
f!1ode1 comf!1unity kr/9wl~dgeable ~n.the.needs o(their agency, and corqsult
ln~J technlcal specHll5.ts quallfled lnRE equlpmentand t.runked sy~,t~ln,i 
design,' 'II" 

The specifications should als~ define th6se hardware capabi)ities and ., 
o 
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.the test points or interfaces needed to permit measurement of those 
~ndividual hardware and system performance factors identified in the 
'~est program- (see S.ection 5.5 below). It would contain the 'following 
Sections: General Conditions, Special Conditions, Scope of the 
$pecifications, Equipment Specifications, Performance Verification, 
training, Maintenance, and Schedule. 

J11e Statement of ~Jork (SOW) 

Th~ SOW should be prepared by the same team that prepares the specifica
tibns and incorporated as a part thereof. It should outline a phased 
prOgram, i.e., demonstration of a wor~ing model (probably at the 
ver,\dor's facility), installation of ti,e c:ystem, test and checkout of the 
syS.tem, and system cutover from the exi~ting system to the new trunked 
system. The SOW should also identify the requiy"ement to demonstrate a 
wotking sample of the system before full scale production is authorized. 
The procuring authority should have the option to terminate the contract 
in the event of unsatisfactory performance of the model, at minimum 
cost. An important element of the SOW will be the definition of what 
constitutes an "acceptable system" and how it will be demonstrated. 

The SOW should specify maintenance support of the system for a minimum 
period (probably one year) after system acceptance, and include "over 
the Shoulder" training of maintenance personnel if in accord with the 
maintenance £oncepts of the using agency. It should include the re
quir~ment for the development of ~ny specialized system management 
and/or operational procedures tnat might be necessitated by the new 
technology. It should also include training person~el in any new oper
ational techniques. 

The wClrk statement should incorporate those phases of the test and eval
uation program (see Section 5.5 below) that can best be accomplished by 
the development contractor. This would include testing of individual 
hardWare items, identifiable systems, and overall system operation. 

A cutover program should be defined, specifying the maintenance of the 
required level of operational capability by the using agency during the 
transition period. Vendors should be required to submit detailed plans 
for cutover as part of their proposals. 

Procurement, Installation, Test and Acceptance 

Procurement responsibility for the system should rest with the community 
in which the demonstration system is to be installed. A procurement 
team should be established, under the direction of a Project Director 
Who has been d.esignated by the agency that wi 11 eventually be th·e user 
of the system. This procurement team should include technical and oper
ational representatives of the using agency in addition to personnel 
experienced in the demonstration program itself, as representatives of 
the sponsoring federal government agency. 

This procurement team shOUld act as the source selection board. super
vise contract activities, monitor contractor progress. revi~w contract
or tests, and make recommendations regarding hardware and system accept
ance. This team should be the only group having authority to recommend 
co~tract changes. 

The procurement team, under the direction of the Project Director, 
shouJd monitor installation, acceptance testing, and cutover activities. 
It should also have access to the resources and administrative channels 
needed to coordinate installation and cutover activities. 
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Those members of this team r~presenti~g the s~onsoring fediral govern
ment agency should be responsible for preparation o~ and submission of 
test reports that will document for future use by others, the technical 
data and program-related experiences obtained during the implementation 
phase of the project.' 

5.4 THE TEST AND EVALUATION PROGRAM 

5.4.1 rhe Overall Testing Concept 

The complete test program for a 900 MHz trunked system incorporates" 
four levels of test and evaluation, severaJ of which ar~ intefleaved 
with other phases. The first level of tei~s determines the ~dequacy of 
the ~asic system design and hardware configuration prior to s~rial pro
ductlon. These tests will demonstrate the validity of the engineering 
concepts employed by the vendor and identify possible interface prob
lems. Upon successful demonstration of this mock-up system, production 
and installation can proceed. 

The second level of testing, conducted by the contractor after install
ation is complete, is a component-by-c6mponent test to demonstrate that 
the individual elements of the system function in accordance with thei~ 
design specifications. In the event that inadequacies are found, the 
contractor should be held responsible for their correction. 

The third level of testing is the overall system test. This test, "also 
co~ducted in conjunction with the implementation contractor,'demgn
strates that the system "plays together ll as designed. These tests show 
that interfaces have been properly configured and the system performs 
as required.' . 

The f 0 u r t h 1 eve 1 0 f the t est pro g r am pro v ide san e val u a t ion 0 fit h e 
functioning of the system. showing its ability to meet thoseo;peration
al goals established in the functional requirements statement. This 
phase of the test and evaiuation program will be conducted under Phase 4 
of the program. It includes analysis of data acquired durin9 preceding 
Phases to document the solutions to the problems and the ans~ers to 
questions posed at the outset of the program. Performance of the sys
tem in the orerational environment must be monitored to evaluate the 
extent by which the system meets its objectives. The test ahd evalua
tion Phase should yield a document, or series of documents, .'suitable 
for publication and future use by all who might benefit from applying 
trunked system technologies to the problems of their own agencies. 
Such documentation should inclUde a description of the syst¢m's perfor
mance, its technical operation, suggested operational procedures, and 
any other topics that might be of assistance to those ag~nc;'ies Who 
could benefit from implementation of the concepts develope~. 

\ 
i ., 

This evaluation phase is to be conducte~ afterjthe system ~as been cut 
over and is functioning in an operation4l environment. Th~ data col
lected, as outlined in the test programi Will provide a fabtual basis 
by which the performance of trunked sysulems can be compareid w·;;th con~ 
ventional systems. This information wound de'"Scr;,be avera~ie delay times 
as a function of number of units per channel and similar factors that 
affect level of service. The number of RF channels ~vail~ble for use' 
would be varied dcuring various conditlon~\ of o.perational ;loading and " 
the e .. ffects on message delay measured. The figures recorl~ed Wq,uld show 
~verage amount of air time vs. channel occupancy, and sys:!tem a,r(d com-' 
ponent reliability. The information acqucired diuring ~Jlis eValuation' 
will provide insight into the potential for enhanced operational cap
ability of trunked systems, ~nd constitutes an important sourte pf ¢ 

re'l evant data upon whi ch .to base futyre spect,rym management deCi 51 ons.· 
I 
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A t~st and evaluation progfam as'outlined must be conducted by a tech
nically competent group, familiar with the trunked systems program and 
also familiar with th~ operational needs of law enforcqwent agencies. 
This grou~ would work under the sponsorship of the q~~ernment agency 
t It a t pro v i ,d e s 0 v era 11 d ire c t ion 0 f the pro g ram. The res u 1 t s 0 fit s 
work const:tute the source data for the following technology transfer 
program. 

5.5 TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 

Once a demonstration system has been implemented and its test and evalu
ation completed, the remaining task of the program is to make the knowl
edge and experience gained available to the entire community. 

There are three elements to such a task. The first is to accumulate 
the engineeri~g and operational data in a manner useful to the several 
levels of individuals involved in implementing such systems in their own 
communities. Thesq levels include the executive personnel who make 

'decisions that determine the availability of implementation funding, the 
operational personnel whose judgments determine functional suitability, 
and the engineering personnel whose skills make possible the design and 
operation of such systems. 

The second requirement of a technology transfer p~ogram is publicity. 
The informatiJn collected will be of scant value if potential users are 
unaware of its existence. A concerted effort should be launched by in
volved government agencies to make state and local officials aware of 
the results obtained from the program. This can be done by publication 
in the trade press and participation in appropriate professional and 
government-related association conferences, meetings and seminars. 

The third el,\ement of a successful technology transfer program is the 
availability of those individuals whose participation in the program 
gave them experience and knowledge that would be of significant value to 
other agencies contemplating the installation of trunked systems of 
their own. Such people s~ould be considered a valuable program-related 
asset, and their identity, location and availability should be provided 
to potential $ystem users. 

5.6 SCHEDUL~. 

5:7 

Chart S.l shows the recommended schedule for the demonstration program. 
This schedule assumes the sequential implementation of each phase of the 
project to insure continuity of personnel and ~gency involvement. It 
also a!5Umes the availability of funds (see Section 5.7) in time to 
aut~orize the beginning of each step of the program immediately follow
ing ~he completion of a preceding step. It further assumes that activ
iti~s necessary to secure funds and authorizations necessary for each 
phcrs'e of the program are accomplished in conjunction with the preceding 
ph~se. -

This schedule is intentionally generalized. It depicts only major 
p~~ses and tasks so as to present a view of the overall scope and dur
a/lt'j on of the demonst\~a t ion proj ec t. 

BUDGET 

The program budget is based upon the same assumptions listed under 
Section 5.6~ The budget presented further assumes the continuation of 
present cosbs and a competitive source selection process for hardware 
development, production and installation, and the partici~ation of 

5.10 
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individuals representing the model city at no cost to the project. 

Costs of the program are divided between the federal government"and the 
model city. The division of costs is based upon the assumption that 
those program costs related to development, evaluation and technology 
t ran s fer are a 11 'O.c ate d tot h e fed era 1 g 0 v e rom e n t . Tho,s e cos t sill vol v e d 
in the production, installatron. and acceptance of syst~m hardware are 
to be borne by the using community. 

Under this concept, the federal government will be responsible ¥or 
Phase 1 and Phase 2 of the project. That portion of Phase 3 th~t in
cludes development and test of the mockup model is also a federal 
responsibility. Costs of hardware production, installation, cutover, 
and training costs are assigned to the model city. Costs of Phase 4, 
Test and Evaluation, and Phase 5, Technology Transfer, are shown as 
costs to the federal government. 

Phase l, the Feasibility study, has been accomplished with the sub
mission of APCO's Project 16 report and, therefore, funds associated 
with this task are not shown. Since no date for the beginning of each 
task can be reasonably assumed at this time, cost schedules are related 
to the program time frame in which the task is to be accomplished, not 
to a specific fiscal. year. 

The costs of equipment production and installation are dependent upon 
the size of the model city selected, the number of mobile units to be 
used, and the number of RF channels to be used in the system. For the 
purpose of this budget, a system employing 300 mobile units and six RF 
channels will be assumed. 

5.11 
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CHART 5.1 - PROGRAM SCHEDULE 
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Time 
Period 

1st year 

2nd year-

3rd year 

4th year 

5th year 

6th year 
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BUDGET SCHEDULE 

Task 

PHASE I 
Feasibility Study 

PHASE II 
Model City Selection 
Operational Data Acquisition 
Functional Requirements 

PH.t\SE I I I 
Procurement l\ctivity and Monitoring 
Produce Mock-up and Test 

Production, Installation Phase 
315 mobile units (5% .. spare) 
6 RF Channels and Control Unit 
Installation, Cut-over, Training a:nd instructioll manuals, 
Program Monitor, Test and Checkout, Documentation 

PHASE IV 

PHASE V 

Test and Evaluation 

Technology Transfer 
(Pl'ir.ting and Travel) 

CHART 5~2 

Federal 
Funding 

(Discretionary) 

COM P LET E 

$ 150,000 

200,000 
275,000 

175,000 

150,000 

25,000 

$ 

Local 
Funding 

25,000 

6~30 ,000 
75,000 

215,000 
50,000 

'J 
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APPENDIX I 

COMMENTS OF ASSOCIATED PUBLIC-SAFETY COMMUNICATIONS OFFICERS J INC. (APeo) 

IN THE MATTER OF 

INQUIRY INTO THE PRACTICE~ AND 

PROCEDURES FOR SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT 

IN THE LAND MOBILE SERVICES GOVERNED 

BY PARTS 89 J 91 AND 93 OF THE COMMISSION'S RULES 

DOCKET NO. 21229 

(EXHIBITS OMITTED) 
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BEFORE THE 

Federal Communications Commission 
WASHnmTON, D. C. 20554 

In the Matter of ) 
) 

Inquiry into the Practices and ) 
Procedures for Spectrum Management ) 
in the Land Mobile Services Governed ) 
by Parts 89, 91 and 93 of the Corn- ) 
mission's Rules. ) 

Comments of Associated 
Public-Safety Communications 

Officers, Inc. (APCO) 

Docket No. 21229 

The Associated Public-Safety Communications Officers, 

Inc. (APCO), by its attorneys, submits the following comments 
1/ 

in response to the Commission's Notj"".;;e, of Inquiry he~ein.-

Introduction to APeO and 
Its Spectrum Management Activities 

APCO is well known to the Commission as .. the nation" s ,.' 

oldest publ~c safety radio organization. Through its~hirt~ 

active chapters and 3100 members, APCO has been a major force 

in public safety cornrn,unications for the past forty, years. APCO 

members are drawn from police, fire, local government, highway 

maintenance, emergency, and fo;restry" conservation agencies; and 

many members have workedcs volunteer frequency coordinators for 

1/ Notice of Inquiry, Docket No. ' 21229, FCC 77-28'7; rel~£1,s.~p 
May 17, 1977 (hereinafter cited as "Notice"). " ltD' 

() 
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various public safety radio s~rvices~ The assc~iation has 

partic.ipated in lengthy and thorough investigations of numerous 

pu~lic safety radio topics including frequency coordination and 

implementation of statewide public safety telecommunications 
1/ 

Planning.-

Through its activities in support of effective public 

safety radio systems, APeO has taken the lead in recognizing and 

adapting to changes in the functions and technical capabilities 

of public safety radio systems. APCO supported the introduction 

of digital technology ~ .for example, as a means of performing 

tasks like vehicle monitoring and telernetering of emergency medical 

data. APCO has encouraged the trend toward integra"ted public 

safety radio systems'which combine police, fire: a."tlbul?nce, and 

~ergency services into planned and coordinated systems necessary 

to meet their public responsibilities for saving lives and property. 

Finally APCD and its chanters have seI:"<led as one of the-official 

frequency coordinators :':or public safety applicants in the 470-
2/ 

512 MHz band as well as in lower bands.-

1/ 
-'" 

2/ 

APCD's Frequency Coordination Manual (Pro)ect 5) and the 
recent investigation of statewide telecommunications planning 
(Projec~ l3 and 13a) funded by the Law Enforcement ~ssistance 
Administration are particularly applicable to the Commission's 
~pdeav~rs·! An earlier manual of Public Safe,t,y S'i:.andard Opera
ting Procedures (Project 3) is also pertinent to this inquiry 

. and will ,p~r~ferred to at various points. A list and brief 
cles::"o,'r"!,: :...:: ...... iO): APeD f s 16 projects and studies in the public 
.:iafre.ty· communication field are included as Exhibit II. 

See, Land Mobile - UHF TV Sharing, 30 F.C.C.2d 221, 232; 
27F.C.C.2d 371 (1971). 
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The Commission's Notice reques·ts comments on matters 

at the heart of APCO's ongoing activities. The Notice annoQnces 

a new regime in land mobile spectrum management to be comp~ised 

of a nationwide data base of land mobile systems, standardized 

frequency coordination procedures followed by private (non-FCC) 

groups, and monitoring of land mobile transmission to chart 

channel utilization. (paragraph 1). Much of the analysis in the 

Notice is drawn from the Commission's experience with the Chicago 

Regional Spectrum Management task force which attempted a cen

tralized and computerized approach to frequency assignments and 

spectrum management. The Commission has determined to carry 

over the concept of a computerized data base and channelmonitorinq 

from the Chicago plan, while turning to private frequency coor

dina tors for the bulk of the work in advising c\pplicants and re-

commending frequencies. (paragraph 21). Commen.ts were requested 

on each element of +:he plCt..n, particularly the o,~ganization of 

the data base and the forma'/: for channel moni tOlFinq and use of 

channel occupancy data. (paragraph 20, 34). St,~ndards au{a. guide

lines for frequency coord~nators are to be prom~lgated by means 
, 

of a rulemaking proceedingdevote~ to that topi!p (paragraph 22). 
, 

The Commission's plan for spectrum ma:hage~ent is ambi .... 

tious and far-reaching; it calls for serious and. thoughtful 

efforts on the part of the Safety and Special Radio Sierviees Bureau. 
" ' 

and the land mobile community. To respond to t~ile proposals and 
1 ~ 

I.' 
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topics set forth in the Notice, APCO has assembled a special 

task force made up of members with experience in spectrum manage

ment and frequency coordination matters. The task force includes 

representatives of all geographic regions of the country an1 of 

state and local public safety organiil;ations. Some members were 

active in the Chicago area regional spectrum management experiment 

from which much of the data and proposals in the Notice were drawn. 

The comments presented by APeo reflect the collective judgments 

of the task force, the officers and the National Office, made 

atter extensive study and debate. 

Summary of Comments 

The Commission has requested comments on three distinct 

bnt rela,ted phases of an overall spectrum management program: 

the organization and use of an FCC data base; a system of pri

vate frequency cqordination; and a program of monitoring actual 

,spectrum usage. For convenience, APCO will direct its comments 

to each of these elements in turn. 

The FCC Data Base can be analyzed in terms of its 

three primary elements: a) what information belongs in the da.ta 

base? b) how to acquire and accurately maintain the needed data? 

and c) how and to whom should the information be made availa.ble? 

The COmInission has made excellent progress in developing a number 

----------------- -------
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of elements for its data base, and it has recognized, that the 

primary responsibility for building and operating the data base 

rests with the FCC alone. APCO has made certain suggestions 

regarding the list of data items developed by the Cot"rirllission 

which are attached as Exhibit 1. 

At the! same time, we' feel that the Cornrn :.ssiOn' s list 

of data items fails to corne to grips with the basic issues of 

deriving meaningful channel loading criteria, and incorporating 

the data that determines compliance with that crIteria in the 

data base. That is, determination of the constituent elements 

of channel loading criteria is basic to any rational d~qisi6ns 

regarding spectrum management, and this determination cannot 

rest on number of mobiles alone. The monit6ring data acquired 

by the Spectrum .Management Task ,Force (SMTF) and set out in 

Appendix B shows the lack of correlation between numbers ,of 

vehicles assigned per channel and channel occupancy in terms Of, 

air time. Further, neither of these factors describes channel 

utilization in the context of how that utilization pertains to 

the ability of public safety systems to meet their responsibilities 

in the public "interest, convenience, or ,necessity. ri Until measure~ 

ment of channel atilization in relation to needs is established, Q 

decisions ,regarding channel assigru;nents rt:\ust be arbitrary and 
'\\ I I' 

devoted to the minimal objective of preventing interfe~ence between 

channel users rather tha.n structuring a spectrum management" progr~ 
i; D 

o , 

,) 
that accounts fdr., the wide range of public safety responsibilities,. () l~_:::D 

(~ f~ 0 

D 

i 
"j 

! 
" ".;ll . _.;;.1 
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In the absence of comprehensive criteria relating 

'channel usage to the licensee t s needs, then the level of ser-

vice, i.e., the waiting time or probability of delay that is 

acceptable to each channel user, should be the criteria by which 

the maximum or optimal channel loading can be measured. Numbers 
, 

of vehicles per channel is only one factor that determines the 

level of servij::e that can be expe-:ted. Average message length, 

mesaage handling time L, and frequency of messages per unit bear 

just as heavily upon channel availability as does the number of 

vehicles assigned to the channel. Since these considerations 

are fundamental to channel usage and critical to frequency assign-

ments and channel sharing concepts, this information or its 

algorithm should be derived for each service and incorporated 
1/ 

into the data base.-

In S'!lIt\, APCO believes the Commission should employ 

topls that measure channel loading in terms of the licenseets 

service needs and activities, and incorporate the appropriate 

data items in the data base. Additionally, procedures to validate 

data base information periodically need to be adopted. 

Once, the structure of a data base has been established, 

the next probl~m is to develop the machinery and procedures 

.needed to acqU!~.re and ·maintain such data with the degree of accu
: 

racy required.. It is APCO IS posi ti,':)z:.. that the acquisition and 

!l See, APCO i s An Introduction to the Theory of Waiting Times', 
Tpomas Ch1,lrch and Janis Church, 'December IS, 1973. This 
study con.tainsinformation needed for a mathematical calcu
latiorr of waiting times for a public safety system. 

" 
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maintenance of such a data base is clearly the responsibility 

of the Commission, since only the Commission has the authority 0 

through its licensing procedures to insist that such data be 

provided by the users of the spectrum and to apply·· sanctions to 

those who fail to comply. Once the data is collected, the 

organization and storage of such data is a purely mechanical 

function that can be accomplished by systems developed by the 

FCC or by a private data processing organization under contract 

to the Commission. 

Finally, the data base mus~ be made available to 

those most needing it. As long a.s the Commission must depend 

upon others to fulfill its responsibility by coordinating fre-

quency selections, the Commission has the duty to support those 

coordinators with the tools they need. Since puhlic ·saf~ty 

coordinators serve the Commission on a voluntary basls, the 

Commission must asstlme the responsibility of providing them the 

means of access to its data at virtually no cost. A toll free 

numbel;: by which a coordinator can obtain immediate access to thtl· 

data base may be adequate in many cases. In others, a terminal 

accessing the data base at the coordinator's location may be 

appropriate. In all cases, updated printouts"of licensees and 

activities in the pertinent areas should be provided to ~ach \] 

coordinator on a periodic basis. 

, 
, 
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Turning to frequer:~:y_c_~nt"dil\atL~2}!' APCO has long 

maintained that the responsibility for t:requency assignment and 

spectrum managcmen t rest~3 wi th the Commissic.m. Under present 

and foreseeable levels of Con~ission resources, however, APCO 

wholehe~rtedly concurs with the commission's· recognition of the 

role that must be played by volunteer service coordinators. 

AP.CO will continue to participate in such a program and support 

the Commission to t.hea limit of AP-CO' s abili ties. Should the 

Commission determine that it is in its best interests to dcvalop 

a single point of contact for public safety coordination, APCO 

is willing to provide such a service on a represantative basis. 

The role of coordinator is of such magnitude in spec-

trum management t.ha t plans and pol ic ies associated therewith 

must be based on a realistic evaluation of current resource •. 

When the nationwide data base attains the necessary accuracy and 

completeness, coordination policies can be based upon the exist-

en~e of such data. However, until such a data base become. 

available, the coordination function and procedures should rely 

on the information that now exists and the present workable .y.tem. 

We also suggest that any program of coordination should incor~ 

porate the developmept of guidelines that define the re.pon.i

bilities for and standards of all coordination performed under 

.the auspices of the Commission, so that the Commission'. "audit" 
1/ 

r function can be fairly performed.-

!I Guidelines for ~Qordination proc~dure9 s~ould be prepared 
by user qrO\lp!:J in conjunction with the commission Gtaff. 
APCO offers its ruLlo-at support to the Commission in tho 
dcvcloprncn t 0 f slJch s tanclurd S Hnd lJuirle 1 L.t'!s'~ 

(~' 

i 
t 

.,1 
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Finally, the Commission is aware of APCO IS belie.f 

that the development of statewide, munic,ipal, and regional 

planning for public safety systems is beneficial to both the 
1/ ' 

tay'payer and the Commission. - Such sys'tems enhance then opera-

tiona 1 capability that public safety agencies can provide from 

a given level of resources and, when conceived with suffici~nt 

consideration of spectrum conservation needs, work toward the 

(!~ommission I S stated objective of increased efficiency in spectrum 

utilization. The Commission's present procedures fail to accom-

mCidate the spectrum planning and long term implemt~ntation schedule 

of't.en associa.ted with such systems I and this deficiency should 

by the development of procedures ~nd criteria for 
2/ 

and implementation of public safety plans. -t' 

\ In terms of the COlmnission' 5 spectrum monitoring pr.,2.-

gram" APCO supports the C,.. "mission I s determination to improye its 

spectrum management data and has suggested parameter:; for mea-

suring public safety radio needs and uses. To the.extent that 

the Commission considers its pr"esertt, limited capability for 

spectrum monitoring within localized areas be of cost effective 

assistance to its accomplishment of ~ts~sp~ctrum management 

,responsibility, we support the Cpmmission' s decisiC)tl. We do not, 

1/ 

~/ 

See, Notice of p:r:oposedRulemaking, Docket No." 21350, 
FCC-77-523. August 30,1977, at para. 5. If, 

tl "\;/; 
See also, APCO I S Comments in r,esponseto t1he Notice of Pro
posed Rulemaking, Docket' No. 21350, filed/octa·ber' 7, 1977. 

&y/t " 

Ii 
i' 
:1 
Ii 

? Ii 
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however, feel that any tool of such limited applicability should 

be considered to be a panacea; proper spectrum management must 

be based upon the Co~nission's commitment of adequate resources, 

continously available, on a nationwide basis. For the interim 

period, it should be noted that valuable channel utiliza1:ion 

data can be obtained from the licensees by requiring relatively 

inexpensive and unsophisticated monitoring devices, entries in 

station logs, channel recorders, and other steps. 
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Discussion 

I. An Accurate and Accessible Data Base 
is Essential to Any Long Term Spectrum 
Management Plan. 

In discussing the Commission's desire for an effective, 

J~ong-term scheme for frequency assignments and spectrum manage

Jlrlent in the land mobile services, one point must be confronted 

directly and on a threshold level. An effective spectrum manage

ment plan is critically deF~ndent on an accurate and accessible 

data base organized and maintained by the FCC and containing 

the information on which spectrum decisions can be reached. No 

other party is in a position to compile and maintain a compre-

hensive data base because no one but the FCC controls the assign

ment of all frequencies, licensing and renewal of licenses, and 

the enforcement of technical standards. No other agency has the 

authority to establish standards and to impose sanctions for 

non-compliance. Thus it is readily apparent that the Commission 

holds the key to the success of its spectrum management plan in 

the establishment and maintenance of an accurate, up-to-date, 

and accessible data base. 

':rhe utility of the data base in frequency assign:ments 

under current spectrum management policies depends directly upon 

accurate information as to the present occupancy of frequencies, 

the technical and operational characteristics of the occupants 

and the extent of their use of the channel., Under the blgck sys

tem of assigI'..ments of frequencies to each radio," service, " the 

o 

II 
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local frequen9Y coordinators and the FCC Staff could keep 

fairly simple records of channel assignments and occupancy_ 

Major additional complexities arose, however, when the concepts 

of pools of kindred services and mandatory channel loading 

standards in terms of mobile units were introduced in Docket 
1/ 

No. 18261.- For assignments from the General Access Pool and 
2/ 

the 900 MHz chann~~s, tne frequency coordinator is presently 

totally dependent upon the FCC for information as to which channels 

have been assigned to the various services and licensees. The 
I 

FCC responsibility for day-to-day coordination and frequency 
3/ 

selections has grown proportionately.-

2/ 

The Commission determined to assign frequencies by service 
pools rather than individual services in its decision to 
allow sharing of certain UHF-TV assignments. The frequency 
coordination systems in the lower bands adapted to the ser
vice pool concept by expanding the services performed by 
major coordinating groups. Land Mobile - UHF-TV Sharing, 
27 F.C.C.2d 371, 30 F.C.C.2d 232 (1971). 

In Docket No. 20909, the FCC determined to place all re
maining unassigned channels in the UHF-TV shared band, 
470-512 MHz, into one General Access Pool rather than leaving 
unassigned channels in the service pools. Report and Order, 
FCC 77-226, April 18, 1977. The channels allocated at ' 
900 MHz were placed in a single pool at the outset, with the 
FCC staff making all assignments. Second Report and Order, 
46 F.C.C.2d 752 (1974). 

In order to improve 900 MHz frequency assignments, some fre
quency coordinators have petitioned the FCC to allow private 
coordination in 900 MHz frequency selections by assigning 
coordinators certain starting points in the channel pool. 
See, RM 2908, Comments filed July 20, 1977. For the General 
Access Pool, frequency coordinators are advised by the FCC 
when a channel has been assigned to their services, and 
coordination work starts anew from the channels assigned. 

I, 
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When the problems of increasing size and complexity 

of public safety systems are added to those of pooling channels 

and mandatory channel loading· standards I the infor:mat~on required 

by the frequency coordinator and the FCC becomes more complicated. 

With inter-service, co-channel, and adjacent channel sharing, 

information is needed on the types of systems operated by each 

licensee, including: the antenna height and power of the systems 1 

the functions performed by each system; the number of mobile or ' 

portable units involved; the location and antenna characteristics 

of remote receivers; the type and frequency of tone control de-

vices employed; and any other unique aspects of each system. 

Those factors that affect channel availability, such as message 

length, messages per unit dnd number of units per channel, are 

some of the additional topics that must be considered in making 

channel usage decisions. A computerized data base offers the 

best mechanism for keeping accurate and accessible records of 

existing and proposed systems and their characteristics. The 

Commission is to be commended for moving toward the goal of a 

data base in which this vital information is coded, indexed, and 

stored for easy retrieval on a timely, inexpensive basis. 

A. Items of Information Needed in 
the Data Base. 

Turning to the specific items of information to be 

included in the data base, a number of items should be added to 

the list for the new application form·in Appendix A. These items 
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rnnge from the telephone num~c£ of the applicant to the antenna 

pattern for any remote recE:. verso For the Conunission's con-

venience, APeO' s sugges tions have 1-,eE;n added to the format in 

Appendix A, and a revised lis c is att,.l2.ched to these comments 

:1i:S Exhibit!. ,;ilost 0:: tre suggestj I) "1S are self-explanatory I 

but a few-items will be emphasized briefly here. 

In the section Nature of Proposed Modification (Item 5), 

the list of technical teristics should be ~9vised to 

state (A) "change: in power" and (E) "d~ange in ar_tenna height, 

gain or directivity" instead of "incr~ases" in those factors. 

lihe: assignrn;:mt of channels may be affected by a reduction or 

other ch,ange in power r antenna 1i.8isrh t:, gain and directi vi ty , 

as '\lell as by a,n increase therein f al.:d i.nformation on any changes 

will be needed by the freque.ncy com:dirn.tor. Other useful in·· 

formation includes an increment.al \~stiJ.late of mobile units 

(!tem 6 II) and the number of portable-mobile units as a class 

of mobile units. 

In technical data (Item 8), a category should be added 

for Coded Tone Squelch frequencies or systems, since the use and 

characteristics of these systems have a significant impact on 

adjacent and co-channel compatibility. 0ther items should be 

added to cover the anten11a pattern and d.irection, the antenna's 

center radiation point and the antenna pa·ttern of any remote 

receive~sr since such characteristics affe~t the potential for 

interference to and from the system. 

.. 
-'----_ ... , -----
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The above suggestions to Appendix A of the Notice 

are essentially minor in nature; APCO's major recommendation 

is that the Commission develop accurate and meaningful criteria 

for measuring channel loading and that this data be incorporated 

in the data base. In the public safety area, channel loading 

criteria in terms of numbers of mobile units or portables per 

channel are inadequate to describe the actual usefulness of the 

channel in meeting public safety responsibilities. F.actors 

that affect waiting time before access to the radio system, 
1;.1 

such as average message l'ength, message handling time, an"d fre-

quency of messages are crucial determinants of whether a public 

safety radio system provides the support required by public 

safety personnel. In many cases, for example, a lengthy waiting 

period for a'.::cess to the system can mean the difference between 

life and death for police officers, victims of crime and fire 

disasters, and others involved in emergency situation~. The. 

other named parameters of service have similar impacts on the 

actual functioning of public safety systems to meet their 

responsibilities. 

APCO recognizes that a loading criteria based on the 

number of mobile units is simpler and easier to administer than 

parameters that determine waiting time, such as message length, 

frequehcy of messages and the likb but the simplicity o~ the 

present criteria should outweigh their severe drawbacks inaccuracy. 
. Ii 

The Commission must devise a more accurate and sophist~cated 

See, APCO I An Introduction to the Theory of ~';:~i ting Times, 
Thomas Church and Janis Church ... December 15, ).973. 
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measure of channel occupancy for public safety systems based 

on the role they play in public safety operations. Numerous 
1/ 

studies have been made of police and other radio systems,-

and these resources are available to help the Cc::unission in 

determining adequate channel loading criteria. without this 

effort, however, the Commission's data base will not reflect 

public safety needs. 

B. Access to the Data Base. 

Access to the data base may depend in large part on 

the scheme of frequency' coordination which the Commission adopts, 

as the frequency coordinators and the FCC Staff are seen as 

the primary users of data base. Nonetheless, a number of general 

observations can be made regarding the kind of access needed by 

any network of coordinators. First, some coordinators may need 

on-line access to the data base by means of a toll-free telephone 

network, or from low-cost terminals connected to a telex or TWX 

network. Such instant access to valid data may be a necessity 

in some areas to provide accurate, current information when the 

frequency coordination work .load is heavy. Since the coordinators 

are performing a job that is essentially the FCC's, moreover, pro

vision of the tools they need should be an FCC responsibility. 

1/ APCQ's Project 3 was one study of police radio operation. 
The summary portions of the project 3 Report (Phase One) 
are attached as Exhibit IV. 

) I 
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Second, coordinators should be sent periodic printouts 

or microfiche of all pending and recently granted applications in 

their geographic service areas; alternatively, copies of all licenses, 

modifications, and renewals should be sent to the applicable coor-

dinator. It is recommended that the printouts be monthly so that 

the reports will have sufficient currency to be useful. 

Third, retrieval access to the data base should be possible 

by any interested party including 3ngineering firms, equipment vendors, 

and licensees, upon payment of appropriate fees if necessary. 

As for modes of retrieval, the list of primary search 

key parameters in Appendix A (p. 10) is adequate for frequency 

coordination work. APCO's prior experience indicates that the 

licensee's legal name, service, call sign, frequency anr qeoqraphic 

area are the most useful parameters, and these files should be 

cross-indexed with each other to assure easy reference. Infbrmation 

under these search keys should be available by geographic areas, 
y 

including mUltistate or intrastate areas as appropriate. . 

1/ The frequency coor,dinator in Connecticut, for example, may 
need information on systems .in Rhode Island, Massachusetts, 
New York, New Jersey, and pennsylvania~ \'1hile the coordinator 
in Los Angeles may need only Southern California data. An 
index of geographic areas for which data can be retrieved 
would be helpful. 
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II. Frequency Coord'ination Procedures in 
the Interval Until the FCC Data Base 
is Implemented. 

As the Commission is well aware, APCO's basic position 

is that, in concept, frequency coordination is the responsibility 

and burden of the Commi~sion as a necessary step in meeting the 

purpose for which it was created. However, unless and until the 

Commission is equipped to do the job properly and effectively, APCO 

'will continue to be a strong supporter of frequency coordination 

performed by volunteers from the various radio services and has 

committed major efforts to that end. APeo members take part in 

local frequency coordination advisory committees for public safety 

radio applications in many parts of the country. As part of its 

emphasis on regional communications planning, moreover, APeo has 

stressed the role of frequency coordination in assuring effec~ive 

use of frequency assignments. 
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Undel:" present conditions, the Commission's decision to 
.,' 

rely on voluntary freguerkcy coordination. efforts, rather t'1an 
~ #1 ~ 

analyze all frequency }:.Iue'stiort's by, the Commission in Wa,shington, 
f •• ' , 

meets \vi t:l fl.rrr =tpproval froni, APeo ~ ;:l:~t the same time, the fact 
, '" I 

, .~' .~ 

that the volunt.eer coordinator is taking on a part of the COnL'ttission' s 
I" i'j, 

, .. J ~ 

burden should be r~cog~i~ed'. Such volunteers mile,at look to the Com

mission for support. As noted earlier, the establishment of a proper 
, ,~ r 

data base with p;:ovision for ',means of access bor'le by the (;onunission 
'. ,.,' 

is one way in which s'uch suppyrt:. can be provided .. 

) 

A. Organi~ation of a Fr.;eguency Coordination 
System~ .... ~--"'"' ", ,'_,-,----

" 

In discllssing' frequefJicy coo;cdination systems, certain 
~ " 

fundamental d.efintions and ground r~l>es shou~,d be ag~eed upon by 

the Commission and priva.te parties. ,"APCO's experience with frequency 

coordination activities parfonned by area coordinators or committees 

of affected users has been iavorable and successful. APCO proposes 

the following definitions .and, ,or-i teri,a as descriptive of those seeking 
/. r ;, 

to assume the critical j'Ole'of a designateQ. sin~t~ point coordinating' 
, ,f , 

organization: 
, j 

, / i 
~ r I , 

, , <",/1.,L
i 

o~ll'~ " 

(I) }Desi9nat;~ Coor,dinating Orgahization: 

nefinition: 
"~, 

, , ' 

i.' na'~ional organi za tiOIlQJ" "t"adio "spectr\¥"t\ users ,'':/ 
that" 'is au:tlporized J)~i the'~"FCC .to, provide coord ina
tiol1 se'~vfcJ~'s~ pD f"a tlatiprial basis' to license appli-
cants,,' io1., d~:s~i'l~~t!ied q~,ef..' ~:s,ervices. ',' 

,', ",. '~\'""';."" .-f~ , ' • tr ~r - , ~' 

" 

~ 'r ~I t '", I 

/ - / " " 
,'''.( < { 

- t,-I, r. \ 

! ' 

",;, " r 

. 
" r, 



Purpose: 

Elements: 

(2) Coordinator: 

Oefinition: 

Purpose: 

Elements: 
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To provide uniform adrninist~ative and super
visory support to its selected coordinators 
on a single point of interface between such 
coordinators and the FCC. 

1) An established organization having a 
national distribution of radio service 
user members. 

2) A permanent national office employing a 
permanent staff. 

3) A governing mechanism, responsive to the 
membership ~nd authoriz~d to exercise 
supervisory jurisdiction over the spectrum 
management related activities of its mem
bership. 

A member of a Designated Coordinating Organization, 
authorized to accomplish a coordination function 
for specified land mobile radio service(s) in a 
specified geographic area. 

To provide coordination service to appropriate 
radio frequency license applicants in a designated 
area. 

1) Authorized by the Designated Coordinating 
Organization. 

2) Resident of or employed in the geographical 
area in which he acts. 

3) Complies with established standards and pro
cedures. 

(3) Cool:'dina ting Coromi t tee: 

Definition: 

Purpose: 

Elements: 

A committee of coordinators authorized to coor
dinate for specified user services in a designated 
geographical area. 

To assure maximum utilization of the RF spectrum 
by spectrum management decisions Qf the committee. 

1) Comprised of authorized coordinators. 

2) Membership includes those directly affected 
by spectrum management decisions of tho com
mittee. 
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(4) Coordination: 

Definition: An approved procedure for processing requests 
for radio frequency recommendations. 

Purpose: To achieve and maintain an optimum level of 
compatible communications systems in a given 
geographical area. 

Elements: l} Advisory' in nature. 

2) Provided by authorized individual (s). 

(5) Advisory Procedure: 

Definition: 

Purpose: 

Elements:. 

The process of making recommendations on technical, 
administrative and regulatory matters affecting 
utilization of the radio frequency spectrum. 

To assure that maximum operational benefit is 
derived from use of the spectrum available. 

1) Reflects local geographic and system related 
requirements. 

2} Accomplished prior or subsequent to issuance 
of a license. 

(6) Coordination plan: 

Definition: A document, approved by the FCC, that defines 
the procedures by which the coordination function 
will be accomplished. 

Purpose: To define responsibilities, authori ties. 1 procedures "' 
and practices associated with the coordination pro
cess for the benefit of those affected by spectrum 
management decisions. 

Elements: 1) A formal publication of a Designated Coordina
ting Organization. 

2) Approved by the FCC. 

3) Available to license applicants and users of, 
the spectrum. 

, l 
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An organization seeking to become a designated coordinating organi· 

zation should submit a plan for FCC approval that eets the above 

definitions and covers: 

1) Eligibility: 

A) Name of organization 
B) List of its current officers 
C) Address of its principal business office 
D) Aims and objectives and geographic scope as 

documented by a copy of its by-laws 
E) Identification of its served radio services 

as specified by its by-laws membership quali
fications 

2} Abili,ty: 

A) Resources: administrative: 

(I) Number of paid employees, job descriptions 
(2) Background and experience 
(3) Office space and equipment 
(4) Legal services 

B) Resources: membersh5~~ 

(1) Number of members by membership category 
(2) Number of members by radio service 
(3) Geographic distribution of members (chapters, 

etc. ) 
(4) Typical job responsibiiities of members 
(5) List of current coordinators, job titles, etc. 

C) Resources: financial: 

(1) Copy of last annual fiscal report 
(2) Copy of current budget 
(3) Indication of change, if any, caused by pro

posed coordination procedure 

3) Activity: 

A) Services regularly provided to membership 
and others 

B) participation in Commission proceedings 
C) Trade shows 
0) Seminars and schools 
E) Chapter, regional, and national meetings 
F) Projects and studies 
G) Other 

4) ~oordination pro~ed~: 

A) As currently performed 
B} As proposed in attached documents 
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In APCO's view, the definitions and criteria Set out 

above establish private frequency coordination efforts on a sound 

basis for the public safety radio services in all radio bands. We 

urge the FCC to adopt these definitions and criteria as part of 

its program to rely on a private frequency coordinating entity in 

the public s:afety radio services and to the extent i..:ipropriate iR 

other services. In addition, certain other fundamental points 

should be included in proposed rules to formalize the scope needed 

for a public safety frequency coordination system. 

B. Scope of a Public Safety Frequency 
Coordination Sy~_t_e_m_. ______________ __ 

Fi~st, as noted above, APCO supports the use of private 

frequency coordination efforts in all radio bands including 900 MHz. 

It is our view that the frequency coordination process, with its 

detailed work before and after licensing of systems, is the·best 

method of insuring the existence of compatible and effective radio 

systems. The 900 MHz spectrum is no exception in this regard. 

Second I ,APCO supports frequency coordination for all 

public safety radio ~pplications including tho£e which are part 

of regional plans, which propose shared use of relay facilities, 

and which employ field engineering surveys. Whi.le we recognize 

that some applicants may choose to USf: a field engineering su~ey 

or that du.plication may occur with multiplerequesbs for a shar~\~ 
I, 
ii 

relay facility, the job of the coordinator can he seriously com ... 

promised by frequency assignments made on the basis of applications 

of which th~~ local coordinator is unaware. Sinc,e the coordinator 
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has been assigned the major responsibility for frequency recom

mendations, his work should be supported by requiring applicants 

to submit a copy of their applications to the coordinator at the 

same time a filing is made with the FCC. This contemporaneous 

notice is necessary for the coordinator to have an opportunity to 

cowment on the application before it is granted and to avoid con-

flicting frequency recommendations during the interval between the 

filing ~f an uncoordinated application and the grant of the appli-
1/ 

cation.-

Applications ~vhich are made in connection with compre-

hensive public safety teleco~~unications plans should also be sub-

ject to the frequency coordination process so that the coordinator 

can advise the participating agencies and be advised of any changes 
2/ 

or modifications in the plan.- In addition to specifying frequency 

coordination for comprehensive plans, the new Rules should contain 

a process whereby the FCC and the coordin'ators monitor and participate 

2/ 

To preserve the options of field surveys while also keeping 
coordinators abreast of applications, the request for coordina
tors' comments should be combined with the FCC application form. 
With a space for the coordinator's recommendations and comments, 
the rorm would contain all the information needed both by the 
FCC and the coordinator. Whatever mechanism is adopted, the 
Rules should provide for the notice needed by the coordinator 
at the time the application is filed. 

APCO recognizes and has promoted the process of preparing, 
adopting, and implementing st~tewide plans. Frequency coor
dination should be an aid in identifying necessa~y modifications. 
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in the implementation of a plan that has been approved. The struc-

ture of an approval and implementation process is discussed further 

below. (pp. 30-31) . 

Third, in endorsing private frequency coordination efforts 

for all applications, APCO does not call for a delegation of authority 

from the FCC to the coordinators. Just as the FCC is the only 

entity that can organize and maintain the data base necessary for 

any system of frequency assignments, the Commission must also bear 

the ultimate authority for frequency assignments, monitoring, and 

enforcement of its license provisions. The frequency coordinato.r 

should make recornnendations as to the channel assignments and tech-

nical or operational considerations affecting area use of the channel, 

but the coordinator should not be empowered to delay submission of 
1/ 

an application unless or until his suggestions are adopted.- Simi-

larly, in cases of disputes between the coordinator and the applicantr 

including disputes over applications based on field engineering 

surveys, each party should have an opportunity to submit written 

comments in support of his view' prior to an FCC decision. The Com~ 

mission's decision should be confirmed in writing, .accompanied by 

a brief statement of reasons, and provided :to all parties to the 

dispute. 

1/ By the logic of APCO's position'on this point, the frequency 
coordinator should not "administer" a public 5,~ rcty telecommuni
cations plan. The mechaniL~'for approving and ~~plementing a 
statewide plan vis-a-vis FCC requirements shou.td be an FCC pro
cess clear'ly set out in the Rules. 
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Finally, the FCC computer model for selecting frequencies. 

the Automatic Frequency Assignment Model or AFAM, should be avail-

able to pr.ovide assistance to the coordinator. As the Notice 

acknowledged (paragraph 21), reliance on AFAM as the sole source 

of frequency selections in the Chicago region was unsatisfactory 

because of the individual judgments and human factors involved in 

muny applications. Indeed, in crowded areas frequency coordinators 

tailor systems to an existing environment, an individual process 

that has not yet been programmed for computer ·solution. The com-

puter's capabilities can be valuable to the coordinator if used 

for a first order approximation of all possible. frequency selections 

from calculations of the applicant's coverage requirements and 

those of existing systems. A printout of AFAM's frequency recom-

mendations and the supporting calculations should be available to 

the coordinator at his request for use in making a frequency recom-

mendation. In cases where the coordinator's recommendation differs 

substantially from AFAM's selections, a statement of the unique 

factors of the application might be requested to explain the deviation. 

In this manner, the AFAM model can be used to assist the frequency 
1/ 

coordinator as well as to assess his selections.-

1/ i!u>CO's program for frequency coordination in the Chicago region 
follows this approach. See, Exhibit II, infra. This program 
could be a model for future efforts with AFp~. 
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C. APCQ's Program for Frequency Coordination 
in the Public Safety Radio Service in the 
Near Term. 

The eventual frequency coordination system determined as 

best suited to the public safety services will depend upon 

the establishment of an FCC data base having necessary information, 

accuracy and currency, together with the means of access to it. 

It will require the adoption of fundamental defini·1:.ions and ground 

rules, and the establishment of a frequency coordination process ' 

that results from future rulemaking proceedings on frequency coor

d~nation as announced in the Notice {Para. l}. 

The question of guidelines and standards for frequency 

coordinators is one which APCO has previously addressed at some 

length. In 1971, an APCO task force drew up a Frequency Coordination 

Manual as a model for its local coordination committees. This 

Manual was designed as a guide to public safety coordinators in the 

uniquE::! aspects of public safety radio ",hile recognizing that each 
1/ 

local area may differ in applying the suggested procedures.- If 

the FCC determines that one organization should perform frequency 
2/ 

coordination for all public safety radio applicants,- APeo has the 

1/ The difference between public safety radio systems across the 
country have led APCO to operate its frequency'coordiI:lation work 
by local committe'es under the. administrative supervision' of it$' 
National Office to a great extent~ It is our v.te\'i that efforts 
will always be required by public safety radio personnel ,.,ho are 
well informed in local areas. 

A number of land mobile radio organizations have petitioned the, , ... <~(} 
Commission to establish four national coordination entities for' 
coordination in the 900 MHz band. Rrn 2908, Corrunentsfiled 
July 20, 1977. 
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capability to assume that role. The f~~-'~~~rk adopted would be 

sufficient unto itself bl.:4t w(,)uld :f,..:oviae for participation of 

other public safety organiz.''Itions Sh0I11~ ~:hE:'/ desire to do so. 

APCD is prepared to move towarc. d mor~ G07:~pri-:':\ensive system of 

coordination, unified '.lder j t.s Dld.t~ .ina.;'" C tf'i.c:,e and organized for 

Conunission auditing" as may b('! necess~j;:y. 

The Commission's conunents al'-:ut lack of standardization, 

however, must be considered in. light of ·th(~ ~.ridely varying charac

teristics of the radio ser~l:e~. Public safety radio systems have 

unique factors of gCNernmental i1'lvG:'.. \"::..:::~'''';n~. in planning and budgeting, 

public responsibilities for s~£et1 of ]~'es and property, and a 

need for all local CI!'::' :,:' .l.te organizations t.o coordinate with each 

other in degrees rangJ.ng from everyday ~vorl~ing arrangements to a 

cognizance of 8\biliti~.;., ;fina f.t.:i~.cttCl::1S in time,s of disaster and 

emergency. These unique factors mean r for examplE. that channel 

loading criteria in nl~bers of mobile units are no: wholly appro

priate for pu;"lit:: 5;1£e1:Y sy,stems I a point discussed in detail else

where. 'I'he public safety coordinator mtl.s"C. be knowledgeable in the 

uniquf.) aspects of public safety radio sy ... ..:.ems and empm'lered by the 

Rules to make frequen.cy recommendations that best fill the perceived 

ne~(!s. A f.r.equenc1' coc:)rdination prograllll that is standardized for 

all se~vices and l.imited by rigid channel snaring and loading rules 

will not yield the best results ~or public safety systems. 

.. 
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D. Frequency Coordination in the 
Chicago Region. 

APCO is prepared to resume its frequency coordination 

efforts in the Chicago region on any date the Commission may set. 

APCO members have worked with the Spectrum Management Task Force 

throughout the Chicago experiment, and discussions have been held 

regarding possible procedures for increasing the role of private 

coordinators. Exhibit II attached to these Comments offers a 

proposal for private frequency coordination in the Chicago region, 
1/ 

building upon the task force experiment.- Our proposal envisions 

use of the AFAM model at a preliminary stage in tne application 

process with the final frequency selected by the FCC staff from 

the AFAM calculations and the coordinator's recommendations. This 

APCO plan could be implemented by all radio sE~rvices or only public 

safety services. It will be necessary, of course, for those per-

forming coordinating activities to have access to the present data 

base of Chicago area licensees in order to start their work and 

to continue it. Access should be ar~anged on the basis described 

in and field data for 

designing the nationwide access program. 

1/ The proposal in Exhibit II is base,d upon discussions bet''.'een ' 
APCO and CommissiOn Staff officials shortly prior to termination 
of the Chicago experiment. There was basic agreement that such 
an approach would be tried. However, it was not .. implemented, 
because of termination of the experiment shortly after t~e agree
ment was reached. 
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III. Spectrum Monitoring and Channel Osage 
Data are Tools in Effective Spectrum 
Management. 

The third area of inquiry in the Notice involves the 

Commission'S program of monitoring land mobile channels to compile 

data on actual channel usage. The Notice reports the preliminary 

experience with spectrum monitoring in Chicago and requests com-

m.ents on the data to be gathered and the use of the data. As the 

Commission recognizes, a comprehensive program of spectrum monLtoring 

is difficult to implement and uncertain in results. eN':; tice, Appen-

dix B) .. For public' safety radio systems, moreover, spectrum 

monitoring must recognize the characteristics of public safety ':;.-/',,-

tems and the way they diffel; from those of other radio services. 

public safety systems must operate 24 ho~rs per day, 

seven days a week, to meet their public responsibilities; indeed, 

a large percentage of their activities occur outside of normal 
1/ 

working hours.- Monitoring of public sa.fety systems should take 

into account this fulltime use. The mo~itoring data should also 

be read in light of other operational factors such as the nead 

for instant communications when an incident occurs. A major per-

formance criterion that must be satisfied in the u'ci;;iign of public 

1/ Studies of crime st.atistics, for example, show large perce.."ltages 
of crime at nigh-:~ Clnd ;,.. .. WF'-:Y"!-lS Q Similarly, large I"'I\''''''''!"~ of 
traffic accidents occur Jurihg the evening rus~ ~ _ on 
holiday weekends. M':::tjar civil disastelrs ann -;:fencies call 
for 24-hour-a-day radio systf'.Jns until the ~. .....s~s is over. See, 
~, National Commission on Criminal Jus ' .ce Standards and(;Qals, 
Pol~ce, 1973, at 200-04. 
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safety radio systems is the waiting time of mobile or portable 

units before effective contact with thp (~ontrol point is established, 

s inc€ :1.;:: ul1duJ y long wai ting time Cel lean the difference between 

life and death in certain situations. Apart from such extreme 

cases, public safety communications in general must place a higher 

priority on quick access to a control point or to other mobiles or 

portables than many non-safety licensees, and the FCC channel loading 

criteria should recognize this need. 

Another factor unique to public safety systems is the 

need for functionaL designation of one or more channels in a system. 

Detective or undercover police units, vice squads, and other police 

units may be assigned a channel for their use only to insure instant 

access to a control point or other points of communications and to 

protect the identifies or locations of undercover personnel. An-

other channel may be assigned only for dispatching purposes, so 

that dispatch orders and calls to all units can be made without 

delay or interference. These functional designations have a vital 

role that should not be overlooked in an attempt to evaluate spec-
1/ 

tT""" use. 

1/ APCQ's Project 3, the study of. public safety operating proce
dures, contains detailed support for the unique factors of 
public safety systems. A copy of the Summary from project 3 
is attached as Exhibit IV. • 
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A fourth factor unique to public safety radio systems 

is the ~ncreasing use of comprehensive telecommunications plans. 

Working with the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, APCO 

has encouraged the development and use of local and regional plans 

that provid~ for efficient use of frequenci.es and the development 

of operational compatibility between many city, county, and state 

public safety agencies. In previous filings with the Commission 

based on the extensive studies of Projects 13 and 13a, APCO urged 

the acceptance and accommodation of public safety plans in frequency 
1/ 

assignments and channel loading requirements.- Since this proceeding 

may lead to proposed Rules to aid spectrum management, provision 

should be made for a process of FCC approval of a public safety 

plan. The following definition of a public safety telecommunications 

plan ohould be recognized by the Commission as the first step in 

this process: 

Public Safety Telecommunications plan 

A document which defines the use of portions 
of the radio frequency spectrum in a specific 
telecommunications system by a tax-supported 
agency or agencies. Such plan must be justi
fied by analysis of operational requirements 
in light of channel utilization and by evidence 
of financial support and other factors which 
will insure implementation within a planned 
time frame. All Public Safety Telecommunica
tions Plans should be accompanied by a state
ment from frequency coordinating committees 
indicating potential availability of frequencies. 

See, APCQ's Petition for Reconsideration and Clarification 
filed in Docket No. 20909, May 2, 1977. 

" 

I 
I 
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If a plan meets these criteria., it should be sl~bmi tted to the 

FCC for review as to its .. licensing, needs . Upon the Commission's 

concurrence, the agent--:ies par.'t:j'.c.i,p~t:ing in the plan and the applicable 

coordinators should be g:i,ve~ wt'i tten 'af3!:iurance that frequencios 
- \ (,',' (: ". .: 

will be made available"p~'Ce.ff.-~rti:blY' tht~s~. recommended by the coor-
I " if 

qinator, to irnplemen!t. the' pla,ri~ 
'. , . 

p .. part from urg(l.I!g. :the (}omfui~siCin to recogni,ze and accom-

modate the unique aspects ,of public~st?,.f~.t;y systems in any spectrum 
/', " • < I- ~ • I ' 

management system, :A.'PCO, l?upp6r~:s.:af dOrlt;i,~t!ation of monitoring to 
; ,./ ,. ': ~,,:~",. ". I t'/; ",.;( ~~. '1', 

the extent the Commission feJels.·~h;s·eful·::i.n major cities where a 
; :', .' I i' ~,{ ,', ':,"'#.t' .' f 

specific need for ch~lrin,~i o'cqi~;W'llc:{dat~ ~ay exisi.:. It should be 
; f: . : t'~ ; /.. ,', . /'y~._ ~ ,'I'" . , 

noted that a full-t~.r.jl.e",;=dm;£;{t~~ens.iv,e .s·y,~,~eJn of ~P11:itoring would 
'\.-:'" / !'/1" ','!:! ;'.1" ", .~'~ 

entail a commitment of .t~SOtPiC~S 'aJ;v~ prioritie~far'above the level 
,: I , 

:''''J ,,) 

Un~.l th~ Commissi' H1 : s prepared to contemplated in the Notices. 
~<-

" ~ ,,:' .. '/ I ~" '" " '. " .. 
conunit the resources nee.~:ed',~.7p1tllnber of l;n~~f~tn 

~. - If I 

to obtain accurate and'usefl,ll data. These st:eps 
I ,," , •• ,' It 

steps can be taken 

include in~reased 
. I .. !-

requirements for en'tri,es in a stat;ion Iog, inexpensi1re ~ecording 
f " 

t·,'·· 

:,:. 
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Conclusion 

The implementation of an effective system of spectrum 

management and frequency coordination for the land mobile radio 

services will be critically dependent upon the determination of the 

FCC to fulfill its responsibilities within the limit of its re

sources. The Commission is the only party that can assemble the 

information and resources to construct an accurate data base of 

licensees and provide low cost access to it. Similarly, the Com

mission is the only party which can organize and carry out a pro

gram of channel monitoring, taking into account the operational 

factors of the systems surveyed, analyze the data in accordance 

with meaningful criteria, and enter this data into the data base. 

In the public safety area, the data base and channel loading stan

dards must take into account average message length~ frequency of 

messages, and other factors which affect the waiting time for access 

to the system. 

In the :nterim until establishment of an adequate FCC 

data base, certain measures can be taken to rationalize and upgrade 

the frequency coordination program. APCO has made suggestions as 

to definitions relating to frequen~y coordination activities. If 

the FCC determines that one organlzation should handle frequency 

coordination in the public safety radio services, APCO is prepared 

to assume that role through its National Office and l~cal coordina

ting entities. APCO has unique qualifications to do so stemming 

from its organization, membership expert.ise, past studies, reports, 

and other projects bearing upon public safety matters, and other 
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resources ns discussed above. Further changes in the frequency 

coordina~ion system should await the organization and availability 

of the FCC data base and the coming inquiry on frequency coord ina-

tion procedures. 

Finally, in any spectrum monitoring and channel loading 

program adopted for the future, APCO urges the Commission to recog

nize and accommodate the unique aspects of public safety radio 

systems. Chief among these factors are planned and integrated 

systp~s, the 24-hour, seven-day work week of our systems, and the 

need for functional designation of some channels and nearly instanta-

neous communications in many situations. For these reasons, channel 

loading criteria must be more meaningful than the number of mobile 

units per channel, and frequency assignments must be tailo~ed for 

the operationa~ requirements of public safety systems. 

October 13, 1977 

Respectfully submitted, 

ASSOCIATED PUBLIC-SAFETY 
COMMUNICATIONS OFFICERS, INC. 

Joseph M. Kittner 

virginia S. Carson 

McKenna, Wilkinson , Kittner 
1150 S.evellteenth Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20036 
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AMST 

APCO 

AT&T 

AVL 

CAD 

db 

EIA 

ERP 

FCC 

IACP 

IBT 

10 

IF 

IMTS 

I SI/l 

LEAA 

LMCC 

NABER 

NARUC 

OTP 

RF 

SIRSA 

SMRS 

UHF 

VHF 

WARC 

ABBREVIATIONS 

Association of Maximum Service Telecasters 

Associated Public-Safety Communications Officers, Inc. 

American Telephone & Telegraph Company 

Automatic vehicle location 

Computer aided dispatch 

Decibel 

Electronics Industries Association 

Effective radiated power 

Federal Communications Commission 

Internal Association of Chiefs of Police 

Illinois Bell Telephone 

Identi ficati on 

Intermediate frequency 

Improved Mobile Telephone Service 

Industrial, scientific and medical 

Law Enforcement Assi."tance, Administration 

Land Mobile Communications Council 

National Association of Business and Educational Radio, Inc. 

National Association of Regulatory Ut11ity Commissioners 

Office of Telecommunications Folicy 

Radio frequency 

Special Industrial Radio Service Association, Inc. 

Specialized Mobile Radio Systems 

Ultra high frequency 

Very high frequency 

World Administrative Radio Conference 
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GLOSSARY 

ambient noise -Environmental or background electromagnetic noise 

antenna gain -An antenna characteristic that increases the power density in a 
given ~irection by concentration of radiated energy 

authorized transmission -A n~3~dge whose content is in keeping with the authorized pur-
p0se~ of the licensee 

automatic vehicle lncation -A technique using RF energy to automatically determine the 
~Jcation of vehicles and to report their positions to a central 
control facil ity 

channel loading standards -FCC standards designating the number of mobile units that must 

community repeater 

coordinating committee 

coordinator 

fleet dispatch 

foliage loss 

frequency assignments 

functional requirements 

geographic re-use 

isotrnpic radiator 

licensable 

paging 

path loss 

be assigned to a single channel before that channel is con
sidered "fully loaded", thereby justifying the assignment of 
additional channels 

-A base station used by more than one licensee to provide an 
extended area of communication with the licensee's mobile units. 
All users of the community repeater jointly share the community 
repeater's license responsibility. 

-A committee of coordinators authorized to coordinate for speci
fied user services in a designated geographical area 

-A member of a designated coordinating organization, authorized 
to accomplish a coordination function for specified land mobile 
radio service(s) in a specified geographic area 

-A communications process by which a number of mobile units 
monitor all transmissions from a common point to receive infor
mation that may pertain to only one or more units of the fleet 
in any given iDstant 

-Attenuati on of el ectromagneti c ener'gy caused by the absorpti on 
by trees or other growth in the path between transmitter and 
receiver 

-A frequency authorized by the FCC for use by a licensee for pur
poses specified on the license 

-Those capabilities a system must provide to fulfill the opera
tional needs of the user 

• 
-Re-use of a specific frequency made possible by geographic 
separation ~r shielding from undesired signals 

-A radiator of electromagnetic energy that radiates equally well 
in all directions (a theoretical concept) 

-An application for use of the spectrum that is in compliance 
with the FCC's Rules 

-A communication service in whic! a. base station provides one-way 
communication to subscribers, usually in'Volvil1g only "beep tone" 
notification 

-The attenuation of electromagnetic energy over the patp) between 
two points 
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peak loading 

radio common carriers 

satellite sites 

simulcasting 

system configuration 

wireline carriers 

-The maximum traffic level to which a radio channel may be 
subjected. Peak loading of law enforcement channels usually 
occurs during periods of maximum criminal activity or major 
community emergencies 

-Those who provide radio communication service to the general 
publ ic 

-Remote transmitter and/or receiver sites connected to a central 
control station usually by landline or microwav~ links that 
provide radio communications coverage of selected areas that 
cannot be served adequately from the base site 

-A technique of transmitting from two separate sites simultaneous
lyon a common frequency. Careful control of both audio and 
radio frequencies at each site is required to preclude distruct
ive interference in regions covered by more than one simulcasting 
tra nsmi tter 

-The arrangement of procedures, equipment and organizations that 
have been selected to accomplish the functional objectives of the 
system 

-Publ ic service entities that provide w"ire type communications 
services. While the term implies telephone type wire connec
tions, many such carriers use microwave systems within their 
systems 
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